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Abstract

This thesis presents the research undertaken in time-resolved fluorescence inten-
sity and anisotropy techniques and their application. New information is revealed
concerning the emission behaviour of a synthetic multipolar branched chromophore
(AF257). Investigation of the relative radiative rates of fluorescing components in
fluorescent proteins EGFP and mCherry was carried out using stimulated emission
depletion (STED). Previous assumptions in the modelling of both continuous wave
(CW) and pulsed STED are shown to be insu�cient, and refinements are proposed
and tested.
The fluorescence techniques employed in this thesis utilise photoselection of an or-
dered excited state through polarised single and two-photon laser excitation, in
addition to polarised, time-resolved measurement of sample fluorescence. Chapter
one introduces the fluorescence process, the time-evolution of the alignment in the
excited state, and the core measurement processes used. Chapter two examines
in detail the absorption-emission mechanism of AF257 using both two-photon and
single-photon excitation. By combining fluorescence intensity and anisotropy mea-
surements, it was possible to resolve the emission into that from two distinct excited
state geometries. Such a thorough analysis has not been previously published for a
molecule of this type; this synthesis of information enables the proposition of a new
model for the absorption-emission process.
The second half of the thesis concerns the use of STED, which incorporates the
orientationally sensitive de-excitation of the excited state distribution. Chapter
3 employs CW STED to probe the fluorescence lifetimes and radiative rates of
the commonly used fluorescent probes EGFP and mCherry. It is shown that each
of these molecules consist of two fluorescing components with individual radiative
rates and varying amplitudes (with STED power). A single ‘average’ lifetime and
radiative rate is often used for these molecules in biological applications, and the
di↵erences observed here could have major implications for the accuracy of results
obtained in their application in the biosciences. The chapter goes on to assess the
assumption of an average STED rate in CW STED. Using fluorescence anisotropy
measurements and numerical simulation, the importance of orientational dependence
of fluorescence lifetimes in the analysis of STED measurements is shown.
Chapter 4 investigates the e↵ects of pulse stretching and solvent viscosity in pulsed
STED. Analysis of this data shows the breakdown of the previously used model
with the use of very long (of the order of 2-10 times the rotational correlation time)
STED pulses. Revisions to the model are developed and tested. From the results of



these revised models it is concluded that the rotation of the higher order spherical
harmonic moments in the excited state distribution has a highly significant e↵ect
on the observed depolarisation of the excited state alignment, and that further
improvements to the model are needed to incorporate this e↵ect.
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Chapter 1

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Measurements

1.1 Introduction

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy is used as a research tool in many areas

of science including chemical physics, biochemistry and biophysics and has been re-

sponsible for significant advances in the understanding of the dynamics and structure

of biological macromolecules [1–3]. Advances in laser engineering and the develop-

ment of fluorescent probes have enabled the widespread use of this technique be-

yond the academic environment; for example in biotechnology, gene sequencing, and

pharmaceuticals etc. [4–6]. This thesis covers time-resolved single and two-photon

excited fluorescence of molecules in solution, assessed using fluorescence intensity

and anisotropy measurements, as well as examining the technique of Stimulated

Emission Depletion (STED) in particular detail.

Fluorescence anisotropy occurs when a weak (in that it excites a small sub-set of

sample molecules), polarised, excitation source is used to create a specific orien-

tational distribution of excited fluorophores from a ground state distribution that

can be isotropic, or itself ordered. The probability of excitation is related to the

1



1.1. INTRODUCTION 2

angle between the polarisation of the excitation light source and the direction of the

electric dipole absorption moment of the fluorescent chromophore. Emission then

occurs at a fixed angle to the absorption moment (often approximately zero), result-

ing in an angular dependence to the measured fluorescence intensity. Measurement

of this fluorescence anisotropy in turn enables observation of the time evolution

of the excited state distribution of emission dipole directions; the fluorescence be-

comes depolarised as the molecules rotationally di↵use. Often a fluorescent molecule

is attached to a non-fluorescent molecule, performing the function of a fluorescent

probe; behaviour of the non-fluorescent molecule is then inferred from that of the

fluorescent probe.The depolarization of the fluorescence is dependent on the size and

shape of the fluorescent molecule, or in the case of fluorescent probes, additionally to

the non-fluorescent molecule to which the probe is attached. Other factors a↵ecting

depolarisation in the case of fluorescent molecules/probes in solution include the vis-

cosity, temperature and other properties of the solution (such as solute-solvent inter-

actions, intrinsic ordering and dynamic solvation e↵ects). Fluorescence anisotropy

measurements using a fluorescent probe can yield information about the overall ro-

tation of the molecule to which the fluorescent probe is attached, in addition to

information about internal rotational modes which can include localised motion of

the probe. Early work in this field was carried out by Perrin [7, 8], who developed

basic equations to predict the amount of fluorescence depolarisation by Brownian

motion depending on a range of factors, such as those cited above. The use of ex-

trinsic fluorescent probe labelling to study proteins was subsequently introduced by

Weber [9]. Jablonski simplified the mathematical evaluation by introducing ‘fluores-

cence anisotropy’ as a linear parameter [10, 11], and Albrecht examined further the

theory of polarised electronic transitions [12]. The main concepts of fluorescence

anisotropy along with its applications are discussed in‘Principles of Fluorescence

Spectroscopy’ by Lakowicz [13], for example. Recent applications of fluorescence

anisotropy measurements include determination of molecular parameters such as

size, conformation, orientation and folding states, in addition to revealing informa-

tion about the local environment such as temperature and viscosity of solvent, and
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information about solvent-solute interactions [14].

This thesis summarises the research undertaken under the supervision of Dr Angus

Bain in the Ultrafast Spectroscopy laboratory: part of the UCL Atomic, Molecular

and Positron Physics group. The Ultrafast Spectroscopy research group studies sin-

gle and two-photon induced fluorescence in biological molecules and in ordered sys-

tems as a method of investigating molecular probe dynamics, in addition to studies

of molecules designed for high two-photon absorption (2PA). Work includes devel-

opment and application of time-resolved polarised laser techniques such as STED

(stimulated emission depletion), FCS (fluorescence correlation spectroscopy), FRET

(fluorescence/Förster resonance energy transfer), and fluorescence polarisation mea-

surement. The group’s most recent work includes preparation of an ordered initial

excited state through use of STED, which enables investigation of local protein

structures and dynamics. It also includes development of STED as a tool to en-

hance resolution in confocal microscopes. Investigation of branched chromophores

with three-fold symmetry is ongoing, as well as analysis techniques for the methods

outlined above. The following work involves a number of these technologies, en-

abling familiarity with a range of research areas within the group and with di↵erent

experimental techniques. It consists of three main sections detailing the application

of fluorescence anisotropy techniques; anisotropy measurements of a 2PA optimised

branched chromophore; CW STED measurements of fluorescent proteins; and a

further investigation of pulsed STED as a technique and its limitations including

computational modelling of polarised photoselection.

1.2 Absorption and Emission in a Chromophore

Electronic transitions in atoms and molecules are caused by perturbations to the

electron wavefunction caused by an oscillating dipolar electric field i.e. that of

the incident light (electric dipole approximation) resulting in an induced polarisa-

tion at the driving frequency. This polarisation feeds back on the driving electric
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field exchanging energy between the field and the electron. The energy exchange is

maximised when the resonance condition is met i.e. the frequency of the incident

radiation matches the natural frequency of the electronic transition (in the case of

single-photon absorption) as given by the equation

�E = h⌫ (1.2.1)

where �E is the change in energy and ⌫ is the resonant frequency of the transition.

In fluorescent molecules the region that is polarisable in this way is governed by the

extent of the electronic wavefunctions involved and is known as the chromophore

(in the case of small fluorescent molecules this may be the entire molecule). The

transition rates can be calculated using the time dependent Schrödinger equation, if

all the particle interactions with each other and the electric field can be solved. This

is not generally the case for all but the very simplest systems. In fluorescence studies

the perturbing electric field is extremely weak compared with the internal electric

fields binding the electrons in the atom or molecule and thus perturbation theory

can be used. Solutions to perturbation theory treatments are still not possible for

all systems without further simplifying approximations. Two of the most commonly

used, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the Franck-Condon principle, are

described below.

1.2.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation was proposed in 1927 [15] and is used

to simplify the computation of energy levels and wavefunctions of molecules. It

allows the separation of the wavefunction � into electronic and nuclear (vibrational,

rotational and spin) components since it considers the inertia of the electron to be

negligible compared to the nucleus to which it is bound.

�Total = �electronic ⇤ �nuclear (1.2.2)

The BO approximation is an important tool in quantum chemistry as without it only

H+
2 could be handled theoretically in full. A consequence of the BO approximation
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is that the electron energies depend only on the nuclear configuration and not on

the kinetic energy of the nuclei; the electronic energy levels can thus be calculated

first by assuming the nuclear energy levels to be static on the timescale of electronic

absorption or emission. The energy levels of the nuclear states can then be calcu-

lated from this. For diatomic molecules, the electronic states can be represented by

plots of potential energy as a function of internuclear distance. Larger polyatomic

molecules can be described in a similar way to the diatomic case, but would have

more complex rotational and vibrational levels and a greater number of degrees

of freedom: 3N-3, where N is the number of nuclei [16]. The lowest energy level

(ground state) of a molecule with zero net charge and an even number of electrons

is in general a singlet state in which all electrons are spin-paired in accordance with

the Pauli exclusion principle, and is labelled S0. Higher energy electronic singlet

states labelled S1, S2....Sn (‘excited’ states) can be reached through absorption of

the appropriate amount of energy, for example via single-photon absorption (1PA) or

via two-photon absorption (2PA) as described in Chapter 2. However, occupation of

excited electronic states at thermal equilibrium is negligible due to the energetically

unfavourable Boltzmann factor; exp
⇣

�E
i

k
B

T

⌘
.

The Franck-Condon principle

The Franck-Condon principle explains the relative intensities of vibrational transi-

tions within a molecule. Electronic excitation transitions often involve simultaneous

electronic and vibrational transitions, and the principle states that the likelihood of

such a transition depends of the overlap of the vibrational part of the initial and

resulting wavefunctions. Specifically, the probability of a transition between two

vibrational states with wave functions |vi to |v0i depends on the squared modulus

of their overlap [17] :

Pv!v0 = |hv0|vi|2 (1.2.3)

This calculates the probability that a molecule in the final vibrational state would

have the same nuclear positions and momenta as one in the initial state as these
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Franck-Condon principle for a vibronic transition from the

ground electronic state S0 to excited state S1. The transition probability is maximised

from ground vibrational state to higher lying vibrations states of S1; this incurs the max-

imum overlap between initial and final vibrational wave functions. Figure modified from

ucdavis.edu.

are e↵ectively frozen during the electronic transition. For the S0 ! S1 transition

in general the greatest overlap from the lowest vibrational level of the ground state

will occur to one of the higher-lying vibrational states in the S1 excited state. This

is due to the often larger inter-nuclear separation in the excited state as generally

the electron configuration is less tightly bound. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1

Excited state relaxation

Due to the Franck-Condon principle and the reasons state above, the S0 ! S1

transition will have a high likelihood of reaching a vibrationally excited level in S1.

The molecule will then be vibrationally hot and the state unstable as the molecule

is not in thermal equilibrium with the solvent. Thus follows a rapid sub-picosecond

10�13 � 10�11s) vibrational relaxation to the ground vibrational state of S1 via

collisions with solvent molecules. Spontaneous emission can follow the absorption;

due to the relative timescales involved (ns vs ps), the emission process usually takes

place following full vibrational relaxation in the excited state.
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The emission transition is also governed by the Franck-Condon principle and there-

fore the probability of transition S1 ! S0 is greatest to the higher vibrational levels

of the ground state S0 as reflected in the emission spectrum with transitions to the

lowest vibrational levels (blue edge emission) and highest vibrational levels (red edge

emission) of relatively low probability. Again, the molecule undergoes vibrational

relaxation to reach the lowest vibrational states reaching thermal equilibrium with

the solvent. The fluorescence emission spectrum is therefore red-shifted from the ab-

sorption spectrum due to the energy lost in vibrational relaxation; this phenomenon

is observed in polar molecules where electronic excitation causes a change in its

permanent electric dipole moment. The solvent molecules will rearrange around the

excited solute in order to minimise the free energy of the system. This gives rise

to a time-dependent red shift in the S1 ! S0 fluorescence. The magnitude of the

red shift is governed by the dipole moment change and solvent polarity. The rate of

solvent relaxation is governed by the time taken for the solvent to reorganise around

the solute, which is dependent upon solvent viscosity and temperature. This is

known as Stoke’s shift [18]. A further red shift can be caused by solvent relaxation;

if a large change in permanent electric dipole moment occurs on transition to the

excited state, the solvent molecules may rearrange to minimise the energy of the

system. This is called the ‘solvation e↵ect’ and increases with solvent polarity [19].

It is normally fast compared with the fluorescence lifetime but can be seen with high

time resolution and/or viscous solvent.

Non-fluorescence decay pathways

Emission of a photon is not the only pathway for the S1 ! S0 transition; other

non-radiative decay routes exist. These pathways are summarised in the Jablonski

diagram in Figure 1.2. Non-radiative mechanisms include energy transfer (if a suit-

able acceptor is within the range of the transfer mechanism), collisional quenching,

and internal conversion to another state of the same spin multiplicity (on a timescale

of 10�11 � 10�9 s [13]). Alternatively, the non-radiative mechanism of intersystem
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S0

S1

Excitation

Fluorescence

Sn

T1ISC

IC

Phosphorescence

VR

VR

Figure 1.2: A simplified Jablonski diagram showing possible decay routes in a fluorescent

molecule. Blue, absorption; green, fluorescence; orange, phosphorescence; IC, Internal

conversion; VR, vibrational relaxation; ISC, Intersystem crossing; S0, ground electronic

state; S1, first electronic excited state; Sn, nth excited electronic state; T1, first excited

triplet state.

crossing to the lowest molecular triplet state T1 (assuming a singlet ground state)

can occur (on a timescale of 10�10 � 10�8s [13]) which results in a transition to a

state of di↵erent spin multiplicity. Intersystem crossing involves a change in spin di-

rection of an electron upon emission, resulting in two unpaired electrons of the same

spin orientation and a spin multiplicity of 3 (vice versa for a triplet ground state).

The spin must flip again to make the transition T1 ! S0 via emission of a photon;

this is known as phosphorescence [19]. Since a change of electron spin direction

is very unlikely without a suitable external perturbation (e.g. triplet quenchers),

these transitions are termed ‘forbidden’ and any molecules reaching the triplet state

remain there for longer than the singlet state fluorescence lifetime. A build up of

molecules in the triplet state can be a problem in fluorescence measurements as this

removes the fluorescing population, reducing the fluorescence signal unless limited

by some process such as di↵usion of new fluorescent molecules into the excitation

region [20]. A further non-radiative decay mechanism known as internal conversion

involves electronic relaxation without emission of a photon.
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The intensity of fluorescence and fluorescence lifetime ⌧f following excitation de-

pends on the relative amounts of the radiative and non-radiative processes shown in

Figure 1.2. The population of the excited state S1, labelled [S1(t)], is given by the

rate equation

� d[S1(t)]

dt
= (kr + knr)[S1(t)] (1.2.4)

where kr is the radiative decay rate and knr is the total non-radiative decay rate

equal to the sum of the internal conversion rate kIC and the inter-system crossing

rate kISC . Solving this rate equation gives

[S1(t)] = [S1(0)]exp

✓
� t

⌧f

◆
where ⌧f =

1

kr + knr
(1.2.5)

The total emission intensity at time t following excitation, If (t), is directly propor-

tional to the excited state population S1

If (t) / kr[S1(0)]exp

✓
� t

⌧f

◆
(1.2.6)

This shows that the intensity of the fluorescence follows an exponential decay that

depends not only on the rate of radiative decay kr, but also on the rate of non-

radiative decay, knr. Therefore the measured fluorescence intensity can give infor-

mation about the local environment parameters of the probe that a↵ect either the

radiative or non-radiative pathways, or the relative rates of each such as polarity,

acidity and viscosity .

The relative rates of radiative and non-radiative decay can be summarised using the

the probability of an excited molecule emitting a fluorescence photon, known as the

fluorescence quantum yield �. This is given by

� =
kr

kr + knr
(1.2.7)

It is usually necessary to choose a fluorescent probe with a high ‘brightness’ where

brightness is equal to the product of molar extinction coe�cient (absorption prob-

ability for a particular wavelength) and the quantum yield. A high fluorophore

brightness gives the highest signal to noise ratio, especially for instances when low

concentration is desirable.
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Fluorescent probes

A fluorophore is a fluorescent chemical compound that has desirable absorption and

emission characteristics such as high absorption cross-section, a practical fluores-

cence lifetime, high quantum yield, and absorption and emission spectra compatible

with the equipment available. Those that emit in the visible spectrum typically

contain conjugated ⇡ bonds in aromatic or planar constituent parts. As mentioned

in Section 1.1, fluorophores can be used independently as a probe or indicator of a

factor a↵ecting the fluorescence, as a dye or as a tracer in fluids, but fluorophores

are commonly covalently bonded to a macromolecule that is under investigation. In

this case, it serves as a marker enabling imaging and spectroscopy measurements to

take place. Due to the sensitivity of the fluorescent molecules to the immediate envi-

ronment, it is possible to use their fluorescence characteristics to obtain information

about the surrounding structure and physical environment [19] including relevant

order parameters, polarity, viscosity, intermolecular distances and intramolecular

and solvent-solute bonds [21, 22]. Information about the chemical composition of

the surroundings [23] such as pH value or ion concentration can also be inferred [24].

The choice of a fluorescent probe is dependent on the spectral properties of the

probe and the required information. For polarised photoselection and anisotropy

experiments it is necessary for the chosen probe to have an absorption and emis-

sion spectrum compatible with available excitation sources and detection devices, a

fluorescence lifetime that is compatible with the excited state relaxation time, and

a well-defined transition dipole moment direction. Sensitivity of the emission spec-

trum to physical environment or presence of certain chemicals is an important factor

in many biological applications [13]. Shifts in emission or changes in fluorescence

lifetimes of fluorophores can be signs of energy transfer which in turn can be used

to examine conformational changes or folding of proteins [25].

Several fluorescent molecules are found occurring naturally, the most important for

research purposes being Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) which is produced by

the jellyfish Aequorea victoria [26]. However, to meet the specific needs of research,
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many fluorescent probes have been synthesised [27]. Chapter 2 describes the charac-

terisation of a fluorescent probe designed for a high 2PA cross-section, AF257, and

an investigation into its photophysical behaviour. Other fluorescent probes used

in this work include Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP), mCherry, and

Fluorescein.

1.2.2 Fluorescence Measurements

For single-photon absorption by a linearly polarised excitation source, in this case

light from a laser, within the limit of weak excitation (i.e. no significant depletion

of the ground state) it can be shown that the orientationally dependent excitation

probability is given by W (✓,�) [28]:

W (✓,�) = B|hf |E · µ|ii|2

= B|E|2|µfi|2 cos2 ✓
(1.2.8)

where B is a constant of proportionality, i and f denote initial and final electronic

wavefunctions, E is the electric field of the excitation source, µ is the dipole moment

operator and µfi are its matrix elements. The angle ✓ is defined as the angle between

the electric dipole absorption moment and the polarisation direction of the excitation

source as shown in Figure 1.3.

Preferential excitation of the molecules with transition dipole moments in the direc-

tion of E will cause a non-isotropic distribution of excited state orientations. The

resulting di↵erence in fluorescence intensities between di↵erent polarisation direc-

tions with respect to the lab frame is encapsulated in the ‘fluorescence anisotropy’

parameter, and gives information about the excited state orientational distribution

that has been created.

The orientation of a group of molecules can be described by the orientational dis-

tribution function, P(✓,�) with ✓ and � defined as in Figure 1.3. This gives the

probability of finding a molecule oriented between an angle ✓ and ✓ + d✓ with re-

spect to the z axis and between an angle � and �+d� to the x axis. The distribution
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x

y

z
μfiθ

φ

E

Figure 1.3: Position of molecular dipole moment µfi with respect to the excitation polar-

isation in the lab frame, defined using spherical coordinates.

can be expressed as the sum of a number of spherical harmonics YKQ(✓,�), of rank

K and projection Q [29]. Graphical representations of relevant spherical harmonics

functions are shown in Figure 1.4. Expressing the distribution function in this way

gives

P (✓,�) =
X

KQ

hCKQiYKQ(✓,�) (1.2.9)

where hCKQi are the expansion coe�cients of the respective spherical harmonics.

It is convenient if all intensity and anisotropy measurements are performed in the

weak excitation regime i.e. Ngs � Nex where Ngs and Nex are the number of

molecules in the ground and excited states. This ensures that the ground state dis-

tribution function can be treated as constant over the excitation timescale allowing

a much more simple prediction of the excited state alignment. Significant depletion

of the ground state would lead to a reduction in the excited state alignment.

The typical transitions involved in a fluorescence cycle (absorption and emission)

are summarised in Figure 1.5. For the limiting case of rapid transfer from level 1

to 2 and 4 to 3 (as defined in Figure 1.5), reabsorption from level 4 to 3 can be

neglected and the rate equation to describe the emission from level 3 (neglecting

ground state depletion i.e. dN1
dt = 0) can be given by
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Figure 1.4: Graphical representations of relevant spherical harmonics plotted using Math-

ematica, those with Projection Q = 0 being cylindrically symmetric. Ground or excited

state distributions of molecular orientations can be described as a linear combination of

spherical harmonics.

dN3

dt
=

I(t)�(1)

hv
N1 �N3krad (1.2.10)

where �(1) is the single photon absorption cross section, and krad is the rate of

spontaneous emission from level 3 to 4. Considering the case of pulsed excitation

where the pulse duration can be considered fast in comparison to the fluorescence

rate, the first term on the right side of 1.2.10 can be considered a constant. This

gives rise to an initial population of level 3, the second term on the right hand side

leading to an exponential decay in this population. The proportion of the total

molecules in the initial excited state population in the limit of weak excitation is
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S0

S1

Excitation

Vibrational Relaxation

Fluorescence

Sn

1

4

3

2

Figure 1.5: Initial excitation from ground state (level 1) to a higher energy excited state

Sn (level 2) by the pump laser is immediately followed by internal conversion to the lowest

vibrational levels of the first excited electronic state S1 (level 3). From here the molecule

can relax to the upper vibrational levels of the ground state (level 4) through a number

of di↵erent pathways. Most likely is a radiative transition to any of the vibration levels

of the ground electronic state (levels 3-4 diagram). From here the (high compared with

thermal) vibrational energy is rapidly lost to the local solvent environment until thermal

equilibrium is reached (level 4). The individual transitions shown in the diagram are

described in the text.

approximately equal to ‘saturation parameter’ for the absorption transition Sabs:

N3(t = 0)

N1
⇡ �(1)EP

hvA
= Sabs ⌧ 1 (1.2.11)

where A is the area of the excitation laser at the focus, and EP is the energy of the

excitation pulse. In the weak limit, and therefore for all experiments in this thesis,

Sabs ⌧ 1 and observed fluorescence is as described in Section 1.3.
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1.3 Fluorescence Anisotropy

As described in Section 1.2.2 the order created in the excited state can be described

by the summation of a number of spherical harmonic functions and their respective

coe�cients as given in Equation 1.2.9. As explained later in this section information

on the magnitude of the (K=2, Q=2,0,-2) coe�cients can be obtained through

measurement of the fluorescence anisotropy: the di↵erence between fluorescence

intensity in the polarisation directions parallel and perpendicular to the excitation

polarisation.

The fluorescence polarisation is conventionally defined in the lab frame with refer-

ence to a system of coordinates based on the directions of excitation polarisation

and observation directions. In this frame (i.e. 90� excitation detection geometry)

the fluorescent sample is placed at the origin, O, and the x and y axes are along the

directions of excitation and observation respectively as in Figure 1.3. For a laser

pulse polarised in the z direction, it is common to label the measured fluorescence

intensities from the direction of observation as IV or Ik for fluorescence polarised in

the lab z direction, and IH or I? for fluorescence polarised in the lab x direction.

For the case of an isotropic sample and an excitation beam polarised in the z di-

rection there is cylindrical symmetry about the z axis such that Ix = Iy, the total

fluorescence intensity Itot can then be stated as:

Itot = IV + 2IH (1.3.1)

The anisotropy, R, is then the di↵erence in vertical and horizontal polarisation

intensities normalised by the total intensity:

R =
IV � IH
IV + 2IH

(1.3.2)

It is possible to find expressions for the respective fluorescence intensities in terms

of the excited state distribution and the initial and final states |ii and |fi of the

emitting transition for each polarisation êi:

Ii(t) = B

2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

|hf |µ · êi|ii|2Nex(✓,�, t)sin✓d✓d� (1.3.3)
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Where B is a constant of proportionality. The components of êi in the vertical and

horizontal directions are given by

êv = cos ✓, êh = sin ✓ cos� (1.3.4)

The excited state population Nex(✓,�, t) can be factorised into the excited state

orientational probability distribution Pex(✓,�, t) and time-dependent population

Nex(t):

Nex(✓,�, t) = Nex(t)Pex(✓,�, t) (1.3.5)

Substituting Equations 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 into Equation 1.3.3 yields expressions for the

vertical and horizontal components of the fluorescence intensity of:

IV (t) =BNex(t)|µfi|2
2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

cos2 ✓Pex(✓,�, t)sin✓d✓d�

IH(t) =BNex(t)|µfi|2
2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

sin2 ✓ sin2 �Pex(✓,�, t)sin✓d✓d�

(1.3.6)

The angular parts can then be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics utilising

Equation 1.2.9:

IV (t) = BNex(t)|µfi|2
p
4⇡

3

X

KQ

hCex
KQ(t)i

2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

YKQ(✓,�)


Y00(✓,�) +

2p
5
Y20(✓,�)

�
sin✓d✓d�

(1.3.7)

IH(t) = BNex(t)|µfi|2
p
4⇡

3

X

KQ

hCex
KQ(t)i

2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

YKQ(✓,�)

"
Y00(✓,�)�

1p
5
Y20 +

r
3

10
Y22(✓,�) + Y2�2(✓,�)

#
sin✓d✓d�

(1.3.8)

Solving these integrals gives [30]
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IV =BNex(t)|µfi|2
p
4⇡

3


hCex

00 i+
2p
5
hCex

20 (t)i
�

IH =BNex(t)|µfi|2
p
4⇡

3

"
hCex

00 i �
1p
5
hCex

20 (t)i+
r

3

10

�
hCex

22 i+ hCex
2�2i

�
# (1.3.9)

It can be seen that the intensity components depend solely on the t hC00i, hC20i

and
�
hCex

22 i+ hCex
2�2i

�
coe�cients. These coe�cients can be normalised to hC00i

using h↵ex
KQi =

hCex

KQ

i
hCex

00 i
and substituted into Equation 1.3.2, the general anisotropy

definition. Provided the fluorescence lifetime is independent of molecular orientation

all intensity components vanish from the anisotropy leaving

R =
1p
5
h↵ex

20(t)i � 1p
30

⇥
h↵ex

22(t)i+ h↵ex
2�2(t)i

⇤

1 + 2p
30

⇥
h↵ex

22(t)i+ h↵ex
2�2(t)i

⇤ (1.3.10)

In this way the fluorescence anisotropy can be described in terms of the orientational

distribution that has been created in the excited state. It can be seen that the

anisotropy created by a single photon excitation from an isotropic ground state

is dependent only on the cylindrically symmetric (K = 2, Q = 0) moment, and

the cylindrically asymmetric (K = 2, Q = ±2) moments. However, for systems

that exhibit cylindrical symmetry the detection geometry is no longer sensitive to

(K=2, Q=±2) moments, and Equation 1.3.10 reduces to

R =
1p
5
h↵ex

20(t)i (1.3.11)

such that the time-dependent anisotropy depends solely on the K = 2, Q = 0 mo-

ment. This moment can therefore be evaluated directly through measurement of

fluorescence anisotropy.

However, certain processes can contribute to a reduction in the initial anisotropy

observed. Non-parallel absorption and emission dipole moments is one pathway for

such depolarisation. The conversion from high to low vibronic level in the excited

state typically happens on a timescale much shorter than that of the fluorescent

lifetime (which is typically of the order of nanoseconds), so this process is usually
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completed before fluorescence occurs. As this results in emission transition between

di↵erent vibronic levels compared to absorption it can lead to non-equivalence of

absorption and emission dipole moments[13]. In this case, and with vertically po-

larised excitation, the initial (or time-independent) anisotropy R0 depends on the

angle between absorption and emission dipole moments, �, and can be represented

as

R0 = (3 cos2 � � 1)/5 (1.3.12)

where � is the angle between absorption and emission dipole moments [13]. The

e↵ect of non-parallel absorption and emission dipole moments is more thoroughly

explored in Section 1.5. Further depolarisation could be caused by rotation of the

molecular orientations during the finite duration of the excitation pulse. In conven-

tional condensed phase fluorescence experiments the excitation laser pulse is short

compared with the characteristic rotational time of the chromophores as detailed in

the next section.

1.4 Rotational Di↵usion

The evolution of fluorescence anisotropy with time is a↵ected by rotational di↵u-

sion of the fluorophores within the solution. Shortly after excitation, the measured

anisotropy will reflect the initial excited state order. However, with time the orienta-

tion of the excited molecules becomes randomised, tending towards a ‘steady state’

distribution which will have an anisotropy value of zero, which will be isotropic unless

the environment possesses intrinsic order that prevents the probes from obtaining

a globally isotropic distribution. The timescale of this randomisation process is a

useful probe of the interaction of the fluorescent molecule with its host environment.

These interactions are commonly the subject of fluorescence anisotropy investiga-

tions in the physical and more lately the life sciences. The latter often involves a

fluorescent probe attached to a biomolecule of interest, and uses fluorescence from

the probe to infer information about the behaviour of the adjoined molecule.
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1.4.1 Debye Small Step Di↵usion

Unlike in the gas phase where molecules can freely rotate and individual rotational

states are observed, the rotational motion of probe molecules in solution is contin-

ually interrupted by frequent collisions with solvent molecules. A typical timescale

for these collisions is ca. 10�14 s [31] which is orders of magnitude faster than typ-

ical molecular orientation times (ps to ns). The Debye small step di↵usion model

describes reorientation of a molecule in these circumstances as a random walk tra-

jectory resulting from a large number of very small angular displacements in random

directions caused by the myriad of solvent collisions [32]. In this model, the evo-

lution of an initial orientational distribution of molecules in an isotropic liquid is

described by an equation analogous to Fick’s second law for translational di↵usion

[33]:
�Pex(✓,�, t)

�t
= Dr2Pex(✓,�, t) (1.4.1)

Where Pex(✓,�, t) is the orientational distribution function of the group of molecules,

r is the Laplacian operator, D is the rotary di↵usion coe�cient, and where

Dr2 =
X

i

DiL
2
i (1.4.2)

Here, L2
i is the orbital angular momentum operator in the molecular frame [34].

Expressing Equation 1.4.1 in terms of spherical harmonics gives:

�

�t

X

KQ

hCKQ(t)iYKQ(✓,�) = D
X

K0Q0

r2hCK0Q0(t)iYK0Q0(✓,�) (1.4.3)

The spherical harmonics YKQ(✓,�) are the angular part of the eigenfunctions of the

Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates and have the eigenvalues �K(K + 1)

such that Equation 1.4.3 becomes

�

�t

X

KQ

hCKQ(t)iYKQ(✓,�) = D
X

K0Q0

K 0(K 0 + 1)hCK0Q0(t)iYK0Q0(✓,�) (1.4.4)
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When multiplied by the complex conjugate Y ⇤
KQ(✓,�) and integrated over ✓ and �

this gives

�

�t

X

KQ

hCKQ(t)iYKQ(✓,�) =�D
X

K0Q0

K 0(K 0 + 1)hCK0Q0(t)i
2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

Y ⇤
KQ(✓,�)YK0Q0(✓,�)

=�D
X

K0Q0

K 0(K 0 + 1)hCK0Q0(t)i�KK0�QQ0

=�DK(K + 1)hCK0Q0(t)i
(1.4.5)

The solution to this first order di↵erential equation [34] is

hCKQ(t)i = hCKQ(0)iexp [�DK(K + 1)t] (1.4.6)

Each moment in the excited state distribution will therefore have an individual

rotational relaxation rate given by

⇣KQ =
1

DK(K + 1)
(1.4.7)

This demonstrates that all moments of equal rank K = 2 will have the same ro-

tational relaxation rate, and therefore the same re-orientational time ⌧or =
1
⇣ . The

rotational relaxation rate does not depend on the projection Q; this holds as rota-

tional di↵usion must be independent of choice of axes with respect to the lab frame

in an isotropic environment. This result is dependent on the assumptions about the

molecular motion described above. In situations where the molecular motion cannot

be described by random small step di↵usion Equation 1.4.6 does not hold [35].

Estimates for the di↵usion coe�cient can be made from knowledge of the hydrody-

namic volume of the molecule and the solvent viscosity [32, 36–38] and is related

to the friction felt between the molecule and solvent as the molecule rotates. This

frictional force can be characterised as falling between two limiting cases. Firstly,

‘stick’ conditions describe the case where the closest solvent molecules are e↵ectively

bound to the fluorescent molecule (and therefore contribute to the hydrodynamic

volume) and must pass other solvent molecules as they rotate, the frictional force

therefore primarily arising from solvent viscosity [39]. Secondly, ‘slip’ conditions de-

scribe the case where little friction from the solvent is experienced by the molecule,
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1

2

3

Figure 1.6: The three axes of di↵usion in a prolate ellipsoid which have corresponding

di↵usion coe�cients D1, D2, and D3 . In this case, D2 = D3

and the only impediment to rotation is displacing solvent molecules from its path.

Under such conditions, the di↵usion constants are given by

D1
rot =

kBT

8⇡⌘R3
(1.4.8)

D2
rot =

kBT

C⇡⌘R3
(1.4.9)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the solvent, ⌘ the solvent

viscosity, C is a molecular shape factor which varies between 0 and 1, and R3 is the

hydrodynamic volume for an idealised spherical molecule of radius R [38].

1.4.2 Ellipsoidal Rotational Di↵usion Approximation

The di↵usional behaviour of the majority of fluorescence chromophores cannot be

approximated by a rigid spherical shape. Many have one axis that is significantly

di↵erent from the other two (including all of those used in this work), and these can

be approximated in a similar way as that described above but using a rigid ellipsoid

to describe the molecular shape.

The rotation of an ellipsoid can occur about each of its three axes with respective

di↵usion coe�cients D1, D2 and D3 (see Figure 1.6). For the case of axis 1 being

the principle symmetry axis, D1 represents � di↵usion, and rotation about axes 2

and 3 is equal such that D2 = D3; D2 and D3 represent ✓ di↵usion where here ✓
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and � represent molecular frame axis. These di↵usion coe�cients can be related

to D0 of the equivalent sphere (where D0 is the di↵usion coe�cient given by either

Equation 1.4.8 or 1.4.9 as appropriate, and to the the ratio of the semi-major to the

semi-minor axis of the ellipsoid, P [40]:

D2

D0
=

3

2
P
[(2P 2 � 1)� � P ]

(P 4 � 1)
(1.4.10)

D1

D0
=

3

2

P (P � �)

(P 2 � 1)
(1.4.11)

Where � = (P 2 � 1)�
1
2 ln

h
P + (P 2 � 1)

1
2

i
.

1.5 Anisotropy Decay

Consideration of the evolution of molecular orientations is not su�cient in itself

to describe the observed fluorescence anisotropy. The evolution of the fluorescence

anisotropy with time depends not only on the evolution of the molecular distribution

but where the absorption and emission transition dipoles point in the molecular

frame. An emission dipole that is not directed along one molecular axis may describe

a complex path if di↵usion about each molecular axis is not equal.

The most general form of the anisotropy decay for an ellipsoidal chromophore has

been derived by Belford et al [41]:

R(t) =
6

5

3X

i=1

cie
(� t

⌧

0
i

)
+


(F +G)

4

�
e[�(6D�2�)t] + [(F �G)/4] e[�(6D+2�)t] (1.5.1)

Here D = D1+D2+D3
3 , � = (D2

1+D2
2+D2

3�D1D2�D1D3�D2D3)
1
2 and ci = ↵j↵k✏j✏k

(ijk = 123, 231 or 312) where ↵1,↵2 and ↵3 are the cosines of the angles that the

absorption dipole moment forms with each axis, and ✏1, ✏2 and ✏3 are the cosines

of the angles that the emission dipole moment forms with each axis. The other

parameters used are defined:

⌧ 0i =
1

3D + 3D1
(1.5.2)

F =
X

i=1

3↵2
i ✏

2
i �

1

3
(1.5.3)
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G� =
3X

i=1

Di(↵
2
i ✏

2
i + ↵2

j✏
2
j + ↵2

k✏
2
k)�D (i 6= j 6= k) (1.5.4)

For many common fluorescent probes however this expression can be greatly sim-

plified. For the case of spherical di↵users this reduces to

R(t) = R(0)e�t/⌧0 (1.5.5)

where ⌧0 = 1
6D0

. For an ellipsoidal di↵user, described in the previous section, the

anisotropy reduces from 5 to 3 components. However, for many common fluorescent

probes the absorption and emission dipole moments are both normally assumed

to lie close to the symmetry axis of the molecule. This substantially reduces the

complexity of the observed anisotropy decay in that only a single decay component

remains, which is dependent only on the perpendicular di↵usion coe�cient, D2.

R(t) =
2

5
exp(�6D2t) (1.5.6)

Under these circumstances the fluorescence anisotropy represents a direct measure-

ment of the degree of second order alignment (ie. the amplitude of orientational

components of rank 2).

R(t) =
p
5
C20(t)

C00(t)
(1.5.7)

1.6 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting

Time dependent anisotropy measurements can be conducted using Time Correlated

Single Photon Counting (TCSPC), which is a well-established technique that can

be used to measure fluorescence intensity and anisotropy decays. TCSPC is a coin-

cidence method whereby many consecutive measurements of the time delay between

the polarised excitation pulse and the first detected fluorescence photon for po-

larisations parallel and perpendicular to the excitation polarisation are recorded.

The frequency of these intervals are plotted on separate histograms that after many

events will show the correlation between the polarised fluorescence emission and the
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excitation laser pulse for all delays. All practical detection systems have a finite

instrument response that will be convoluted with the fluorescence decay. If the ex-

citation pulse is su�ciently short, it may be treated e↵ectively as a delta function.

Therefore on correlation with the fluorescence signal it simply returns the fluores-

cence itself. The anisotropy decay can then be constructed using Equation 1.3.2.

This can be used to find the rotational di↵usion coe�cient⌧20 in addition to the ini-

tial anisotropy. The value ⌧20 is discussed in previous sections and gives information

about the environment of the probe molecule. The initial excited state distribution,

of which R(0) is a measure, is the product of the ground state distribution function

with the excitation operator. R(0) therefore gives information about the ground

state which cannot be directly measured with fluorescence techniques (complex flu-

orescence anisotropy is discussed in Chapter 2). Measurements can also be taken at

the ‘magic angle’ of 54.7� when the excited state distribution has cylindrical sym-

metry in the plane perpendicular to the z axis. At this angle the probability of

detecting fluorescence photons polarised in the direction perpendicular to excitation

polarisation is twice that of the parallel direction (assuming Ix = Iy). Therefore an

artificial measure of total intensity is generated [42]. Alternatively, when the excited

state orientational distribution is cylindrically symmetric, the total fluorescence in-

tensity can be constructed using IV +2IH . The intensity decay can be deconvoluted

if necessary and fitted to find the fluorescence lifetime, ⌧f . More detail on data

analysis following TCSPC is given in Chapter 2.

1.7 Summary

Use of an ultrashort (fast compared with fluorescence) linearly polarised laser pulse

allows orientational photoselection of a fluorescent population and the creation of

an ordered distribution in the excited state. The probability of excitation of a fluo-

rescence molecule with a finite transition dipole moment has an angular dependence

upon the excitation pulse polarisation, giving rise to an excited state distribution

that is dependent on the distribution in the ground state. Measurement of orien-
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tational distribution and its time-evolution as described by rotational di↵usion is

possible using fluorescence anisotropy measurements, which can give information

on the degree of freedom to rotate that the molecule experiences in its immediate

environment. The following chapter uses fluorescence intensity measurements to

investigate the two-photon excitation processes in a tri-branched molecule, showing

the existence of two independent fluorescence components. Fluorescence anisotropy

experiments are also used to gain information on complex depolarisation e↵ects

in the excited state. This data is reinforced by further single-photon fluorescence

experiments.
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Chapter 2

Two-Photon Excited State

Dynamics in a Branched

Nonlinear Fluorophore

2.1 Introduction

Two-photon absorption (2PA) is the process by which excitation occurs through si-

multaneous absorption of two photons which can be of the same or di↵erent energies

[1]. The possibility of non-resonant absorption of two photons in the same quantum

event was predicted in 1931 by Maria Göeppert-Meyer [2], and was first demon-

strated in a CaF2 : Eu2+ crystal by Kaiser and Garrett in 1961 [3]. This was made

possible in the 1960’s with the development of millijoule range Q-switched nanosec-

ond pulsed lasers which were capable of providing the photon fluxes necessary for

the simultaneous interaction of two photons at the atomic or molecular interaction

site. The development of broadly tunable near infra-red Titanium:Sapphire lasers

with pulse widths in the femtosecond range (typically 100-200 fs) enabled 2PA exci-

tation to be achieved at significantly lower (ca. 100 pJ to nJ) energies and at higher

(100 MHz) repetition rates [4], and as a result the use and applications of 2PA

became much more widespread. 2PA is a third-order perturbation process several

29
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orders of magnitude weaker than linear absorption. Unlike linear 1PA the strength

of absorption depends on the square of the excitation intensity: it is a nonlinear

optical process. 2PA spectroscopy can be used to probe the two-photon excited

states of a molecule and to infer information about the relevant transitions within

the molecule. The excitation selection rules are di↵erent for one and two-photon

excited states, which means that 2PA spectroscopy can give complementary infor-

mation to that obtainable from 1PA. The mechanism of 2PA is shown in figure 2.1.

This can be thought of as occurring via a ‘virtual’ state reached as the first photon

interacts with the molecule which exists for a time of the order of 10�15 � 10�16 s

for visible photons, which can be estimated from the uncertainty principle. 2PA can

happen if the second photon coincides with the molecule within that time duration

[5]. Symmetry selection rules must also be satisfied in order for the 2PA process to

occur. Since 2PA can be described as reaching the final state |fi from the initial

state |ii through an intermediate ‘virtual’ state |vi, it can be described as a two-step

process; the transition probability Pi!f is given by third order perturbation theory

from the product of the two single photon transition probabilities |ii ! |vi and

|vi ! |fi [6]. All real molecular energy levels |kni that can be reached from |ii with

allowed single photon transitions are therefore represented in |vi and the probability

of the transition |ii ! |vi is the sum of the transition probabilities to all real states

|ii ! |ki. The same applies for the transition |vi ! |fi. The symmetry of the

two-photon excited state will therefore di↵er from that reached by single-photon ex-

citation. The excitation to one of the higher vibronic states of the S1 energy level is

however then followed by rapid vibrational relaxation and/or internal conversion to

the lower vibrational levels of the excited state (see figure 2.1), with the result that

both single and two-photon excitation can result in emission from the same excited

state even though the states initially accessed were di↵erent. For visible two-photon

excited fluorescence the light absorbed is usually in the red or infra-red regions of

the spectrum, a region in which there are ideally no single-photon transitions; 1PA

absorption should be minimised in order to maximise 2PA.

There is much interest in the development of new fluorescent chromophores opti-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic energy level diagram showing absorption of two photons of the

same energy (degenerate), as is the case in the following experiments. After excitation the

system rapidly relaxes to state S1 via vibrational relaxation. From there it returns to the

ground state by radiative or non-radiative decay.

mised for two-photon absorption, due to recent advances in technologies designed to

exploit this phenomenon [7], including current applications in optical limiting [8, 9],

bioimaging [10, 11], 3D optical data storage [12] and up-converted lasing [13, 14].

Two-photon excitation has a number of advantages over single-photon excitation

[15, 16] including highly spatially confined excitation [17], increased penetration

depth in tissues [18], three-dimensional resolution, and reduced photodamage in

organic molecules due to the longer wavelengths used (typically 700-1200 nm) [19].

The experiments outlined in this chapter build upon experiments carried out pre-

viously within the group [20] on the linear quadrupole molecule BH101 and the

corresponding branched molecule OM77, the structure of which are shown in figure

2.2. This work measured the di↵erences in 2PA cross-sections in a selection of new

fluorescent chromophores for linearly and circularly polarised excitation as a function

of wavelength, and the degree of initial anisotropy created with each process. Un-

like single photon transitions that can be characterised by a single transition dipole

moment, two-photon excitation is a third order nonlinear optical process; the po-

larisation dependence of the excitation probability is thus governed by a third-rank

tensor [7]. Polarisation resolved two-photon excitation and emission measurements

can be used to provide information about the structure of the two-photon transition

tensor. A common 2PA model assumes a planar transition tensor [21] i.e.. that the
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third rank tensor can be fully described using solely the elements in the molecular

plane. In its simplest form the emission dipole moment µEM is taken to lie parallel

to or at a small angle, �, to the molecular symmetry axis. Measurements of BH101

[20] gave results suggesting that the angle � has a wavelength dependence. It was

also found that the structure of the two-photon transition tensor for OM77 showed

significant variation across the excitation wavelength region of highest absorption.

It was concluded that in OM77 the combination of three quadrupolar chromophores

gives rise to a two-photon transition of significantly di↵erent symmetry to that of the

single chromophore. The investigation into AF257 conducted here include polarisa-

tion resolved measurements of the 2PA cross-section, the 2PA excited fluorescence,

and the 2PA excited fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics. Initial anisotropy

values RL(0) and RC(0) were measured following linearly and circularly polarised

two-photon excitation and were used in conjunction with the 2PA polarisation pa-

rameter ⌦ to analyse the two-photon tensor governing the absorption transition.

No previous examination of anisotropy decay correlation times as a method of in-

vestigation into the photophysical properties of such branched chromophores has

been found in the literature. Through comparison of the wavelength-dependent

results from the range of measurements conducted, a thorough and in-depth investi-

gation into the inherent photophysical properties of branched two-photon absorbing

chromophores is performed. The behaviour of such molecules is of major interest

as it must be fully understood to enable optimum design of further 2PA enhanced

molecules, especially so due to the large e↵ort of synthesis of such large and complex

molecules.

In this work we establish that the fluorescence decay of AF257 is characterised by

two main lifetime components. Anisotropy measurements demonstrate that these

components correspond to di↵erent 2PA states and an overall model for the photo-

physics leading to emission in AF257 is proposed.
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BH101

OM77

Figure 2.2: a) Structure of linear quadrupolar molecule BH101 and the corresponding

branched molecule OM77 [22]

Figure 2.3: a) Phenylpolyene and b) Phenylene-vinylene type bridges used in 2PA opti-

mised molecules.

2.2 Optimisation of 2PA in molecules

The 2PA cross section in naturally occurring fluorophores is often of the the order

of 1 ⇥ 10�50 � 1 ⇥ 10�48 cm4 s/photon [23]. However, with optimum design it is

possible to create molecules where this value is increased to 4⇥10�48�1⇥10�47cm4

s/photon.

A number of molecules have been successfully developed for high 2PA cross section

[24–26]. These include molecules with a large hyperpolarisability such as donor-

acceptor-donor, donor-⇡-donor and donor-⇡-acceptor type molecules, where -⇡- is a
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⇡ conjugated bridge or linker. Other molecules with this property include polymers,

dendrimers and multi-branched molecules [27, 28]. Studies have revealed that ex-

tending the conjugation length for charge transfer within the molecule or including

electron withdrawing (EW) or electron donating (ED) end groups to create molec-

ular dipoles or quadrupoles in the molecule increase 2PA cross section significantly

[29, 30]. It was found that increases in chain length result mainly in an increase in

the ground to excited state transition dipole moment µg!e, whereas the addition

of donor end groups or going from diphenylpolyene- (Figure 2.3 a) to phenylene-

vinylene-type bridges (Figure 2.3 b) ) leads primarily to an increase in excited state

absorption transition dipole moment µe!e0 [31]. These molecules are also found to

remain transparent over a large wavelength range; a property that is important for

optical limiting applications [32]. Optical limiting materials are designed to pro-

tect delicate optical sensors (or human eyes) from laser damage; this is achieved

in materials that exhibit an increase in absorption coe�cient with increasing opti-

cal intensity. At low incident intensities transmission through the material is high,

allowing the normal function of the sensor whilst a↵ording protection at high inten-

sities. In case of near infra-red and infra-red light, two-photon absorption followed

by subsequent excited state (single photon) absorption provides such a mechanism

[32].

A number of photophysical e↵ects have been noted in branched molecules such as

cooperative enhancement [28, 33, 34], additive behaviour [35, 36], or in some cases a

reduction in 2PA [36] depending on the particular molecular structure and the nature

of the branches. Coherent coupling between branches may result in a localisation

or delocalisation of charge in the ground or excited state, depending on the nature

of the coupling[37]. It is this feature that is responsible for the 2PA amplification

in branched molecules over their linear analogues [38].

AF257 is based around a triazine core with three triphenylamine based branches as

shown in Figure 2.4. The molecule was first synthesised by the Prasad group at

SUNY Bu↵alo as part of a US AirForce program in molecular nonlinear optics. The
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compounds produced in this program are identified by the prefix AF (Air Force)

and a number. AF257 was produced by Dr K. McEwan (DSTL, Porton Down) with

the synthesis undertaken by N. Davis in the group of Prof. H. Anderson (Oxford

University). Multi-branched triazines with triarylamine end groups very similar

to this have been found to exhibit a large 2PA cross-section [39]. Triphenylamine

(see Figure 2.4) has been used extensively as a building block in optically active

molecules due to its high EW capability and its propeller-like structure. Addition

of EW or ED end groups to enrich the ⇡-electron density can further enhance the

optoelectronic properties. This can increase the electron density delocalisation in

the ⇡-bond, increasing the electron-donating abilities and significantly decreasing

the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. This results in a red-shift in

the absorption of the molecule, and an increase in ⇡-electron accepting abilities of the

material. Molecules oriented around a strongly EW 1,3,5-triazine base, particularly

when combined with a strong ED end group, have been shown to have excellent

optical properties due to their high electron a�nities and symmetrical propeller

structure [40–44].

2.3 Excitation distribution in Branched Molecules

Planar molecules with three-fold symmetry exhibit ultrafast dynamics following elec-

tronic excitation involving intramolecular redistribution of the excitation such that

the initial localisation of the emission transition dipole moment is averaged over

the three branches on a sub picosecond to picosecond timescale [46]. This e↵ective

reorientation of the emission transition dipole moment can be measured using subpi-

cosecond fluorescence anisotropy [47] and four-wave mixing techniques. It has then

been shown through experiment [47, 48] and theory [49, 50] that the delocalised

excitation becomes localised such that individual emission events come from a sin-

gle branch. Electronic detection methods of fluorescence such as TCSPC are not

su�ciently fast to record these events and the initial single-photon excited fluores-

cence anisotropy reflects this averaging with a value of 0.1 [46? ]. This is the same
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Figure 2.4: a) Structure of compound AF257, a 1,3,5-triazine based structure [45]. Both

the triphenylamine branch end groups and the triazine core exhibit electron-withdrawing

activity, such that quadrupolar intramolecular transfer occurs upon 2PA.

value that is recorded by continuous wave excitation and detection methods where

there is negligible rotational di↵usion and the intramolecular redistribution is fast

compared to the fluorescence lifetime [52] . A reduction in single-photon anisotropy

from 0.4 to 0.1 is based on transition moment orientation and reorganisation within

the plane of the molecule perpendicular to the axis of symmetry [46, 51]. Out of

plane transition dipole moment reorientation decreases this value whilst inhibition

of the intramolecular energy transfer process has the opposite e↵ect [53].

The optical spectra and excitation behaviour of C3 branched chromophores are of-

ten described using the exciton model [54]. In this model the three branches are

fully independent and the branch aligned with the excitation polarisation will be

preferentially photoselected. The excitation will then stay on this branch if there is

weak interbranch coupling and become delocalised over the three branches if strong

coupling exists.

Fluorescence anisotropy measurements in branched molecules have shown a wave-

length dependence in the vicinity of the red edge of the absorption spectrum [55, 56].
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It has been found that in this region the anisotropy surpasses the limit of 0.1, indi-

cating that excitation transfer between the three branches becomes less e�cient [?

? ]. The exciton model can also be used to explain this phenomena. If the three-fold

symmetry of the excited state is broken, for example due to solvent-solute interac-

tion [? ], then exergenic hopping is allowed to branches of lower energy[59]. With

red edge excitation, the lower energy branches will be populated and inter-branch

transfer is thus restricted. Fluorescence will then take place from the same branch

that was excited, and the initial anisotropy values will approach the limiting value

of 0.4 [46, 51]. Leroy and Lami suggest that such symmetry lowering is due to a

‘matrix-induced’ dipole (or inhomogeneous broadening) rendering excitation on one

of the branches more favourable than the others, and their paper shows the lowering

of symmetry in benzene (in a glass matrix) in the first excited singlet state following

0-0 band excitation [? ] . An increased initial anisotropy further requires that the

transfer of the energy to other branches be energetically unfavourable, resulting in

a decreased transfer rate. Leroy and Lami suggest that the matrix must ‘lock’ the

branches in this symmetry-reduced state upon entering the excited state, and that

it should be possible to select these ‘matrix-locked’ molecules from the whole by

excitation at the red edge of the absorption spectrum. They report this increase in

initial anisotropy as genuine after ruling out the existence of a Raman band of the

solvent in this region and the possibility that it is caused by ground state aggregates

with a red-shifted absorption spectrum.However, the exciton model cannot be fully

applied to molecules such as AF257 that are mutually conjugated about a common

core; these show a delocalised electron system in two dimensions [38].

A further model (‘essential state’) is proposed by Terenziani to explain the observed

anisotropy behaviour [59]. This stems from the Jahn-Teller distortion that can oc-

cur in the relaxed excited state of symmetric molecules [60]. The model asserts

that the first excited state is multistable with three energy minima corresponding

to distortion along each molecular branch, with the electronic distribution of each

mainly localised on the corresponding branch. This excited state multistability may

or may not result in symmetry breaking in the excited state; if electronic excitation
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proceeds from one minimum to another on a timescale shorter than that of molecu-

lar vibrations then the molecular symmetry is preserved. However, if residence in a

particular minimum is longer than a vibrational period then the molecular symme-

try is broken and the excitation becomes localised on one branch [61]. This model

further states that polar solvation favours symmetry breaking by stabilising the

excited localised electronic distribution, fully breaking the symmetry in the excited

state. However, this cannot explain the anisotropy results in such branched systems.

If symmetry is preserved in the ground state then vertical excitation cannot break

it, as excitation results in a symmetric excited state involving all three branches.

After this, the excitation can localise on any arm with equal probability such that

the initial anisotropy R(0)=0.1 (see Chapter 1). Symmetry breaking in the excited

state has no influence on R(0) value. In order to explain the observed anisotropy

values it is necessary to introduce some symmetry breaking before excitation. The

degeneracy in the first two excited states is therefore removed, such that excita-

tion will preferentially excite to one or the other depending on wavelength. This

lowered symmetry in the ground state previous to excitation would be expected in

highly symmetric molecules dissolved in polar solvents at finite temperature due

to the di↵erent possible solvent configurations[61]. Such symmetry lowering in the

ground state has been shown by Stahl in the lowering of the D3 symmetry of tris(4-

carbazolyl-2,6-dimethylphenyl)-borane [51].

2.4 2PA cross-section

The absorption cross-section is the e↵ective area that governs the probability of

an absorption event, and it depends upon the wavelength of excitation and the

permittivity, shape and size of the absorber. The 1PA cross-section �(1) and the

2PA cross-section �(2) at a particular excitation energy do not always correspond

because of fundamental di↵erences in the selection rules and the e↵ects of vibronic

coupling [17].
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2PA cross-sections can be measured directly by measuring attenuation of the exci-

tation beam, or indirectly by measurement of secondary processes such as induced

fluorescence; as is the case here. Direct absorption measurements su↵er from a num-

ber of experimental restrictions, mainly due to the high incidence powers needed to

measure a significant proportion of beam attenuation. This can lead to saturation,

photobleaching and stimulated emission, and cause photo-damage to the sample

[62]. Indirect measurements such as collection of induced fluorescence can give mea-

surable signal with a low excitation power (of the order of pico-Joules as shown

in this chapter) with just a small percentage of molecules undergoing absorption.

Measurement of induced fluorescence di↵ers between single-photon and two-photon

excitation. Two-photon excitation only takes place in the region of highest inten-

sity - within the Rayleigh range of the beam waist, which therefore restricts the

excitation area. However, the measurement of 2PA cross-sections using this method

still poses a number of experimental complications. These include; lack of exact

knowledge of the proportion of fluorescence measured, the absolute e�ciency of the

detector, the focusing characteristics of the excitation pulse, and the excitation pulse

shape (see Section 2.5). For this reason a reference sample of known 2PA cross-

section is often used. There can be significant variation in the experimental values

measured depending on the methodology used [17, 63, 64]. Further knowledge of

2PA processes would be useful to further this area of research and to enable e↵ective

use of 2PA measurements in physical applications.

Two photon absorption is one example of a third order nonlinear optimised process

which as mentioned previously, is defined by the third order nonlinear susceptibility

�(3) of the material. �(3) is dependent on the two signal fields and their polarisations.

Two photon absorption is the third order nonlinear process which gives rise to a third

order polarisation P (3)
i (!) that oscillates at the same frequency as the (degenerate)

signal fields.

P (3)
i (!) = �(3)

ijkl(!,!,�!,!)Ej(!)Ek(!)El(!) (2.4.1)
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P (1)
i (!) = �(1)

ij Ej(!) (2.4.2)

This is analogous to the linear optical susceptibility P (1)
i (!), however the intensity

dependence of P (3)
i (!) is indicated by the product E⇤

k(!)El(!). The real component

of �(3)
ijkl(!,!,�!,!) gives rise to the nonlinear index of refraction n2(! 45 [65]. The

corresponding imaginary component is proportional to the 2PA cross-section [15].

Neglecting excited state relaxation processes the population of two-photon excited

molecules can be determined from the following rate equation

dNex(t)

dt
=

�(2)I2(t)G(2)

(h⌫)2
[Ngs(t)�Nex(t)] (2.4.3)

where Ngs(t) and Nex(t) are the populations of ground and excited states at time

t; I(t) is the excitation intensity and G(2) is the degree of second order coherence of

the laser pulse [5]. Given weak excitation, in a system in thermal equilibrium with

its surroundings Ngs � Nex at all times. Integration of Equation 2.4.3 gives

Nex =
Ngs�(2)

(h⌫)2

✓
EP

A

◆2 ✓0.664

⌧

◆
(2.4.4)

where EP and A are energy and coincident area of the laser pulse. Typical �(2)

values range from 10�51 to 10�48 cm4 s photon�1. It can be seen from this equation

that 2PA is inversely proportional to excitation pulse length; to achieve significant

2PA there is therefore a requirement for short pulse lengths, typically sub-picosecond

with energies of 10�11 � 10�9 Joules. 2PA cross-section values are often quoted in

units of Göeppert �Meyer (GM) to honour Maria Göeppert-Meyer’s contribution

to this area of Physics [2], where 1 GM=10�50 cm4 s photon�1.

The experimental measurement of �(2) must take account of the indirect measure-

ment technique used. The number of fluorescence photons measured, F(t), will

depend on the fluorescence quantum yield of the particular fluorophore ⌘2, the col-

lection e�ciency of the combination of all equipment used Ce, and will include a

factor of 1/2 to account for the fact that one fluorescence photon is given out for

each 2PA. This is given in Equation 2.4.5.
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F (t) =
1

2
Ce⌘2Nex(t) (2.4.5)

2.5 Dependence of 2PA on excitation pulse profile

Due to dependence of 2PA on excitation intensity, the pulse shape can exert a

significant e↵ect on absorption, as opposed to 1PA which has no dependence on

pulse shape. 2PA thus depends on the temporal pulse profile, and calculation of

2PA cross-section requires prior knowledge of the pulse shape, or use of a reference

sample. A Gaussian pulse is assumed in equation 2.4.4, and any deviation of pulse

shape from this can result in systematic error.

Due to the di�culty in measuring and maintaining pulse shape and to the factors

discussed in Section 2.4, 2PA cross-section measurements are often given in relative

terms, as shown in Equation 2.5.1, where R and U subscripts stand for Reference

fluorophore signal and Unknown fluorophore signal, hPR(t)i and hPU(t)i are the

incident laser powers, and nR and nU are the respective refractive indices. Values

of G(2) at a given wavelength will be the same for both fluorophores, so as long as

laser wavelength is not adjusted in between the measurements it will not need to be

determined to obtain the relative fluorescence.

hFR(t)i
hFS(t)i

=
�R⌘

(2)
R �(2)

R CRnR hPR(t)i2

�U⌘
(2)
U �(2)

U CUnU hPU(t)i2
(2.5.1)

Equation 2.5.1 can be rearranged to obtain the 2PA cross-section of the unknown

fluorophore:

�(2)
U (�)⌘(2)U =

�R⌘
(2)
R �(2)

R (�)CR⌘R hPR(t)i2 hFU(t)i
�UCU⌘U hPU(t)i2 hFR(t)i

(2.5.2)

Using this method the typical uncertainties expected are v 15% when the same

reference material is used [66]. Generally, G(2) is given by (⌧f)�1 so as can be seen

from Equation 2.4.3 2PA scales with ⌧�1, as has been demonstrated [67]. The 2PA

cross-section however has been shown to have no pulse duration dependence (at least

up to pulse durations of the ns timescale)[31]. E↵ects of pulse profile change over
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the timescale of the pulse can be minimised by keeping the proportion of photons

absorbed from the excitation pulse low.

2.6 Reference Samples: p-Bis (o-methylstyryl)-

benzene (bis-MSB) and Rhodamine-B

The 2PA cross-section measurements in this chapter were all performed using the

reference samples p-Bis (o-methylstyryl)-benzene (bis-MSB) in the solvent cyclo-

hexane, and Rhodamine B in methanol, for calibration of the experimental set-up

as both have a well-characterised 2PA cross-sections [38, 68, 69]. Additional prop-

erties necessary for reference samples include a significant 2PA over the region to

be tested, as the wavelength cannot be changed between the reference and sample

measurements for a spectrum. This necessitates the use of two reference samples to

cover the full 2PA range to be tested in the following experiments; bis-MSB has a

significant 2PA cross-section from 470 to 720 nm, and Rhodamine B has from 690

to 880 nm as shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

2.7 2PA Polarisation Dependence

A fundamental property of single photon absorption in an anisotropic medium is that

it is independent of the excitation polarisation [71]. In an ordered system in which

an already aligned population of transition dipoles is present with the laboratory

frame of reference this condition does not hold [72].

Two-photon absorption can be expressed as the summation of products of single

photon transitions that connect the ground (initial) and excited (final) states. In

simplistic terms the first photon prepares a polarised (aligned) virtual state which

then interacts with the ‘second’ photon to reach the final state. This is analogous

(in symmetry terms) to single photon absorption from an ordered ground state

and so a polarisation dependence of the two photon cross section can be expected.
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Figure 2.5: Variation in the 2PA cross-section of bis-MSB in cyclohexane with excitation

wavelengths spanning 540-700 nm [38]

Figure 2.6: Variation in the 2PA cross-section of Rhodamine B in methanol in the excita-

tion wavelength range 690-1050 nm [70]
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Degenerate 2PA photoselection can be described in terms of a second rank tensor S:

S(f,i)
↵,� =

X

n

✓
(↵ · hi|r|nihn|r|fi · �)

⌫n � ⌫↵ + i�n

◆
(2.7.1)

where ↵ and � are the polarisations of the two excitation photons, ⌫n is the transition

frequency, and �n is the homogeneous linewidth of state n [21].

The two-photon absorption cross section �(2) is proportional to
���S(f,i)

↵,�

���
2

[21]. The

polarisation dependence of 2PA is expressed in the ratio ⌦ given by

⌦ =
�(2)
C

�(2)
L

(2.7.2)

where C and L denote linearly and circularly polarised photons respectively [73].

The determination of ⌦ does not require the use of a reference sample and the ratio

can be determined from the integrated linear and circularly polarised fluorescence

intensity decays ICF (t) and ILF (t) (assuming equal excitation intensities)

⌦ =

R
ICF (t)dtR
ILF (t)dt

(2.7.3)

Single and two photon excitation both lead to the creation of ordered excited state

populations. In single photon absorption the initial fluorescence anisotropy is de-

pendent solely upon the angle between absorption and emission transition dipole

moment directions in the molecular frame ✓

RL(t) =
1

5
(3 cos2 ✓ � 1) =

IV (t)� IH(t)

IV (t) + 2IH(t)
(2.7.4)

RC(t) =
1

10
(3 cos2 ✓ � 1) =

IV (t)� IH(t)

IH(t) + 2IV (t)
(2.7.5)

For ✓ = 0 then RL(0) = 0.4 and RC(0) = 0.2. In 2PA the fluorescence anisotropy

depends on the structure of the two photon transition tensor and the direction of the

emission transition dipole moment in the molecular frame. Two photon linear and

circularly polarised fluorescence anisotropies are defined in a similar way to those for

single-photon excited fluorescence in Equations 2.7.4 and 2.9.5. The experimental

geometries for their detection together with those for ⌦ are shown in Figure 2.7

For planar aromatic molecules the 2PA is dominated by excitation in the plane of

the molecule such that the out-of-plane components of this to the transition tensor
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Figure 2.7: Polarisation directions of excitation and detection used with respect to the

laboratory frame for 2PA, with the left-most arrows giving the direction of excitation

polarisation, and the right most the polarisations of detection. (A) and (C) show total

fluorescence intensity measurement for (A), linearly, and (C), circularly polarised light.

(B) and (D) show detection polarisations used to measure fluorescence anisotropy for

(B) linear, and (D) circularly polarised excitation. The Quantization axis Q denotes the

direction of cylindrical symmetry in the excited state population [74]. This a↵ects the

measurement of both total intensity and magic angle intensity.
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may be ignored [75–77]. The tensor thus reduces to the two dimensions, with the

axis system chosen such that the molecular plane is in the X and Y directions.

As previously stated, degeneracy of the two photons absorbed is assumed, giving

SXY = SY X . Assuming the emission dipole moment is aligned along the X axis,

the initial values of parameters RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦ can then be given (assuming

fluorescence in the direction X and transition dipole aligned along X) as [76]

RL(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
2(SXX + SY Y )2 + (SXX � SY Y )2 + 4S2

XY + 9(S2
XX � S2

Y Y )

2(SXX + SY Y )2 + (SXX � SY Y )2 + 4S2
XY

(2.7.6)

RC(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
3(SXX � SY Y )2 � (SXX + SY Y )2 + 12S2

XY + 6(S2
XX � S2

Y Y )

(SXX + SY Y )2 + 3(SXX � SY Y )2 + 12S2
XY

(2.7.7)

⌦ =
1

2

(SXX + SY Y )2 + 3(SXX � SY Y )2 + 12S2
XY

2(SXX + SY Y )2 + (SXX � SY Y )2 + 3S2
XY

(2.7.8)

The initial anisotropies RL(0) and RC(0) are only sensitive to the relative magni-

tudes of the tensor elements. For the general case the full equations are [21].

RL(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
1 +

9(1� S2)(cos2 ✓ � sin2 ✓) + 4D(1 + S) sin ✓ cos ✓

2(1 + S)2 + (1� S)2 + 4D2

�
(2.7.9)

RC(0)=

✓
1

7

◆
1+

[6(1� S2)(cos2 ✓�sin2 ✓)+4D(1+S) sin ✓ cos ✓]�2(1+S)2

(1 + S)2 + 3(1� S)2 + 12D2

�

(2.7.10)

⌦ =
1

2

(1 + S)2 + 3(1� S)2 + 12D2

2(1 + S)2 + (1� S)2 + 4D2
(2.7.11)

where the equations have been normalised by SXX and the parameters S =

SY Y /SXX and D = SXY /SXX have been substituted.

Reducing the two-photon transition tensor to its simplest one-dimensional form,

SXX becomes the single non-zero element (i.e.. S and D are zero) and equations

2.7.11, 2.7.9 and 2.7.10 reduce to

⌦ =
2

3
(2.7.12)

RL(0) =

✓
4

7

◆
3 cos2 ✓ � 1

2

�
(2.7.13)
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RC(0) =

✓
2

7

◆
3 cos2 ✓ � 1

2

�
(2.7.14)

These are also the expressions obtained through sequential 1PA by transitions from

an initial to ‘real’ state, followed by a transition from this ‘real’ state to the final

state as discussed above. A simple linear molecule could be represented in this way,

but a molecule with significant two-dimensional charge displacement between the

initial and final states would have non-zero S and D that must be incorporated

when calculating ⌦ and the expected initial anisotropies. Alternatively, for the case

of excitation distributed over the three branches of a tri-branched planar molecule

with inter-branch angles of 120�, equations 2.7.9 and 2.7.10 reduce to

RL(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
(2.7.15)

RC(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
1� 2(1 + S)2

(1 + S)2 + 3(1� S)2 + 12D2

�

=

✓
1

7

◆
3(1� S)2 + 12D2 � (1 + S)2

(1 + S)2 + 3(1� S)2 + 12D2

� (2.7.16)

If S=1 (ie. SY Y = SXX)

RC(0) =

✓
1

7

◆
12D2 � 4

4 + 12D2

�
(2.7.17)

⌦ =
4 + 12D2

16 + 8D2
(2.7.18)

2.8 Experimental Methods

2.8.1 Excitation System

Excitation pulses were generated using the partial output of a regeneratively ampli-

fied Titanium sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900-F) with all pulse generation compo-

nents shown as part of Figure 2.8. Titanium sapphire lasers have found widespread

use in fluorescence spectroscopy (and anisotropy measurements) due to the ability

to produce ultrashort pulses that are continuously tunable over a broad spectral
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region (680-1100 nm). The laser is tuned using a birefringent filter and is typically

set to 800 nm as this is near the gain maximum. A solid-state frequency-doubled

Neodymium Vanadate (Nd : Y V O4) laser is used as a pump source (Coherent Verdi

V-18), which provides 18 W of continuous wave (CW) radiation at 532 nm, of which

6 W is used as the pump source for the Titanium sapphire laser. The Titanium sap-

phire laser is mode-locked to create pulses of high energy rather than lower power

continuous radiation in CW operation. The many possible longitudinal modes in the

laser cavity due to the broadband emission spectrum of the Titanium sapphire are

aligned using the nonlinear optical technique of Kerr Lens Modelocking [78]. This

technique utilises the nonlinear focussing e↵ect that occurs in certain materials such

that the refractive index, n, experienced by light passing through is proportional to

the intensity I(t)

n = n0 + n2I(t) (2.8.1)

where n0 is the linear refractive index and n2 is the intensity dependent refractive

index. For a TEM00 Gaussian mode the refractive index depends on the radial

position r

n(r) = n0I0(t)e
(�a

2

r

2 ) (2.8.2)

where I0(t) is the centre of beam intensity, and a is a unit of length depending

on the fundamental mode of the laser cavity. High intensity mode-locked pulses

will experience a higher refractive index and will be more strongly focused; use of

a slit at an appropriate position within the laser cavity can selectively reduce the

CW modes. Self phase modulation and group velocity dispersion occur within the

laser cavity, but are compensated for by a pair of prisms placed prior to the exit

of the laser cavity. This produces 140 fs long pulses at 76 MHz with pulse energies

of around 10 nJ. This output was then amplified using a regenerative amplifier

(Coherent RegA 9000) which has a Titanium sapphire laser cavity, and is pumped

by the remaining 12 W from the Verdi V-18. A seed pulse from the Mira laser is

injected into the amplifier through a Faraday Isolator by a Tellurium oxide (TeO2)

cavity dumper. The injected pulse is first stretched to avoid damage to the amplifier

optics by passing through a (TeO2) Q-switch which prevents the occurrence of lasing
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before the seed has entered the cavity. The seed pulse is amplified to several µJ over

20-30 cavity round-trips, and also becomes temporally wider due to group velocity

dispersion. The amplified pulse is then ejected by the cavity dumper and the pulse

width compressed through use of a di↵raction grating. The amplifier output is

typically a pulse of 4 J and width of 200 fs, with pulse frequency controllable from

100-250 kHz and wavelength tunable from 780-840 nm.

The final stage of excitation pulse generation involved use of an Optical Parametric

Amplifier (OPA) as a wavelength conversion tool. The OPA splits the incoming

RegA output into two portions: one part is used to generate a white light continuum

seed for the OPA, while the other part is converted to the second harmonic at 400 nm,

which is then used to amplify a wavelength selected from the white light continuum.

This produces 200-250 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 250 KHz, with a wavelength

tunable between 440 and 710 nm and an average power of 70mW. It also produces

and idler signal at 0.94 to 2.4 µm, a remnant pump beam at 400 nm, and white

light.

Data for excitation wavelengths 710-900 nm was previously obtained within the

group by Dr N Nicolau also using a Titanium Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900-F)

but in this case pumped using a Verdi V-10 (Coherent) 10 W CW laser and with the

Titanium Sapphire output not regeneratively amplified. Additionally, in this case

the OPA was not used but the output was pulse picked using Pulse Select (APE).

This data had not been previously analysed.

2.8.2 Detection System

The technique of Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) was used to

measure induced fluorescence in anisotropy experiments following 1PA and 2PA in

AF257 in the wavelength ranges 470 to 500 nm (1PA) and 530 to 710 nm (2PA). In-

duced fluorescence was measured using a microchannel plate photomultiplier (MCP)

(Hamamatsu R3809U). A small amount of light split from the excitation source (4-

6%) was detected by a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu S2381). The time interval
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between the two signals was measured using a time to amplitude converter (TAC)

(EG&G Ortec 475). This uses a linear voltage ramp with the fluorescence signal

acting as a ‘start’ signal and the photodiode signal acting as a ‘stop’ to measure the

time interval; the final voltage is proportional to the elapsed time. The ‘start’ and

‘stop’ signals of each event can vary in intensity: for this reason the signals were

first sent through constant fraction discriminators (CFD) (Tennelec Model TC454

quad CFD). These produced a triggered signal, with the triggering dependent on a

constant fraction of the peak height rendering the time of the trigger independent

of signal amplitude; this has an advantage over simple threshold triggering which

does have a dependence on the signal peak height. The trigger signals are therefore

regular and have very little associated time jitter. It is possible to adjust the thresh-

old fraction of the CFDs to ensure a level above the inherent noise in the system

is used. This final voltage value is digitised and stored in the appropriate channel

in the multi-channel bu↵er (MCB) (EG&G Ortec ADCAM &MCB Model 918A).

Using the two signal this way round is known as ‘reverse mode’ [79].

From the MCB the signal for each event was sent to a PC (Viglen 486 DX) which

increased the appropriate histogram channel for the measured time interval by a

value of one. Many fluorescence events were recorded in this way such that the

histogram built up to give an accurate representation of the time between excitation

and fluorescence. The excitation intensity was kept low so that less than 1% of

excitation pulses resulted in a measured fluorescence event. This minimises the

possibility of a second fluorescence event occurring from a particular excitation pulse;

this would create a systematic error in the histogram plotted as this measurement

technique would only record the earlier of the two events.

The optical layout that was used is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The laser output in-

tensity was first controlled using neutral density filters, and any remaining infra-red

light removed from the pulse using a short pass LS700 filter. The split to the pho-

todetector was achieved using a 1% beamsplitter. The remaining beam was directed

though two neutral density wheels (optical density 0-3.5) which were used to keep
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Figure 2.8: Experimental set-up for the excitation and detection of single and two-photon

excited fluorescence using TCSPC.
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the count rate below 1% of the pulse repetition rate, and then through a high quality

Glan Taylor cube polariser (extinction ratio 106:1) which was mounted on a rota-

tion stage (Photon Control RM100). The excitation beam was then focused into the

sample using a 25 mm focal length achromatic doublet lens (Melles Griot). A per-

pendicular detection geometry allowed the remaining excitation light to be blocked

easily with a beam block, while fluorescence was collected at 90� and collimated us-

ing quartz lenses of 6.3 cm and 25 cm focal length respectively. Filters were situated

in front of the MCP detector to block any remaining laser light. Finally, the fluores-

cence passed through a sheet linear polariser attached to a stepper motor to allow

selection of polarisation angle; this was controllable via the PC. To start and stop

the experiment a program by Dr Gary Holtom of Pacific North Western Research

Laboratory was used, in conjunction with a polarisation dependent data collection

program written by W J. Noad, formally of the Rutherton Appleton Laboratory.

2.8.3 Instrument Response and Reconvolution

For purposes of simplicity it was assumed in Chapter 1 that the excitation pulse

could be approximated to a �-function. This holds true as long as the pulse width

⌧PT is small compared to the relaxation processes under investigation. In the mea-

surement of fluorescence lifetimes which typically span the range of 10�10 � 10�8

seconds a picosecond range laser pulse will not generally result in the fluorescence

decay that a � function pulse would be expected to produce. An additional distor-

tion arises from the finite time response of the detection system. The e↵ects of this

and a finite laser pulse are encapsulated in what is termed the instrument response

function P(t). The detected fluorescence signal F(t) is given by the convolution of

P(t) with the response of the population to a � function pulse,

F (t) =

Z t

� inf

P (t0)i(t� t0)dt0 (2.8.3)
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For a homogeneous population of excited states the simplest form of i(t-t’) is a single

exponential decay with lifetime ⌧f

i(t� t0) = exp[�(t� t0)/⌧f ] t0  t

= 0 t0 > t
(2.8.4)

P(t’) can be determined by assessing the response of the system to scattered laser

light, i(t � t0) = �t0, 0 . Knowing P(t’), F(t) can be compared to the experimental

data and a best fit found by varying ⌧ . More complicated exponential decays of the

form

i(t� t0) =
nX

i=1

↵i exp[�(t� t0)/⌧i] + ↵0 (2.8.5)

may be necessary where ↵i is the weight (photon counts) of component i and ↵0

is the background fluorescence signal. Determination of the best ↵0, ↵i and ⌧i

is accomplished using nonlinear least squares method discussed in Section 2.8.4.

The shortest fluorescence decay lifetime that can be obtained through reconvolution

analysis can not be deduced from the theory, but lifetimes of 1
5 � 1

10 of the IRF

width have been found in practice [80, 81]. A thorough review of the IRF analysis

process is discussed by Leissman et. al [82]. The IRF test was carried out using

low intensity light from a scattering sample of dilute milk in water; to avoid damage

to the sensitive MCP the laser intensity was slowly increased from zero using the

neutral density wheels until the photon count rate became su�cient. Although the

measurement of an instrument response profile P(t) is an imperfect measure of the

response of the detector, the use of instrument response profiles when performing

decay curve analysis often brings significant improvements in time resolution and

the ability to fit decay profiles in a meaningful way. The IRF should be measured

for each experiment to minimise error due to instrumental response drift.

2.8.4 Data Analysis

The data obtained from TCSPC is in the form of an intensity decay curve, synthe-

sised from many repeated measurements of the delay times between absorption and
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emission events. The decay parameters can then be obtained through statistical

methods of data analysis using decay analysis software. The statistical method em-

ployed for this task in the following work is the reconvolution least squares method

[83]. The data analysis should aim to minimise any error inherent in the system,

both systematic including non-linear detection response, finite width of pulse and

finite response speed, and random error, for example noise.

Including a background noise factor, the final reconvolution calculation for compar-

ison with the measured fluorescence decay is [84]

FY (i) = B + A · F (i+�) (2.8.6)

Where B is the background noise, A is a scaling parameter, � is the time shift pa-

rameter, and i is the measurement channel number for the case when ⌧f is measured

in channels.

Least Squares Fitting Method

The least squares fitting method uses the quantity �2
R as a measure of the goodness

of fit of the calculated function in Equation 2.8.6 to the collected data. It iteratively

determines the best fit parameters A’, B’, ⌧ ’ and �’ using the example given by

Equation 2.8.6. The reduced chi-squared value �2
R represents the weighted squared

deviation of the model from the data per degree of freedom [85]

�2
R =

1

n� p

nX

i=1

1

�2
i

[Y (ti)� FY (ti)]
2 =

1

n� p

nX

i=1

[W (i)]2 (2.8.7)

where n is the number of channels, p is the degrees of freedom, Y (ti) is the measured

fluorescence decay value at time ti (the time label of the ith channel), and �2
i is

the variance or ‘weighting factor’. The weighting factor represents the statistical

uncertainty and depends on the statistical model used. Since the probability of a

photon arriving in a particular channel can be classed as low, a Poisson distribution

is used and �2
i ⇡ i. For intensity decays taken at the magic angle the weighting

factor the variance used is simply

�2
m = Im (2.8.8)
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where m is used to denote the magic angle. However for the anisotropy, since it

is a construction of IV and IH the weighting factor must be calculated using error

propagation methods. This results in a weighting factors for linearly and circularly

excited anisotropy decays

�2
R(L) =

2 + 3R(t)� 3R(t)2 � 2R(t)3

3Itot
(2.8.9)

�2
R(C) =

2�R(t)� 3R(t)2 + 2R(t)3

3Itot
(2.8.10)

Since the weighting factor represents the expected statistical uncertainty on the

model used, Equation 2.8.7 can be expressed simply as

�2 =
1

n� p

X

Data


actual deviation

expected deviation

�2
(2.8.11)

The minimum error that can be measured would match the statistically expected

error for each data point i.e.. �2
R = 1 (after normalisation to the number of degrees

of freedom) if the model shows a perfect fit to the data. A typical reconvolution

analysis with minimised �2
R = 1 value is shown in Figure 2.9. Here the decay

model with best-fit parameters FU(i) is shown superimposed on the collected data

points Y (i), in addition to the IRF P(i). The quantity shown within the brackets

in Equation 2.8.7 is called the ‘weighted residual’ and can be used to assess the

goodness of fit as it represents the standard deviations of the data noise. They

can be useful to assess whether the appropriate number of exponentials have been

used in the model (a residual with a definite shape implies further decay correlation

times are present) and to note the times t at which there is deviation from the model.

These assessments can be made by eye; methods of analysing the data given in the

weighted residual mathematically exist such as the autocorrelation function and the

Durbin-Watson parameter [86], however assessment by eye is usually su�cient for

practical purposes [84].
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Figure 2.9: A logarithmic plot of a typical fluorescence decay dataset Y(i) with instrument

response function P(i) and least squared reconvolution fit FY (i). Below is shown the

weighted residual W(i). Figure reproduced from [84]

2.8.5 Experimental procedure

Optical alignment

Prior to beginning an experiment some preparatory steps were carried out. The laser

systems used were optimised for power and stability using the standard procedure as

outlined in the equipment handbooks. All optical components were carefully aligned

such that the excitation beam arrives at the correct position in the sample whilst

the beam quality and collimation is preserved. After aligning the excitation beam

into the sample such that any back reflections were directed back down the laser

pathway, the intermediate optics were inserted (see Figure 2.8. The cube polariser

was inserted and adjusted such that there was maximum beam extinction when its
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Figure 2.10: A logarithmic plot of an instrument response function calibration for TCSPC

measurement. The separation of the two response functions for a known delay gives a

calibration of 53 ps per channel.

polarisation direction was perpendicular to that of the sheet polariser. The lenses

and beam block were then placed in position and aligned.

An instrument response function (IRF) was then recorded to check the response

of the MCP and to check that there were no excitation beam reflections directed

into the detector. An IRF of less than 100 ps was considered acceptable for the

experiments carried out in this thesis. If the measured IRF was greater, or if laser

reflections were present (indicated by multiple spikes in the IRF) then the align-

ment procedure and IRF were repeated. Surfaces causing reflections of laser into

the detector could be moved or blocked. The system was then calibrated through

measurement of the time between two pulses separated by a known delay. A typical

IRF calibration is shown in Figure 2.12.

G-factor

The G-factor refers to experimental di↵erences in the instrumental sensitivity to

the vertically and horizontally polarised fluorescence signals that are selected by the
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analysing polariser (see Figures 2.7 and 2.8). A G-factor measurement was made

before each experiment to check for polarisation bias in the detection geometry. Dur-

ing analysis slight di↵erences in detection e�ciencies in the vertical and horizontal

polarisations can be corrected for using the technique of ‘tail-fitting’ [87]: when the

anisotropy has decayed to zero the intensity of fluorescence in both polarisation di-

rections should be equal, so any di↵erences can be corrected for by o↵setting one

of the readings. However, this correction is not exact as the instrument response

may not be exactly linear, so if a significant G-factor could be seen then the align-

ment process was repeated until the measured polarisation bias was negligible (i.e.

G ⇡ 1) . Measurement bias could also occur during the experiment due to factors

such as heating e↵ects or laser drift. To minimise the relative e↵ect of this mea-

surements were taken at vertical and horizontal polarisations for 10 seconds each

consecutively until the end of the measurement. This was accomplished using the

motorised rotatable polaroid sheet in front of the photodetector (Figure 2.8).

Data collection

Two-photon excited fluorescence of AF257 was measured following excitation of

530-710 nm. The sample used was of concentration 2.84 ⇥ 10�4M in the solvent

toluene. The detection filter used was an S500±20 in addition to the LS700 short

pass filter used to block remaining infra-red from the excitation pulse. The reference

sample used was Bis-MSB of concentration 1.18 ⇥ 10�4M in Cyclohexane. The

sample was contained in a 200 µL optical cuvette (Hellma). As well as measuring

fluorescence in vertical and horizontal directions, isotropic intensity decays used

to find fluorescence lifetimes were recorded by measuring fluorescence at the ‘magic

angle’ of ✓m ⇡ 54.74� to the vertical at which hC20imoments vanish and the intensity

decay is independent of rotation [76] (see Chapter 1 Section 1.6). Data was analysed

using FluoFit (PicoQuant) as this allows the use of a global fit i.e.. data sets over

a range of wavelengths could be fit to the same three correlation times.

Following 2PA the fluorescence induced by circularly polarised excitation was mea-
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sured in addition to that induced by linearly polarised excitation. Circularly po-

larised excitation was generated by a �/4 wave plate with the molecular axis set at

45� to the vertical. Measurements were again taken of emission in the vertical, hor-

izontal and magic angle polarisations, but following circularly polarised excitation

the magic angle is at 35.3 � to the vertical. In the case of the 2PA experiments all

lifetime and anisotropy decay time fitting was done using Origin.

Additional data that is plotted in conjunction with the experiments detailed in this

chapter was taken previously within the group [20]. Data following 1PA of 360-520

nm was excited using the direct output of the Mira which produces pulse-picked

(PulseSelect APE) 3.8 MHz pulses with a power of 25 nJ and a pulse width of 100

fs. Data taken following 2PA of 710-900 nm was excited using the frequency doubled

output of the Mira. Frequency doubling was achieved using an LBO crystal.

The collection count rate was maintained at less than 2500 counts per second (< 1%)

of the laser pulse repetition rate). The quadratic dependence of the two-photon fluo-

rescence signal with excitation intensity was checked at each wavelength by measur-

ing the count rate at an incident laser power P and at P/2. Deviations from a purely

quadratic power dependence were observed as the excitation wavelengths were short-

ened to 520 nm indicating significant 1PA. Data from excitation wavelengths below

530 nm were omitted from the overall 2-photon analysis.

Anisotropy decays were analysed by simultaneous deconvolution of the vertically

and horizontally polarised measurements using the software Fluofit (PicoQuant).

Intensity decays taken at the magic angle were analysed using the software Origin

(OriginLab). Both of these measurements were fit to single or multiple exponential

decays, depending on the number needed to get an accurate fit to the data. The

quality of fit was judged using the reduced chi squared parameter, �2 [88]. Although

IRF measurements were taken for each experiment, initial analysis showed that for

this experimental set-up reconvolution using the IRF made negligible di↵erence to

the best fit parameters. An example is included in Figure 2.12 in which the data

(measured fluorescence decay in AF257 following linearly polarised 2PA) is fit to
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Method Correlation times (ns) Amplitude �2

FluoFit +IRF
1.605 (+0.014 -0.013) 392000 (+15000 -17000)

3.004
0.917 (±0.036) 217000 (+17000 - 15000)

FluoFit no IRF
1.607 (+0.015 -0.013) 301000 (+12000 -14000)

3.134
0.932 (±0.037) 141000 (+13000 -12000)

Origin
1.623 (±0.005) 384695 (±5867)

2.684
0.914 (±0.015) 207162 (±5060)

Table 2.1: Results of best fit parameters using di↵erent analysis methods: A reconvolution

analysis using software FluoFit (PicoQuant); a standard fit with no reconvolution using

FluoFit; and a standard fit with no reconvolution in Origin (OriginLab). The sample data

used was the intensity decay of AF257 following linearly polarised 2PA at 700 nm.

a double exponential using FluoFit both with and without reconvolution analysis.

The same data was additionally analysed using Origin. The resulting fluorescence

lifetime correlation times for all three analysis methods are tabulated in Table 2.1. It

should be noted that in FluoFit the weighting factor used for the least squares fit is

derived from a Poisson distribution by default; this means that the weighting factor

for total intensity derived from a magic angle measurement is correct, but that the

weighting factor for total intensity derived from a summation of Itot = IV + 2IH is

not. In Origin the weighting factor can be specified such that the exact weighting

factor was used at all times. This is a reason for use of Origin over FluoFit for

data analysis if a global fit (as described earlier in this section) is not needed (global

fitting is not possible in Origin). However, the di↵erence in the use of the correct

weighting factor (�Itot =
p
IV + 4IH vs �Itot =

p
IV + 2IH) makes for generation

of fit parameters is typically very small, as can be seen by the similarity of fit

parameters using Origin and FluoFit in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.11: Double exponential least-squares fit to AF257 intensity decay using software

FluoFit with no reconvolution analysis.
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Figure 2.12: Double exponential least-squares fit to AF257 intensity decay using software

FluoFit with reconvolution analysis using IRF. The two cases (using IRF and not using

IRF) are virtually indistinguishable.
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�(2) and ⌦ Measurements

Two-photon excited fluorescence in AF257 was detected for excitation wavelengths

spanning 530 nm to 900 nm. Excitation wavelengths below 530 nm were inves-

tigated as previous work on the branched chromopohore OM77 [64] had showed

the existence of a giant two-photon resonance (�(2) 1.2 ⇥ 104 GM) at wavelengths

approaching the red edge of the single photon absorption. From 510-520 nm the

fluorescence intensity exhibited an excitation power dependence mid way between

that of 2PA (quadratic) and 1PA (linear). In order to determine �(2) at a particular

excitation wavelength (given a quadratic intensity dependence) the mean values for

five measurements of the fluorescence intensity were made for both linear and cir-

cularly polarised excitation (⌦ determination) together with a measurement of the

linearly polarised 2PA fluorescence for the relevant 2PA reference materials Bis-MSB

and Rhodamine B.

Correction factors kS and kR (S and R denoting the sample and reference sample

respectively) were employed to account for the e↵ects of di↵erences in emission

spectra on the signal yield. kS/R is given by

kS/R =
X

�

QE�FT�ES/R,� (2.8.12)

where QE is the quantum e�ciency of the detector, FT is the filter transmission,

and ES/R is the emission of the the sample/reference sample.

The cross-section of the sample is then calculated from the relative measured signals

(counts (N)/Power (P)2), quantum yields (QY), refractive indices (n), concentra-

tions (c), and k values

�S =
( N
P 2 )S · �R ·QYR · kR · nS · CR

( N
P 2 )R ·QYS · kS · nR · CS

(2.8.13)

The single photon absorption spectrum was obtained from a home-built absorption

spectrometer consisting of a focused white light flash lamp and a USB4000 spec-

trometer (Ocean Optics), sample holder and collection optics. The absorption of

the white light was measured relative to a blank reference sample. The two-photon
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Figure 2.13: Measured 2PA cross section (in GM) of AF257 following excitation of 530-900

nm. Data taken in the region 710-900 nm was taken previously by N Nicolau, but has

been re-analysed.

excited emission spectrum was obtained using the 800 nm output of the regenerative

amplifier system described previously. The emitted fluorescence was collected using

the USB4000 spectrometer.

2.9 Results

2.9.1 �(2) Measurement

2PA cross-sections for AF257 between 540-900 nm are shown in Figure 2.13. A

strong near infra-red 2PA cross section is observed with a peak value of �(2) =

7.2⇥ 103 GM between 710 and 900 nm. A second broad maximum (�(2) = 3.8⇥ 103

GM) is observed between 550 and 700 nm.
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Figure 2.14: Measured fluorescence decay times for AF257 as a function of excitation

wavelength.

Figure 2.15: Fractional contributions of the three lifetime components to the measured

fluorescence decay for two-photon excitation wavelengths spanning 530-760 nm (error bars

are smaller than data points in most cases). Between 570 and 760 nm a bi-exponential

decay is observed (↵f(3) = 0). The contribution to the decay between 530 and 560 nm is

small with (↵f(1)
⇠= ↵f(2) � ↵f(3) Above 760 nm a mono-exponential decay is observed

(↵f(2) = ↵f(3) = 0.
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2.9.2 Two Photon Fluorescence Lifetime Measurement

Fluorescence intensity decays for two-photon excited AF257 were analysed for ex-

citation wavelengths between 530 and 900 nm. The results are shown in Figures

2.14 and 2.15 with the fits typically generating a �2
R of 1.6-2.7; �2

R was below 2.5

in all cases. With the exception of a narrow wavelength range close to the onset of

1PA (530-560 nm) the fluorescence decay is characterised by up to two lifetimes. A

common lifetime of 1.5 ns is observed for all excitation wavelengths. This is the sole

decay component in the region of the near infra red 2PA resonance. With increasing

two-photon excitation energy a second shorter decay component with a lifetime be-

tween 0.5 and 1 ns is observed. These two components fully characterise the decay

dynamics for two-photon absorption wavelengths above 570 nm. For 560-530 nm a

small (ca. 1-2.5% contribution to the total decay amplitude) longer lived additional

decay component is observed. The spectral footprint of this contribution is small

and with this narrow wavelength range its contribution to the total signal is low (2-5

% of total amplitude) and the analysis of the fluorescence decay dynamics below will

be restricted to the two dominant components.

Multi-exponential fluorescence decays clearly indicate the presence of multiple emit-

ting states; the origin of these can be varied. Ground state heterogeneity has been

assumed as the cause of the bi-exponential decay in EGFP [89] (see Chapter 4).

Variations in the environment of fluorescent probes attached to proteins can give

rise to multi-exponential relaxation dynamics [90]. The existence of two (or more)

molecular conformations such as in the case of the open and closed forms of NaDH

and NADPH gives rise to bi-exponential decay dynamics [91]. Correlations between

absorption strength, fluorescence intensity, and fluorescence anisotropy observables

can help in this respect [91]. For fluorescent molecules in a homogeneous environ-

ment a bi-exponential decay could, in the absence of ground state heterogeneity

(i.e.. two di↵erent molecular configurations), arise from excitation leading to the

population of two distinct emitting states.

If the lifetime amplitudes ↵f(1) and ↵f(2) showed a strong correlation with the two-
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Figure 2.16: The two-photon absorption spectra for AF257 for the wavelength range

540nm-900nm along with the the amplitude of component 2, ↵f(2).

photon action cross section, it would be a convincing indication that two distinct

ground state configurations and/or transitions were responsible for ⌧f(1) and ⌧f(2).

From Figure 2.16 it can be seen that no such clear cut correlation exists.

2.9.3 Calculation of ⌦

A clearer indication of individual excitation pathways in two-photon absorption

should be provided by the polarisation dependence of the two-photon cross section;

the ⌦ ratio discussed in Section 2.7. Fluorescence lifetime and intensity decay am-

plitudes for circularly polarised excitation are shown in Figure 2.18. These follow

the same pattern as those following linearly polarised excitation. The variation in ⌦

calculated from the integrated fluorescence intensity with excitation wavelength is

shown in Figure 2.17 together with the variation in ↵f(2). The excitation wavelength

dependence of ⌦ and ↵f(2) appear uncorrelated.

In the 700-550 nm region where the interchange between ↵f(1) and ↵f(2) is most

marked ⌦ shows a slight increase from ca. 0.6 to 0.7. As discussed previously,

⌦ is independent of the transition dipole moment direction, it is also independent
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Figure 2.17: Calculated ⌦ following 2PA at di↵erent excitation wavelengths plotted with

the amplitude of component 2. No correlation between the two data sets is seen.

of quantum yield variations provided these are similar for the states accessed by

linearly and circularly polarised 2PA. The similarity in the lifetime decay dynamics

(see Figure 2.18) is indicative of equivalent fluorescence dynamics.

The results so far are consistent with the model of two-photon excitation leading

to two distinct emitting components rather than two separate excitation (single)

emission routes. To test this hypothesis further it is necessary to calculate the

polarisation dependence of the two decay components, that is to define ⌦1 and ⌦2.

The action cross section for each decay component is proportional to the products

↵f⌧f

⌦ =
↵C
f(1)⌧

C
f(1) + ↵C

f(2)⌧
C
f(2)

↵L
f(1)⌧

L
f(1) + ↵L

f(2)⌧
L
f(2)

(2.9.1)

where the su�xes C and L denote circularly and linearly polarised excitation re-

spectively.

It is possible to calculate separate ⌦ values for each fluorescence lifetime component

through introduction of a constant k to account for the possible di↵erences in total
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Figure 2.18: Fluorescence lifetimes and relative proportions of lifetime components follow-

ing linear and circular excitation in the wavelength range 530-900 nm.
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Figure 2.19: The values of the parameter ⌦ following 2PA for the two individual fluorescing

species in the range 530-730 nm. Error bars on scale of point to point fluctuations of data

points.

intensity between linearly and circularly polarised measurements

RL = A⌧1 � B⌧2, RC = kA0⌧1 + kB0⌧2 (2.9.2)

The constant k can then be adjusted such that

⌦ =
A+B

k(A0 +B0)
(2.9.3)

The ⌦ values of the individual factions can now be found simply as

⌦1 =
A

kA0 ⌦2 =
B

kB0 (2.9.4)

The values of Omega for the two fluorescing species following 2PA are shown in

Figure 2.19. It can be seen that apart from excitation wavelengths where ↵2 is

small, (690-650 nm), ⌦1 and ⌦2 have similar values and show the same wavelength

dependence. When ↵2 is small the uncertainties associated with determining ⌦2

are substantial. The observation of similar ⌦ values for both decay components are

consistent with a common 2-photon excitation symmetry.
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Figure 2.20: Measured initial anisotropy and proportion of second lifetime component

following 2PA excitation in the range 530-900 nm.

2.9.4 Fluorescence Anisotropy Measurements

Fluorescence anisotropy decays were recorded for linearly and circularly polarised

excitation between 530 and 900 nm using the excitation detection geometry shown

in Figure 2.7; results are shown in Figure 2.20 along with the fluorescence amplitude

of component 2.

Two photon excited fluorescence anisotropy decays were recorded for excitation

wavelengths spanning 710-530 nm; fluorescence anisotropy decay data from 710-

900 nm (un-analysed) had been previously obtained by Dr N Nicolau 1. The initial

anisotropies for linear and circular polarisations RL(0) and RC(0) for this whole data

set are shown in Figure 2.20. In the near infra red there is only a single lifetime

decay ↵f(2)(0) = 0 and RL(0) shows a steady increase (850-770 nm) with increasing

1 This data was collected by Dr N Nicolau during measurement of near infra red two-photon action

cross sections for AF257 which formed part of an EPSRC funded collaboration with Dr K McEwan

at DSTL.
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excitation energy whilst RC(0) exhibits a more notable decrease (900-770 nm). At

excitation wavelengths below 760 nm where a bi-exponential decay is observed,

RL(0) and RC(0) are both strongly correlated with ↵f(2). This behaviour indicates

that the populations corresponding to the two decays possess di↵erent individual

anisotropies.

One possibility to consider is that of contamination of the sample. This has pre-

viously been suggested as a reason for the increase of initial polarisation at longer

excitation wavelengths in similar branched molecules [53]. If a small amount of con-

taminant were to be present with an emission spectrum peaking around 530 nm this

could explain the third component ⌧f(3) in the intensity decay occurring in this re-

gion. The pronounced rise in RL(0) and RC(0) at the shortest two photon excitation

wavelengths is coincident with the detection of a third lifetime decay. However, the

contribution of this third decay to the total fluorescence signal and the measured

anisotropy is small (↵f(2) ⇡ 0.05) and the initial anisotropy behaviour is dominated

by the relative weighting (↵f(1) and ↵f(2)) of the two intense emission anisotropies.

Rotational correlation times were determined from single exponential fits to the

anisotropy decays, and these are shown in Figure 2.21. These decay times are

consistent with that expected for a molecule of this size. Low �2 values demonstrate

a good fit to a single exponential throughout the full excitation range 530-900 nm;

this implies that the anisotropy decays are dominated by one principle motion, to

the extent that it is not possible to pick out any further decay components. A small

variation ( 0.11 ns for linear and 0.17 ns for circular measurements) in this decay

lifetime with wavelength can be seen. It appears that anisotropy decay times vary

very little with relative proportions of the two components; this implies that the

rotational times of the two components are similar if not identical. It is however

possible that there might be a very small amount of correlation between rotational

decay time and the proportion of the two components. A double exponential decay

fit was attempted but o↵ered no improvement in �2 value or measured residuals.

More insight into the anisotropy behaviour is produced by further analysis of
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anisotropy decay correlation times in AF257 following linearly and circularly polarised
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the fluorescence anisotropy decays. In an inhomogeneous system the fluorescence

anisotropy is given by [92]

R(t) =
X

i

Wi(t)Ri(t) (2.9.5)

where i denotes the population component i with fluorescence anisotropy Ri(t) and

a time varying weighting Wi(t). For equivalent fluorescence detection of the decay

components Wi(t) is given by

Wi(t) =
Ni(t)P
i Ni(t)

(2.9.6)

Combining Equations 2.9.5 and 2.9.6 yields

R(t) =

P
i Ni(0) exp[�t/⌧f(i)]Ri(0)P

i Ni(0) exp[�t/⌧f(i)]
(2.9.7)

where Ri(0) is the initial (intrinsic) fluorescence anisotropy of component i whose

subsequent time evolution is governed by the time correlation function Ci(t). At t=0

Ci = 1 and as t becomes large, Ci tends to zero [93]. Even in a two component system

di↵erences between the individual amplitudes and decay times can lead to complex

(non-exponential) behaviour. In AF257 this is not observed. RL(t) and RC(t) are

well described by a single exponential decay time, whose variation with excitation

wavelength (and ↵f(2)) is shown in Figure 2.20. When ↵f(2) = 0 the linearly polarised

rotational correlation time shows no discernible wavelength variation with values

between 550 and 600 ps; comparable rotational di↵usion times have been observed

for similarly sized branched chromophores in toluene [20]. With increasing ↵f(2)

there is a notable drop to ca. 500 ps at 500 nm; this value is maintained at shorter

wavelengths with a rise to ca. 550 ps observed at 630-640 nm when the contribution

of ↵f(2) is small (ca. 0.05). A similar behaviour in ⌧CR is observed, the initial

anisotropies obtained following circularly polarised photoselection are lower than in

linearly polarised two photon absorption and the anisotropy decays thus have an

inherently greater noise. This is reflected in the greater variation of ⌧CR in Figure

2.21 but the general trend in wavelength is the same as that for ⌧LR . A double

exponential fit to both sets of anisotropy decays a↵orded no improvement in �2
R or

the measured residuals.
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As discussed above the fluorescence anisotropy in a multi-component system can be

sensitive to the time dependent weighting of the individual anisotropy components.

A comparison between the anisotropy decays and lifetime components for excitation

wavelengths of 700 nm (and 880 nm) are shown in Figure 2.22. At 700 nm, ↵f(2) =

0.4 and ↵f(1) = 0.6. At 880 nm ↵f(1) = 1 and ↵f(2) = 0. The variation of the

weighting at 700 nm varies considerably over the course of the decay, whilst at 800

nm only the 1.5 ns decay component is present. It is thus reasonable to conclude

that the rotational correlation functions C1(t) and C2(t) are similar in both emitting

populations.

Whilst both states show similar orientational relaxation dynamics their intrinsic ini-

tial anisotropies appear to be quite di↵erent. Di↵erence in the initial anisotropy of

two-photon excited fluorescence can arise from a number of factors: di↵erences in the

structure of the two photon transition tensor that describes excitation to the emit-

ting states, the orientation of the emission transition dipole moment in the molecular

frame, and any sub-instrument response electronic reorganisation that may follow

electronic excitation in branched molecules. These issues will be addressed below.

2.9.5 Transition Tensor Analysis

The initial anisotropy measurements RL(0) and RC(0) together with ⌦ each sample

the elements of the transition tensor to a di↵erent degree. In the simplest case of a

linear molecule with the emission transition dipole moment aligned along the molec-

ular axis, RL(0),RC(0) and ⌦ (independent of emission dipole moment orientation)

are given by equations 2.7.15 to 2.7.18. In this approach the three quantities depend

on two tensor parameters S = SXX/SY Y and D = SXY /SXX .

It is thus possible to define S and D from any two measurements of ⌦ and RL(0), ⌦

and RC(0), and RL(0) and RC(0) via the simultaneous solution to the appropriate

pairs of equations 2.7.15 to 2.7.18. These values could then be used to assess the

value for the third experimental observable parameter (the self-consistency of these

results can be used to assess the validity of the model). This is carried out in stage
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one of the transition tensor analysis.

Transition Tensor Analysis Stage One

The results of the comparison between observed and calculated values for RL(0),

RC(0) and ⌦ as described above are shown in Figures 2.23 to 2.25 where the observed

and predicted values of RL(0) and RC(0) are shown together with the corresponding

values of S and D for the transition tensor and the deviation between the measured

and predicted quantities. The mean and standard deviation of the three solutions for

S and D calculated in this way are shown in Figure 2.26. In addition the standard

deviation of S and D are compared with the root mean square (RMS) errors in

calculating RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦ as shown in Figure 2.27. The RMS is calculated as

opposed to the mean error such that positive and negative errors do not combine to

yield a reduced error, giving a more accurate indication of the overall uncertainty

in the model.

From Figures 2.23 to 2.25 it can be seen that the calculated RL(0) and RC(0) are

consistently higher than those predicted by the model. For excitation wavelengths

where a bi-exponential decay is observed the calculated values for both analogues

show a similar wavelength variation. However, for the near infra-red excitation which

yields a single exponential decay (900 nm) this does not hold, and a decrease in the

calculated values of RL(0) and RC(0) is observed whilst the measured values remain

approximately consistent. The agreement between the measured and calculated

values of ⌦ show the closest agreement; ⌦ is independent of the molecular frame

orientation of the emission transition dipole moment. The results thus far indicate

that the planar model with the emission transition dipole moment oriented along the

principal (X) axis of the transition tensor is the poorest description of the absorption

tensor and emission dipole orientation for near infra red two photon excitation.

The strong correlation between emission anisotropy (circular and linear) and the

amplitude ↵f(2) of the shorter (ca. 1 ns) decay component suggests that emission

transition dipole orientation e↵ects are likely to be a significant additional factor
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Figure 2.23: a) Wavelength dependence of observed and calculated values following 2PA

in AF257 for RC(0). b) Wavelength dependence of two-photon tensor parameters S and D

calculated using parameters ⌦ and RL(0). Percentage di↵erence between RC(0) calculated

subsequently using these S and D values and measured RC(0) plotted beneath; it can be

seen that the model error is consistently higher in the single fluorescence lifetime region

(770-900 nm). The mean of S in this region is S = 0.82 ± 0.08; a value of S = 1 is not

within the given error.
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Figure 2.24: a) Wavelength dependence of observed and calculated values following 2PA

in AF257 for RL(0). b) Wavelength dependence of two-photon tensor parameters S and D

calculated using parameters ⌦ and RC(0). Percentage di↵erence between RL(0) calculated

subsequently using these S and D values and measured RL(0) plotted beneath; it can be

seen that the model error is consistently higher in the single fluorescence lifetime region

(770-900 nm). The mean of S in this region is hSi = 0.92± 0.09 ⇡ 1.
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Figure 2.25: a) Wavelength dependence of observed and calculated values following 2PA

in AF257 for ⌦. b) Wavelength dependence of two-photon tensor parameters S and D

calculated using parameters RC(0) and RL(0). Percentage di↵erence between ⌦ calculated

subsequently using these S and D values and measured ⌦ plotted beneath; it can be seen

that the model error is consistently higher in the single fluorescence lifetime region (770-

900 nm). The mean of S in this region is 0.84 ± 0.06; a value of S = 1 is not within the

given error.
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Figure 2.26: Wavelength dependence of the mean and standard deviation of the calculated

two-photon tensor parameter D. It can be seen that the standard deviation in both S and

D is relatively high in the single fluorescence lifetime region.

in emission from the two main states of AF257. These conclusions are borne out

by the standard deviation in the calculated values of S and D, both of which are

consistently higher across the near infra red.

In the near infra red the calculated value of S is close to 1. For a planar transition

tensor with a transition dipole moment oriented at an angle of � (to X) in the XY

plane the two-photon initial anisotropy is given by

RL(0) =
1

7


1 + 18D cos� sin�

2 +D2

�
(2.9.8)

If the emission becomes averaged over the three branches of the system

RL(0) =
1
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✓
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(2.9.9)

Irrespective of the planar angle � the three angle dependent terms sum to zero giving

RL(0) =
1

7
(2.9.10)
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Figure 2.27: Standard deviation of calculation of tensor parameters S and D, in addition

to RMS error in subsequent calculations of RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦. All three values appear

consistently higher in the single fluorescence lifetime region.

This is analogous to the ‘relaxed’ anisotropy of 0.1 observed for single photon exci-

tation in branched chromophores [94]. Using this approach (S = 1, RL(0) =
1
7) ⌦

is used to calculate D and this value is then used to calculate RC(0). In this model

the circularly polarised anisotropy is given by

RC(0) =
1

7


4� 12D2 � 12[4D sin� cos�]

4 + 12D2

�
(2.9.11)

Averaging the emission over three branches yields

RC(0) =
1

7


4� 12D2

9 + 12D2

�
(2.9.12)

which although independent of RL(0) retains a dependence on D.

Transition Tensor Analysis Stage Two

The analysis described above utilising the S=1 model is now applied to the molecule

AF257; the assumption is made that the excitation is spread evenly on the three
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branches such that S=1 and RL(0) = 1
7 . ⌦ is then used to calculate D, and this

value of D used to calculate RC(0). The percentage di↵erence between the calculated

and observed RC(0) is plotted in Figure 2.28, along with the percentage di↵erence

between the observed RL(0) and the assumed value of 1
7 . The proportion of the

second lifetime component is plotted beneath. This analysis seems to give an RC(0)

value much closer to the observed value in the single-lifetime region. In addition,

there is now an extremely high correlation between the error on the calculated RC(0)

value, and the proportion of the second fluorescence lifetime component, whereas

there was no correlation beforehand. The fact that the S=1 model fits well in

the single-lifetime region but fits less well when the second lifetime component is

present implies perhaps that the major component follows the S=1 model, but that

a di↵erent model is needed to describe the minor component.

Transition Tensor Analysis Stage Three

The third stage of analysis is to separate the contributions of each component to

the values RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦ in order to apply the S=1 model to just component

1.

Contributions to RL(0) can be split into two components using a similar approach

to that for ⌦ with the introduction of constants AL1 and AL2.

RL(0) =
AL1RL1(0) + AL2RL2(0)

AL1 + AL2
(2.9.13)

which can be rearranged to find the individual components

RL2(0) =
AL1RL(0) + AL2RL(0)� AL1RL1(0)

AL2
(2.9.14)

Similar equations can be deduced for RC(0).

These separate RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦, values can be used to calculate individual

values of S and D for each component. For the primary component the S=1 model

is used and D is calculated from ⌦1(0), while for the secondary component no such

assumption is made and S and D are calculated using parameters ⌦2(0) and RL2(0).
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Figure 2.28: Percentage di↵erence between calculated and observed RC(0) (RC(0) error),

and between observed RL(0) and
1
7 (RL(0) error), following the assumption that S=1. The

proportion of the second fluorescence lifetime component at these excitation wavelengths

is plotted beneath; a strong correlation between this and initial anisotropy can be seen.

The individual S and D values are shown in Figure 2.29 2 It can be seen that when

a value of S=1 is assumed for the primary component, the secondary component

returns values of S ⇡ D ⇡ 0, which exactly matches the behaviour expected in a

linear molecule. Whilst there are other possible situations that might return such

values, it is certainly possible that the secondary component is due to linear-like

behaviour (i.e. 2PA and emission localised on one branch) that would occur should

the intramolecular redistribution fail. The fact that slightly negative values are

returned for the calculated D of the secondary component implies that there may

be some slight systematic error, as D values cannot be negative.

2 D2 is depicted rather than D for the secondary component as the values are negative so the square

root could not be found.
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Figure 2.29: The values of the parameters S and D following 2PA for fluorescing component

1 (with model S=1), and the parameters S and D2 for component 2; both following

excitation in the wavelength range 530-900 nm. It can be seen that with the S=1 model

used for the component 1, component 2 returns a value of S ⇡ 0: the behaviour expected

from a linear molecule.

All anisotropy components were calculated from the relevant S and D component

values (with S=1 for the primary component), and are shown in Figure 2.30 (linear)

and 2.31 (circular). It can be seen that the ‘overall’ RL(0) value breaks down into

two largely wavelength independent components when true analysis is applied in

this way following both linear and circular excitation, though this is more marked

in the case of linear excitation.

An alternative calculation of RC2(0) was then found using RC2(0) = RC(0) - RC1(0).

The percentage di↵erence between this and the previous calculated value of RC2(0)

from S2 and D2 is plotted in Figure 2.32 and can give an indication of the accuracy
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Figure 2.30: Initial anisotropy values in AF257 for the two individual fluorescence lifetime

components in addition to the overall initial anisotropy values following linear excitation

in the wavelength range 530-900 nm. It can be seen that the wavelength dependence

evident in the overall RL(0) value largely disappears in the second component when the

first component is set to S=1 (i.e.. RL(0) =
1
7 . )

of this individual component. The percentage di↵erence between the calculated

value of RC2(0) (direct from S2 and D2 method) and the linear molecule expected

value RC2(0) =
2
7 is also plotted, along with the percentage di↵erence between the

calculated value of RL2(0) and the linear molecule expected value of RL2(0) = 4
7 .

The three error plots now show very little variation with wavelength: the correlation

of error with the proportion of the second fluorescing component has been broken.

From Figures 2.30 and 2.32 it can also be seen that the values of RL2(0) are calcu-

lated as above RL2(0) =
4
7 which is not possible for linear-molecule-like behaviour.

However, the value of RL1(0) would not have to be raised very much in order to bring

RL2(0) below the maximum allowed value of RL2(0) = 4
7 . The fact that all three

plots in Figure 2.32 show little variation with wavelength implies that there exist

two emitting states which are independent of excitation wavelength, and that only

the relative proportions of these two emitting components varies with wavelength.
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Figure 2.31: Initial anisotropy values in AF257 for the two individual fluorescence lifetime

components in addition to the overall initial anisotropy values following circular excitation

in the wavelength range 530-900 nm. It can be seen that the wavelength dependence

evident in the overall RC(0) value largely disappears in the second component when the

first component is set to S=1 (i.e. RC(0) =
1
7 .)

2.9.6 Discussion

It has been demonstrated that in the trigonal planar branched molecule AF257 there

exist up to three fluorescence intensity decay components.

A substantial systematic di↵erence in the behaviour of AF257 has been shown fol-

lowing 2PA in the wavelength region where there exists a single fluorescence lifetime

component (780-900 nm) to that of the behaviour in the region of 2-3 fluorescence

lifetime components (530-770 nm). This can be seen in the change to accuracy of fit

to the four-element absorption transition tensor model (i.e.. reduction of the tran-

sition tensor to four elements). The accuracy of fit of this model was determined

through use of the model to predict the third parameter after solving the equa-

tions for two of the parameters RL(0), RC(0) and ⌦ and comparing the calculated

values to observed values for the third parameter. The accuracy of the model can

be seen to be di↵erent in the two excitation wavelength regions in Figures 2.23 to

2.27. This analysis worked well to predict the behaviour of the branched trigonal
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Figure 2.32: The percentage di↵erence of RC2(0) calculated from S2 and D2, and calcu-

lated from RC2(0) = RC(0)-RC1(0) following circularly polarised excitation in the region

530-770 nm. Also shown is the percentage di↵erence of RL2(0) from
4
7 following linear ex-

citation, and RC2(0) from
2
7 following circular excitation in the wavelength range 530-770

nm. These values give an idea of the quality of fit of the S=1 model applied to the first

component and S=0 model applied to second component. It can be seen that the error of

this combined model no longer correlates with the proportion of component 2.

molecule OM77 [64] in experiments completed previously within the group, with

all three pairs of parameters predicting a value of the third parameter close to the

observed value. It also resulted in a calculated value for S in OM77 of S=1; this

reflects an equivalence in the 2PA transition tensor of the X and Y directions in the

molecular plane. In OM77 it was therefore implied that a randomisation process

occurred during or following excitation before emission took place.

There is a large variation in initial anisotropy parameters RL(0) and RC(0) with
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wavelength following 2PA of 530-770 nm, while the initial anisotropy values following

linearly polarised 2PA of 780-900 nm are relatively constant. A further model of the

transition tensor was then applied such that tensor parameter S=1, as was the case

in OM77. This had the result of reducing the tensor model error substantially in the

excitation region 780-900 nm, with the remaining model error correlating extremely

closely with the proportion of the second fluorescence lifetime component. This can

be seen in Figure 2.28.

It is known that two fluorescing species occur following 2PA in AF257 as two fluo-

rescence lifetimes are observed for excitation region 530-770 nm. An attempt was

then made to separate the e↵ects of each species on parameters RL(0), RC(0) and

⌦. Each of these parameters was split into two components: a primary component

present under excitation 530-900 nm with an assumption of equal excitation in both

X and Y directions of the molecular plane, and a secondary component present un-

der excitation in the range 530-770 nm with no assumptions made. This removed

the wavelength dependence of the initial anisotropy parameters; both primary and

secondary components were then independent of wavelength, with only the propor-

tions of the two components showing a wavelength dependence. This model returned

values for S2 and D2 of close to zero, which reflects the behaviour expected in lin-

ear molecules that have a transition dipole moment rather than a transition tensor.

The fact that the values of D are in fact slightly negative must mean that there is

a systematic error occurring, as it is not possible for tensor parameters S or D to

return negative values. Possible systematic errors include a variation in excitation

beam properties with wavelength such as beam diameter, position or pulse length,

or generation of an imperfect circular polarisation.

It therefore appears that AF257 may consist of a primary component with excitation

randomisation behaviour similar to that in OM77, plus a second component with

behaviour similar to that of a linear molecule. The fact that the S=1 model fits well

for the first component indicates zero correlation between absorption and emission,

while the S=0 value returned for the second component indicates a strong correlation
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Figure 2.33: The proposed model for the absorption-emission mechanism in AF257 fol-

lowing 2PA. A common absorption mechanism results in two independent emitting states,

each with di↵ering fluorescence lifetimes and anisotropy properties. The initial anisotropies

measured are consistent with a depolarisation through randomisation of excitation energy

among the branches (component 1) and a lack of randomisation process with the excitation

energy located on a single branch (component 2). The two emitting states are separated

by either an energy gap or an energy boundary (both are depicted in the Figure).

between absorption and emission.

The fact that the values of ⌦ are very similar for both components (see Figure 2.19

indicates that the absorption process of each component is similar, and that the

di↵erentiation occurs following absorption. The two components are likely to have

di↵ering quantum yields, but it can be seen in Figure 2.28 that the proportions of

each component are very similar following linearly and circularly polarised excita-

tion; the same variations with wavelength (which are substantial) occur with both.

This supports the accuracy of the observed ⌦ values which can only be calculated

accurately from RL(0) and RC(0) if the quantum yields of the two excitation polari-

sations are the same. But it also lends credence to the possibility that the absorption

process is very similar for both components.

From the results obtained in this chapter thus far, a model is proposed as to the

behaviour of AF257 on absorption of two-photon excitation. This is summarised

in Figure 2.33. A common absorption mechanism results in two independent emit-

ting states, each with di↵ering anisotropy properties. The fact that the second
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component is not observed following excitation to the red of 760 nm suggests that

the emitting energy level of this component is either slightly higher than that of

component 1 or that there exists an energy boundary between the two emitting

levels. However, it is not thought that ‘red edge e↵ects’ sometimes seen in branched

molecules as described earlier in the chapter are the reason for the lack of observa-

tion of component two as the range over which component 2 is not observed spans

a large section of the 2PA spectrum, not just the ‘red edge’; these e↵ects are com-

monly seen over a shorter portion eg. at most 10-25 nm of the excitation spectrum

[55, 56] rather than over 130 nm as is observed here.

The di↵ering proportions of the two components has implications for the measure-

ment of 2PA cross-section. Unless the quantum yield of the two components were

identical, the varying proportions with wavelength would be expected to a↵ect the

cross-section significantly. It can be seen in Figure 2.34 that there is the possibility

of a correlation between a higher proportion of the second component and a lower

cross-section.

As can be seen in Figure 2.35 the 1PA correlates with the 2PA when the 1PA is

plotted at equivalent energy (double the wavelength). Although the correlation is

not perfect, it can be seen that in regions where the 1PA is zero, the 2PA is zero; in

regions where 1PA is high the 2PA is high, and in regions where 1PA is low the 2PA

is low. This could also provide a reason for the variation in 2PA with wavelength

(as opposed to the proportion of the second component being a contributing factor)

In previous experiments within the group on other branched chromophores such

as OM77 [64], the 2PA cross-section can be seen to dramatically increase as the

excitation wavelength approaches the 1PA region, but this behaviour is not seen

here in AF257; possibly this is because of the increased proportion of the second

lifetime component. If the emitting states are similar (i.e.. have similar oscillator

strengths) it would be expected that the quantum yield for the second component

would be lower due to its shorter fluorescence lifetime; non-radiative decay pathways

resemble shortening of the fluorescence lifetime whilst reducing the quantum yield.
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Figure 2.34: 2PA cross-section and proportion of fluorescence lifetime component ⌧f(2):

all following 2PA. A lack of correlation between the two is shown.

Figure 2.35: Measured normalised 1PA spectrum and 2PA cross-section for AF257. The

1PA spectrum is displayed at equivalent energy to the 2PA i.e.. at double the wavelength.

The two spectra appear to correlate loosely.
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In light of these suggestions as to the origin of observed behaviour, it is possible to

reassess the measured anisotropy decay correlation times which all showed a good fit

to a single lifetime following 2PA. A component with C3 symmetry that undergoes

redistribution of excitation in the excited state would present a single rotational

correlation time due to out-of-plane rotation, as in-plane rotation would have no

e↵ect on the anisotropy decay. However, a component that did not undergo such

redistribution would show both in-plane and out-of-plane rotation and thus fit to

a double exponential decay with two rotational correlation times. With this in

mind, anisotropy decay correlation times are plotted against the proportion of the

second fluorescence lifetime component in Figure 2.21. Although there might be

a slight di↵erence in the amounts of each rotation following linearly and circularly

polarised excitation, the di↵erence induced between ⌧LR(2) and ⌧CR(2) due to this

extra rotational lifetime in the minority component would be small and di�cult

to resolve. It is possible that there is a small correlation between proportion of

component 2 and and increased di↵erence in ⌧LR(2) and ⌧CR(2) values.

If the two emitting species of AF257 share similar energy levels before and after emis-

sion, it would be expected that the fluorescence lifetimes of the two species would

also be similar. One possibility is that the emission of the two species does occur

between similar energy levels, but that one of the species also has a non-radiative

decay pathway, causing the fluorescence lifetime to shorten. It is not possible to

test this using anisotropy measurements as described in this chapter, but it would

be possible to investigate this using the technique of STED. With continuous wave

(CW) STED it is possible to distinguish between the radiative and non-radiative de-

cay rates by noting the observed reduction in the fluorescence lifetime as CW STED

e↵ectively increases the radiative rate in proportion to the depletion intensity. Dif-

ferences between the radiative rates of two spectrally indistinguishable states can

thus be obtained. Details and applications of this novel technique are given in the

next chapter.
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2.10 1PA Measurements

Similar measurements were made of AF257 following 1PA to investigate the pho-

tophysical behaviour further. With the existence of two emitting states following

2PA it was expected that two states would also be observed following 1PA if similar

absorption and emission processes take place. Single-photon excited fluorescence

of AF257 was measured following excitation at wavelengths of 470-500 nm. The

detection filters used were a LS650 short pass filter, and a LS700 short pass which

was used to block any remaining infra-red in the excitation pulse. On increasing

the wavelength in the 1PA regime, the first sign of non-linear 2PA occurred at 510

nm, so results for excitation with wavelengths longer than 500 nm were discarded.

The fluorescent lifetime of AF257 was measured following single-photon excitation

of 360-500 nm as shown in Figure 2.36. The fractional contributions of each flu-

orescence lifetime component are shown following 1PA in Figure 2.37. It can be

seen the the fluorescence lifetime behaviour following 1PA is more complex than

that following 2PA; there is a growth in fluorescence intensity between 380 and 430

nm excitation which was not observed following 2PA at the equivalent excitation

energies (760-860 nm). 1PA and 2PA must therefore excite di↵erent transitions.

In 1PA the anisotropy decays are not so straightforward as those following 2PA

- there appear to be a number of decay components that vary in magnitude over

the wavelength range 360-500nm. Using the fitting software FluoFit, it was found

that following 1PA three lifetimes appeared repeatedly (although the amplitude of

one of these lifetimes was negative from excitation wavelengths 380-430 nm and

positive for the remaining wavelengths used) such that it was decided to perform a

global analysis of each anisotropy decay to three exponential decays for all in the

region 360 nm - 500 nm. This gives the three lifetimes for the decay components

as 0.549 (+0.012 -0.006) ns, 0.093 (+0.023 -0.019) ns and 2.510 (+0.850 -0.660) ns.

A global analysis was considered justified as tests showed that individual fits pick

out one, two or three of the same decay lifetimes to within error as those picked out

from the global fit - some examples of this are given below. Figure 2.39 plots the
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Figure 2.36: Measured fluorescent lifetimes for AF257 following single photon excitation

of 360-500 nm. Similar to the results following 2PA regions with one, two and three

fluorescence intensity decay components can be seen.

Figure 2.37: Fractional contributions of measured fluorescent lifetimes following for AF257

following single-photon excitation of 360-500 nm. A growth can be seen following 380-430

nm excitation that is not observed following 2PA.
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initial anisotropy of these three components: this is the amplitude of each lifetime

component (for some of the excitation wavelengths one or more of these decay times

have zero amplitudes).

Due to the degree of subjectivity in deciding the number of exponential decays to

fit to, some examples of the 1PA anisotropy decays are given in Figure 2.38 to show

the fitting method. It can be seen in Figure 2.38(a) that at 360 nm there is a good

fit to a single exponential, with no shape to the residual. When fitted individually

a decay time of 0.540 (±0.006) was returned, matching the main global fit time to

within errors. For the individual fit the �2 value was 1.197, while the global triple

exponential fit �2 value was very similar at 1.191. The individual double fit (for

comparison) gave a �2 value of 1.163 - not significantly lower. For these reasons

the anisotropy decay at 360 nm was taken to fit to a single exponential decay, or

equivalently to a global triple exponential decay with zero values of the amplitude

of two of the decay components.

The anisotropy decay at 400 nm is shown as an example of a double exponential

decay including a longer additional lifetime. A fit to a single exponential (2.38(b))

can be seen to fit badly with a discernible shape to the residual, and returned a

lifetime of 0.618 (±0.018) ns and �2 value of 1.532. A fit to a double exponential

(2.38(c)) returns decay times of 0.521 (+0.044 -0.080) ns and 2.96 (+6.72 -2.50) ns

with a �2 value of 1.148. The �2 value is significantly reduced from that of the single

fit, and both decay lifetimes are now within given error to those found when fitting

to a global triple decay. The global triple decay returned a �2 value of 1.169. For

these reasons the anisotropy decay at 400 nm was taken to fit to a bi-exponential

decay, or equivalently to a global triple exponential decay with a zero value of the

amplitude of one of the decay components.

The anisotropy decay at 470 nm is shown to fit badly to a single exponential (2.38(d))

for which a decay time of 0.514 (+0.006 -0.005) ns and a �2 value of 2.457 is returned.

A fit to a double exponential (2.38(e)) gives the times 0.549 (+0.015 -0.011) ns and

0.093 (+0.043 -0.093) and a much lower �2 value of 1.267. A fit to a triple exponential
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

Figure 2.38: Anisotropy decays (black) and best fits (red) as calculated by the program

FluoFit for certain excitation wavelengths. The respective fit residuals (green) are shown

below these. Examples given are a) An example of a good fit to a single exponential decay,

b) An example of a bad fit to a single exponential decay, c) An example of a good fit to

a double exponential decay with a slow component in addition to the main component d)

An example of a bad fit to a single exponential decay, e) An example of a good fit to a

double exponential decay with a fast component in addition to the main component, f)

An example of a bad fit to a single exponential decay, g) An example of a bad fit to a

double exponential decay, h) An example of a good fit to a triple exponential decay.
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gives a marginally lower �2 value of 1.259, but since there is already no shape to the

residual for a double exponential fit, it cannot be said with certainty that there is a

third exponential component. However, when fit to a triple exponential decay the

third time returned matches to within error the second time returned for the double

exponential fit at an excitation wavelength of 400 nm, although the amplitude of

this component is very low. So considered as part of the group 360 - 500 nm the

case for a third decay component looks more compelling.

The anisotropy decay at 490 nm is an example of those decays which appear to

only fit well to a triple exponential decay. A fit to a double returns the decay times

0.192 (+0.095 -0.061) ns and 0.626 (+0.060 -0.027) ns with a �2 value of 2.004. The

residual shows some definite shape. Fitting the decay to a triple exponential returns

the times of 0.53 (+0.033 -0.200) ns, 0.076 (+0.010 -0.031) ns and 1.77 (+2.000

-0.800) ns with a �2 value of 1.476. This has fit to the main decay component, plus

the slow component seen in the 400 nm double exponential fit, plus the fast decay

component seen in the 470 nm fit; all to within errors. The large reduction in �2

along with the change in the residual give a high degree of certainty that this decay

has three components.

In an e↵ort to deduce the possibility of these two components creating an apparent

third anisotropy decay component due to conversion of one to the other, the two

decays were modelled in Mathematica by Dr R. Marsh. The simple program allowed

variation of fluorescent lifetimes, amplitudes and interconversion time of the two

components. However, it was found that no combination of possible inputs resulted

in a spurious third rotational decay component.

A summary of the initial anisotropy values following 1PA is shown in Figure 2.39.

The initial anisotropy will solely reflect the anisotropy of the decay components that

are initially present; by definition the growth in the fluorescence intensity will not

contribute to the initial anisotropy values. The next stage of analysis attempts to

isolate contributions to the anisotropy from the two main fluorescent components as

was performed in the analysis of 2PA excited AF257. Possible correlations between
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Figure 2.39: Measured results following 1PA for excitation wavelengths 360-450 nm and

470-500 nm. The times shown on the figure are those given by the global fitting process.

It can be seen that the anisotropy decay following 1PA is significantly more complicated

than that following 2PA.

the initial anisotropy values and the relative magnitudes of the fluorescence decay

components were examined. Due to the small regions of the 1PA spectrum that

produced a double fluorescence decay an analysis across the absorption spectrum

like that carried out following 2PA was not possible, however this analysis was at-

tempted for the anisotropy following excitation at 450 nm. When 0.1 (the theoretical

anisotropy following 1PA when the excitation is distributed over the three branches),

the resulting anisotropy of the second component is 0.422; slightly above the limit of

0.4 for a linear molecule, reflecting the overall error of the measurement. When the

average initial anisotropy of the points at which there is a singe anisotropy decay

(0.12) is used, the resulting anisotropy for component 2 is 0.399. Although this
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analysis was only possible for this point, this does strongly corroborate the evidence

found following 2PA that there exist two emitting states with di↵ering anisotropy

properties.

2.10.1 Discussion

Fluorescence lifetime and anisotropy studies of AF257 have been carried out fol-

lowing 1PA at wavelengths of 470-500 nm. This data has been added to data

previously collected following excitation at 360-450 nm By Dr N. Nicolau within

the group and the full dataset has been analysed. The fluorescence intensity decay

has been found to feature two decay components for the region 380-500 nm with

the lifetimes ⌧f(1) ⇡ 1.5 ns and ⌧f(2) ⇡ 0.5–1.25 ns, with an additional third com-

ponent in the region 470-500 nm with a lifetime of ⌧f(3) ⇡ 3–6ns. Measurements of

the anisotropy decay have found up to three decay components in the 1PA region

with lifetimes ⌧a(1) = 0.549(+0.012, -0.006) ns, ⌧a(2) = 0.093(+0.023, -0.019) ns and

⌧a(3) = 2.510(+0.850, -0.660) ns. The two additional anisotropy decay components

in the 1PA region both have maximum amplitudes at 400-430 nm, and 480-490 nm.

The region 400-430 nm is of particular interest as this corresponds to two inten-

sity decay components but three anisotropy decay components. The other factor to

consider is the rise in initial anisotropy from around 0.1 at shorter excitation wave-

lengths to around 0.5 for longer wavelengths including those inducing 2PA. This rise

begins at around 440 nm.

In the region where a single lifetime is observed following 360 and 370 nm excita-

tion, the behaviour looks similar to that following 2PA in the region where a single

fluorescence lifetime is observed (770-900 nm) in that the lifetime is around 1.5 ns

a rotational decay time of 0.6 ns is seen, and the anisotropy is consistent with ex-

citation shared between the three branches (as following 2PA the anisotropy is just

very slightly higher than this). Thus the emitting state following 1PA at 360-370

nm appears similar to that following 2PA at the longer wavelength 770-900 nm; the

shorter wavelength end of the 1PA absorption spectrum results in similar behaviour
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to that the longer wavelength end of the 2PA spectrum. The excitation wavelengths

resulting in similar behaviour do not correspond in energy.

At excitation wavelengths of 440 nm and longer, where the second fluorescence life-

time component is seen, the behaviour is similar to that following 2PA in the region

where two components are seen; the initial anisotropy increases with proportion

of component 2 towards a value consistent with a lack of excitation randomisation

i.e.. the emission transition dipole moment remains correlated with the absorption

transition dipole moment.

In the region where there are three fluorescence lifetime components the initial

anisotropy following 1PA increases dramatically, as does the region with 3 fluores-

cence lifetime components following 2PA, though this region occurs at the longer

wavelength end of the 1PA spectrum and the shorter wavelength end of the 2PA

spectrum. As following 2PA this increase in R(0) is out of proportion with the in-

crease in lifetime component 2 i.e.. the increase in component 2 is not enough to

account for the dramatic rise in R(0).

The fact that similar behaviour is observed following 1PA as 2PA following at least

some excitation wavelengths implies that there are two steady emitting states present

in AF257 rather than the states resulting from an excited state reaction following

2PA.

Following 1PA it is certainly plausible that there is a common emission process to

that following 2PA, but the absorption mechanism including the relaxation path

from initial excited state to emitting state is evidently quite di↵erent to that follow-

ing 2PA.

The growth in the fluorescence intensity in the region 380-430 nm has not been

addressed during analysis as it is di�cult to gain information from such complex

behaviour. However, it can be noted that it coincides with a large amplitude of

rotational components ⌧a(2) and ⌧a(3). With a lifetime of ⌧f(2) ⇡ 1.25 ns this is too

long for solvent relaxation to be a likely cause.
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2.11 Conclusions

The many applications of materials with a high 2PA cross-section has driven an

search for new fluorescent chromophores optimised for 2PA [7]. Such molecules

must be optimised for low-cost mass production and produce significant 2PA at

low intensity. Trigonal planar branched molecules such as AF257 are of particular

interest due to their intense 2PA coupled with their excitation transfer and depo-

larisation properties. However, there remain unknown factors in the excitation and

fluorescence behaviour of such molecules; these factors could have an important im-

pact on the use of these chromophores in some or all instances. It is for this reason

that the systematic study of absorption, emission and anisotropy, and in particular

the combined interpretation of these detailed in this chapter may be of significant

interest.

The behaviour of the trigonal planar molecule AF257 upon excitation has been found

to be extremely complicated, but with precise measurement and careful analysis it

has been possible to deduce some properties inherent to the molecule.

Following 2PA in the excitation wavelength region 530-770 nm it appears that two

independent components of AF257 exist as there are two components to the fluo-

rescence lifetime decay. There appears to be a common emission mechanism involv-

ing two states with very di↵erent degrees of excitation energy delocalisation. This

seems to be a consistent picture across the majority of both the 2- and single pho-

ton absorption spectra. The second component is not present following excitation of

770-900 nm, which implies that this emitting energy level is higher than component

1 or that there is a boundary between the states such that component 2 is not made

with lower energy excitation. Separation of anisotropy measurement results through

analysis has shown that for component 1 the model of redistribution of excitation in

the excited state fits well, as emission appears uncorrelated with absorption. This

is demonstrated by a lack of correlation between ⌦ and initial anisotropy values.

However, component 2 appears to follow a model similar to that of a linear molecule

with emission correlated with absorption. By splitting the anisotropy properties of
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the two components in this way, anisotropy behaviour that was independent of the

excitation wavelength was obtained for both components. Absorption characteris-

tics following 2PA of the two components appear similar, as demonstrated by the

very similar ⌦ values shown by each component. The results are therefore consistent

with the possibility that a single AF257 species exists prior to excitation, but that

following excitation there are two resultant emitting states. This would imply that

the di↵erentiation occurs between absorption and emission processes. No similar

findings have been published previously for branched trigonal planar molecules.

As well as further characterising the molecule AF257 and the examination of the

behaviour of trigonal planar branched molecules in general, the implications of these

results apply to other areas of scientific research.

The excitation spectra for 2PA optimised molecules is often measured, and then the

absorption cross-section inferred from it. This normally assumes the quantum yield

to be independent of excitation wavelength. As stated above, di↵erent populations

of the two excited states would in general result in a di↵erent overall quantum yield,

significantly distorting the obtained 2PA spectrum leading to misinterpretation of

the observed behaviour. This may be the case here where a strong resonance close

to the 1PA is not observed in AF257 that was present in all other 2PA optimised

molecules tested within the group [20, 30].

The distribution of emission dipoles is critically important in energy transfer mecha-

nisms. Two populations with di↵erent dipole alignments in general will give di↵erent

transfer rates to a single species with the same average alignment, leading to a mis-

interpretation of the observed transfer rate. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer

has become a popular tool in the life sciences in recent years. A more detailed un-

derstanding of the nature of the excited states involved may therefore be required.

Some evidence of this has been found by other members of the group in Green Fluo-

rescent Protein, GFP [92]. Investigations into the observed dual fluorescence decay

behaviour and the possibility of two di↵erent emitting states of this biologically

important chromophore are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Radiative Decay Dynamics in

Fluorescent Proteins Probed by

Continuous Wave Stimulated

Emission Depletion

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the e↵ects of continuous wave (CW) stimulated emission depletion

(STED) on the time resolved fluorescence of two widely used fluorescent proteins

enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) [1] and a red shifted variant mCherry [2]

are investigated. The naturally occurring green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the

Aequorea victoria jellyfish is frequently used as a reporter of protein expression [3].

In modified forms it has been used to make biosensors (e.g. EGFP and mCherry),

these have attained widespread usage as naturally fluorescent markers in biophys-

ical and biochemical studies [4]. The development of GFP and its ever expanding

family of variants was recognized by the award of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in

2008 to Martin Chalfie, Osamu Shimomura, and Roger Y. Tsien. The selection of

fluorescent protein pairs which exhibit broadly overlapping emission and absorption

110
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spectra have allowed their use in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies

of inter- and intramolecular interactions. FRET involves the non-radiative transfer

of electronic energy between a closely spaced pair of donor and acceptor molecules.

The rate at which energy is transferred from a population of excited donors and

acceptors is dependent on the inverse sixth power of their separation and the rel-

ative orientation of their transition dipole moments. Given this sensitive distance

dependence, FRET is often referred to as a spectroscopic ruler [5] and has become

widely used to detect protein conformation change and intermolecular interactions

[6]. FRET is often used in a qualitative rather than quantitative manner i.e. as an

indicator of conformational change or association rather than a provider of accurate

molecular information [7–9]. An unambiguous indicator of FRET is often taken to

be the decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of the donor population [10]; this is easily

observable if all the excited donors undergo FRET. However the observation of a

sub-100% interacting fraction is not uncommon [11, 12]. A more direct approach

to determine the FRET rate is to measure the rise time of the fluorescence arising

from acceptor excitation: the so called sensitized acceptor emission [13, 14]. This

approach is gaining popularity in fluorescent protein FRET [11–14]. Recent work

within the group has used FRET between EGFP and mCherry to discover that the

cellular regulation of 3-Phosphoinositide Dependent Protein Kinase 1 (PDK1) occurs

via homo-dimerization [15]. Sensitized acceptor emission studies of in-vitro recom-

binant EGFP-PDK1-mCherry constructs were used to measure the FRET rate and

to determine donor-acceptor distances in the PDK1 homo-dimer [15]. A two-photon

excited FRET study of the same constructs was employed, as a lower degree of

direct acceptor excitation could be achieved and a clearer picture of the underlying

photophysics could be obtained [16]. The fluorescence decays of EGFP and mCherry

are both bi-exponential [17] and FRET in principle should involve the interaction

between two donor and two acceptor populations. This was not observed; ca. 50%

of the excited EGFP states played no part in the FRET process and FRET trans-

fer was wholly to the minority decay component of mCherry. It was shown that

the high degree of state restriction in FRET could be explained by orientational
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di↵erences in the donor-acceptor dipole-dipole angles. The rationale of the FRET

studies undertaken in this chapter is twofold. Firstly to see if it were possible to

investigate this hypothesis by determining the (relative) stimulated emission rates of

the components of the bi-exponential decays in both fluorescent proteins and thus,

via the Einstein relations [18, 19] the corresponding relative radiative decay rates.

This would indicate whether any di↵erences between the intrinsic FRET rate of the

donor states (given an equivalent acceptor interaction) were present and whether the

Förster radii of the EGFP-mCherry interaction, based on spectral overlap and av-

erage quantum yield measurements [20] would need substantial revision. Secondly,

given the increasing use of CW STED in breaking the di↵raction limit in fluores-

cence microscopy (super resolution imaging) [21, 22] it has become apparent that

little attention has been given to the fundamental photophysics of this process. A

new, low power, super-resolution technique in the group had been developed based

on the modification of the time evolution of a fluorescent image by a low power

Gaussian CW STED laser and its reconstruction using a linear combination of time

slices [23]. To this end an understanding of fundamental CW STED dynamics in

time resolved fluorescent probe emission was long overdue. The attraction of using

EGFP and mCherry in such studies was that given their large molecular weights

(ca. 30 KDa) their rotational correlation times were significantly longer (ca. 18

ns (EGFP) and ca. 30 ns (main rotational component of mCherry) [17]) in Size

Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) bu↵er (see Section 3.5) than their average fluo-

rescence lifetimes (2.7 ns and 1.6 ns respectively[16]) and to a first approximation

rotational di↵usion during STED could, in principle, be neglected. In pulsed STED,

significant population depletion is accompanied by substantial depolarisation of the

post pulse emission [24]. In the low power CW STED the equivalent degree of pop-

ulation depletion (lifetime shortening) is less marked. As will be seen, time-resolved

non-rotational depolarization e↵ects in fluorescent protein CW STED undertaken

in a FLIM microscope are pronounced, indicating that a strong correlation between

molecular orientation and probe lifetime cannot be ignored.
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3.2 Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and Deriva-

tives

The naturally occurring form of the Green Fluorescent Protein, termed wild type

GFP (wt-GFP) is composed of 238 amino acids and was originally discovered in

samples from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria in 1962 by Shimomura and co-workers

[25]. Wt-GFP has a major excitation peak at 398 nm and a minor one at 478 nm

[26]. The fluorescence emission maximum is at 509 nm, with a high quantum yield

of 60% [27]. Other naturally occurring green fluorescent proteins were subsequently

discovered such as that from the Sea Pansy Renilla reniformis which has a single

major excitation peak at 498 nm. Energy transfer from Aequorin (a photoprotein

also occurring naturally in the jellyfish Aequorea victoria) to wt-GFP producing an

emission peaked at 510 nm was demonstrated in 1974 [28]. Wt-GFP has a number

of drawbacks which limit its application. These are the lack of a strong absorption

feature at common laser outputs (e.g. Argon Ion 488 nm), poor photostability and

inconsistent secondary and tertiary structure at biologically relevant temperatures

[29].

As a result, there has been significant activity to improve upon wt-GFP by engi-

neering the GFP gene to produce numerous derivatives [30]. The first of these was

developed in 1995 and involved a mutation of Serine 65 to threonine (S65T). This

resulted in a red shift of the absorption maximum of 488 nm, a 6-fold increase in

brightness (the product of the absorption cross section/extinction coe�cient and the

quantum yield) and increased photostability [31]. A 35-fold increase in brightness

compared to wtGFP was obtained with a further mutation (F64L) [29]. This pro-

tein was then codon optimized, with the resultant protein termed Enhanced GFP

(EGFP) [1]. EGFP is now the standard blue absorbing green emitting fluorescent

protein.
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Figure 3.1: Spectra of EGFP at room temperature and with pH = 8. 400 nm excitation

used. Dashed line indicates steady state absorption, dotted line fluorescence excitation,

and full line the emission spectrum [32].

3.2.1 Photophysics of EGFP

In absorption and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy experiments of wt-GFP

the data has been interpreted as the existence of two separate inter-convertible

states; the high energy protonated form RH ( 83%) labelled the A state, and the

low energy deprotonated form R�
eq ( 17%) labelled the B state [26] which is achieved

via excited state proton transfer (ESPT). The two peaks occurring in the absorption

spectrum of wt-GFP at room temperature (298 K) have been attributed to state

A (398 nm) and state B (478 nm) [26]. However, in EGFP there is no measurable

ESPT [33] and the protonated and de-protonated forms exist in a pH dependent

equilibrium [17, 34]. With increase in acidity the strength of the main absorption

band at 485 nm decreases, whilst the strength of the minor absorption band at

400 nm increases, with the total emission intensity dependent on pH with an acid

dissociation constant pKa = 5.8 [33]. The absorption and emission spectra of EGFP

shown in Figure 3.1 were taken at a pH of 8 [32] which is similar to the EGFP

samples used in this chapter of pH = 7.4 (PBS) and pH = 8.2 ± 0.5 (SEC). Thus

following excitation at 490 nm at room temperature with a pH of 7.4 the vast
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majority of EGFP in the excited state will be in the low energy deprotonated B

state. To further ensure all observed emission is from the B state a long pass 510

nm filter is used in each EGFP measurement. It can be seen in Figure 3.1that the

absorption band peaks at 489 nm indicating that the the ground state equilibrium

distribution comprises mostly the deprotonated B state.

The fluorescence intensity decay of EGFP has been found to be bi-exponential with

fluorescence decay times of 2.9-3.1 ns and 1.8-2.4 ns [15–17, 35] for both single and

two-photon excited fluorescence. The average fluorescence lifetime in all cases was

measured as 2.7-2.8 ns. One published study was found with values outside of these

ranges with correlation times of 2.63 and 1.36 and an average of 2.45 [11] (see Table

3.1 in Section 3.6 for further details of studies). Discrepancy between measured

lifetimes could be due to environmental e↵ects such as pH [34] and refractive index

[36] to which EGFP is sensitive, varying excitation and detection wavelengths, or

possibly due to di↵ering signal to noise ratios or the data fitting method used.

3.3 mCherry (Fluorescent Protein)

Most naturally occurring wild-type red to yellow fluorescent proteins are tetrameric

and often toxic or disruptive (for example showing strong oligomerisation and slow

maturation)[37, 38]. Bevis et al. in 2002 [39] used directed evolution to develop

the monomer mRFP1, derived from the Discosoma sp. (mushroom coral) fluores-

cent protein ‘DsRed’. Further work was carried out by Tsien et al. to break the

sub-unit interfaces, requiring 33 substitutions in order to do this whilst preserving

fluorescence [40]. Improvements to the extinction coe�cient, fluorescence quantum

yield and photostability using further directed evolution resulted in a number of new

variants and colours of fluorescent protein including mCherry [2]. mCherry exhibits

an absorption maximum at 587 nm and an emission maximum at 610 nm. Due to

its beneficial fluorescence characteristics, since its development mCherry has been

widely used for example in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies [41]
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and two-colour fluorescence microscopy (in conjunction with GFP) [42].

3.4 Stimulated Emission Depletion

Stimulated or induced emission is the fundamental process responsible for optical

amplification and laser action [43]; the use of stimulated emission as a spectroscopic

tool was developed at MIT in the 1980’s by Kinsey, Field and co-workers [44]. In

stimulated emission pumping (SEP) a narrow bandwidth pulsed laser (PUMP) was

used to excite a specific vibration-rotation level in a molecular electronic excited

state of a gas phase sample while a second tunable laser pulse (DUMP) was used

to stimulate transitions to high lying vibration rotation levels of the ground state.

Resonances were detected as ‘dips’ in the fluorescence signal created by the PUMP

as the frequency of the DUMP was tuned across the emission spectrum. The tech-

nique a↵orded access to vibrational and rotational levels that were inaccessible via

conventional (single photon) absorption techniques. The use of stimulated emission

as a picosecond domain spectroscopic technique (PUMP + time delayed DUMP)

was developed by Lakowicz and co-workers and termed light quenching [45]. Stimu-

lated emission depletion (STED) using femtosecond pulses was subsequently used by

Hochstrasser to probe ultrafast solvation dynamics [46]. There has been increased

interest in the application of STED to attaining what is termed super-resolution in

fluorescence microscopy. The planar optical resolution �X,Y of a confocal fluores-

cence microscope is limited by the optical wavelength and the numerical aperture

(NA) of the objective through the Abbé criterion �X,Y � �/2NA [47]; this limits

the practical resolution limit to ca. 200 nm. The ability to break through this

‘barrier’ was demonstrated by Hell [48] using pulsed PUMP and DUMP fields but

in the spatial rather than temporal domain. The PUMP laser employed a Gaussian

spatial profile whilst that of the DUMP was adjusted to produce (when focused) a

‘doughnut’ intensity distribution. The pulses were spatially overlapped such that an

intensity minima in the centre coincided with the Gaussian peak of the PUMP. The

DUMP pulse was temporally stretched to minimize saturation e↵ects (see Chap-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of single-photon STED. Population in the ground vibrational levels

of the S0 electronic ground state is excited through absorption of a PUMP photon to higher

vibrational levels in an excited singlet state. Rapid (ps to sub-ps) non-radiative relaxation

leads to the population of low vibrational levels of S1 from where stimulated emission

emission takes place continuously.

ter 4). A DUMP pulse energy was input to ensure depletion by the doughnut was

e↵ectively 100%. Localised emission created a fluorescent spot smaller than that

allowed by the Abbé limit. The PUMP–DUMP combination was then scanned over

the sample yielding a high resolution fluorescent image. In its initial form STED

microscopy is an expensive tool requiring ultrashort PUMP and (stretched) DUMP

lasers; recent developments in high power low cost CW lasers have stimulated inter-

est in their used for STED microscopy and some systems have been commercialised

[21]. The development of CW STED has largely been an optical engineering ex-

ercise and a fundamental understanding of CW STED dynamics has to date not

been attempted. An attempt to rectify this and to investigate the nature of the

bi-exponential fluorescence decays in EGFP and mCherry excited state decay are

the principal motivating forces behind this current study. The work in this chapter

investigates the influence of a CW DUMP laser on the time dependent fluorescence

intensity and anisotropy of EGFP and mCherry. The photophysics of STED are

detailed in Figure 3.2.
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An excited population is created by a short (picosecond to sub picosecond) laser

whose repetition rate gives an inter-pulse separation that allows for full relaxation

of the excited state population between successive excitation events. Relaxation to

vibrational levels in the electronic ground state occurs via spontaneous emission and

stimulated transitions induced by the CW DUMP laser. With fast vibrational relax-

ation in the ground state, re-pumping of the excited state by the DUMP laser can be

neglected at depletion rates comparable to those of fluorescence. The fluorescence

decay of the excited state population can be written as,

Ii(t) / NEX(0) exp(�kf t)

2⇡Z

0

⇡Z

0

PEX(✓,�, t) exp(�kS(✓, IDUMP )t)P
DET
i (✓,�) sin ✓d✓d�

(3.4.1)

where NEX(0) is the initial excited state population prepared by the PUMP pulse,

IDUMP is the intensity of the depletion beam, kf is the emission rate of the excited

population in the absence of stimulated emission, PEX(✓,�, t) is the orientational

distribution function of the excited state population at time t and PDET
i (✓,�) is

the detection probability for observation polarisation direction i. Given that the

rotational di↵usion of fluorescent proteins is slow compared to their fluorescence

lifetimes PEX(✓,�, t) can be taken (to a first approximation) as time invariant being

proportional to the initial cos2 ✓ excitation transition probability. The detection

probabilities for parallel and perpendicular polarisations are simply

PDET
k (✓,�) = cos2 ✓, PDET

? (✓,�) = sin2 ✓ cos2 � (3.4.2)

Inserting into Equation 3.4.1 and integrating over ✓ and � with the substitution

x = cos ✓ gives

Ik(t) / NEX(0) exp(�kF t)2⇡

1Z

�1

x4 exp(�BIDUMPx
2t)dx

I?(t) / NEX(0) exp(�kF t)⇡

1Z

�1

x2(1� x2) exp(�BIDUMPx
2t)dx

(3.4.3)
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The fluorescence intensity Ik + 2I? is thus

Ik + 2I? = CNEX(0) exp(�kF t)

1Z

�1

x2 exp(�BIDUMPx
2t)dx (3.4.4)

Orientational dependence of the fluorescence lifetime in STED has in the most part

been generally ignored. As will be seen this cannot be the case even in a system

with slow orientational relaxation. Proceeding, however, along ‘conventional’ lines

a first approximation would be to treat the stimulated emission rate experienced by

the excited population as an orientational average of the ✓ dependent decay rates.

With this approach Equation 3.4.4 becomes

Ik + 2I? = CNEX(0) exp(�kF t)

1Z

�1

x2 exp
⇣
�(BIDUMP )t

⌘
dx (3.4.5)

Where the averaged stimulated emission depletion rate is given by

BIDUMP = BI

1Z

�1

3

2
x4dx = BI

3

5
(3.4.6)

This gives a net intensity decay rate that is linearly dependent on the DUMP in-

tensity.

Ik + 2I? =
2

3
CNEX(0) exp(�kF t) exp

✓
�3BIDUMP

7
t

◆
(3.4.7)

In this approximation, as the stimulated emission rate is independent of molecular

orientation, the fluorescence anisotropy should remain unchanged from the depo-

larization experienced by rotational di↵usion; in EGFP and mCherry this is slow

compared to their fluorescence lifetimes.

3.5 Experimental Set-Up

The experimental set-up for CW STED is based around a confocal fluorescence

lifetime imaging microscope (MT200, Picoquant, Germany). This consists of an in-

verted microscope body (IX71, Olympus, Japan) a piezo scanning stage for the ob-
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jective (E710 Piezo Scanner, Physics Instrumente, Germany), a TCSPC system (pi-

coharp 300, PicoQuant) and two PDM single-photon avalanche detectors (SPADs)

(Micro Photon Devices, Italy). A schematic of the system layout is shown in Figure

3.3. The excitation source is a 100 ps pulsed, amplified, frequency doubled diode

laser operating at 490 nm (PicoTA 490 nm, PicoQuant & Toptica, Germany) The

repetition rate of the PicoTA can be internally adjusted between 5 MHz and 80

MHz. Two CW dump sources were used: for EGFP a 594 nm diode laser (Mambo,

Cobolt, Sweden) this had a variable output power adjustable up to 100 mW. CW

depletion in mCherry was achieved using a 660 nm diode laser (Flamenco, Cobalt).

The excitation and dump lasers were combined using a dichroic mirror (560 DCXR,

Chroma, US) and coupled into a 3 m long polarisation-maintaining single mode fi-

bre (Schäfter & Kirchho↵, Germany) and input to the MT200. The beams exiting

the fibre and are directed into the microscope objective (UplanSApo 60x 1.2 NA,

Olympus) via a dichroic mirror (BS5100, Chroma). Around 50 µL of the sample

solution is placed on a cover slip using a dropper and this cover slip placed over the

microscope objective. The numerical aperture of the objective, 1.2 (with the water

immersion) gives rise to a near di↵raction limited spot of area 4.5 ⇥ 10�10cm2 as

measured by imaging 20 nm fluorospheres (Alexa). In these experiments the objec-

tive scanning function of the microscope is not employed; the 4.5 ⇥ 10�10cm2 spot

size and short interaction path provided by the confocal optics allows us to achieve

significant fluorescence lifetime shortening with moderate on-sample powers (e.g.

5-25 mW). CW stimulated emission depletion would be unfeasible in the cuvette

and 90� streak camera imaging system employed in Chapter 4 for pulsed STED as

the significantly larger spot size(1.67 ⇥ 10�6cm2) would necessitate a CW deple-

tion power upwards of 10 W. The fluorescence incident on the objective following

passage through the major dichroic is focused through a 30 µm pinhole via a 160

mm focal length tube lens system. The pinhole and tube lens combination is set to

reject fluorescence originating outside the focal plane of interest; the tight confocal

imaging ensures most fluorescence comes from the Rayleigh range of the focused

DUMP beam. A second lens (160 mm focal length) re-collimates the fluorescence
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Figure 3.3: MT200 (PicoQuant) system layout used for CW STED experiments of EGFP

and mCherry. Excitation beam and DUMP overlap is achieved through use of a 3 m single

mode fibre.

which then travels through a set of filters chosen to eliminate laser scatter and iso-

late the wavelength region of interest, and then to a cube polariser which separates

the fluorescence polarised in the parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the

input laser polarization. With a slowly rotating di↵user it is not possible to measure

the g-factor from the steady state anisotropy; instead estimates can be made using

measurements on a fast rotating sample and assuming only minor variation on sub-

stitution with the sample of interest. These two fluorescence signals are detected by

independent SPAD detectors which feed the signals to a router. The router in turn

relays the signal to the TCSPC system (which uses 16 ps bin resolution) and to a

computer which controls the process. The start signal for the TCSPC is taken from

the laser driver (PDL800B, PicoQuant).

The EGFP and mCherry used were commercial recombinant protein (Biovision
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inc., US), and the same batch of each was used for all experiments. A sample

of EGFP of concentration 3.50 ⇥ 10�5 M and a solution of mCherry of concentra-

tion 1.00 ⇥ 10�5 M were prepared, both in a solution of phosphate bu↵ered saline

(PBS). The PBS was obtained ready-prepared in tablet form (Sigma-Aldrich) and

has pH = 7.4. An additional sample of EGFP of concentration 3.06 ⇥ 10�6 M

and mCherry of concentration 1.00 ⇥ 10�6 M in a Size Exclusion Chromatography

(SEC) bu↵er was also prepared. The SEC bu↵er has pH = 8 and consists of 50

nM Tris(Hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, 150 mM NaCl, 10 nM Benzanidine, 1 mM

EDTA and 5% Glycerol.

3.6 Fluorescence Intensity of EGFP following 1PA

Both EGFP and mCherry exhibit bi-exponential fluorescence decays as can be seen

with reference to figures 3.4 and 3.5. Single and double exponential fits to the

fluorescence intensity decay of EGFP following 1PA is shown in Figure 3.4 along

with plots of the weighted residual (See Sections 2.8.3 and 2.8.4 in Chapter 2 for

further discussion of fitting procedures). The same is shown for mCherry in Figure

3.5. For both molecules a comparison of the double and single exponential fits and

resulting �2
R values demonstrates that to obtain a good fit to the data a double

exponential model must be used. The fluorescence lifetimes measured for EGFP

and mCherry are in line with previous in-vitro measurements as can be seen in

Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The bi-exponential decay in mCherry is dependent on excitation wavelength as

shown in Figure 3.6 though the average lifetime remains approximately constant.

The bi-exponential lifetimes in mCherry show a greater separation than in EGFP;

the shorter lifetime and quantum yield in mCherry is attributed to twisting of the

chromophore [49].
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Figure 3.4: Fluorescence intensity decay of EGFP (3.06 ⇥ 10�6 M in SEC) following

excitation at 490 nm. Top: A double exponential fit to the decay yields lifetimes of 2.79

and 1.71 ns (Amplitudes 0.84 and 0.16 respectively); bottom: A single exponential fit to

the decay yields a lifetime of 2.64 ns with higher �2
R and a poorer residual.
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Figure 3.5: Fluorescence intensity decay of mCherry (1.00 ⇥ 10�6 M in SEC,) following

excitation at 490 nm Top: A double exponential fit to the decay yields lifetimes of 2.57

and 1.38 ns (Amplitudes 0.27 and 0.73 respectively); bottom: A single exponential fit to

the decay yields a lifetime of 1.77 ns higher �2
R and a poorer residual.
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Parameters A1 ⌧1 (ns) A2 ⌧2 (ns) h⌧i (ns) Reference

(1) EGFP-PDK1 SEC

pH=8.0 (2 Photon, NO

FRET donor window de-

tect

0.503

±0.173

3.067

±0.11

0.497

±0.172

2.43

±0.12

2.75 Masters et al.

J. AmChem-

Soc, 2013 135

7883-90.

(2) EGFP-PDK1 SEC

pH=8.0 (1 Photon, NO

FRET donor window de-

tect

0.622

+0.253

-0.153

3.001

+0.088

-0.132

0.378

+0.192

- 0.179

2.304

+0.271

-0.178

2.738 Masters et

al Sci Signal

2010 2010

3(145):ra78.

(3) EGFP-PDK1 SEC

pH=8.0 (2 Photon, ac-

ceptor window detect)

1.000 2.738

±0.029

NA NA 2.738 Masters et al.

J. AmChem-

Soc, 2013 135

7883-90

(4) EGFP SEC

(+mCherry) pH=8.0

(1 Photon, donor win-

dow NO FRET)

0.653

+0.258

-0.079

3.086

+0.048

-0.121

0.347

+0.092

-0.242

2.426

-0.180

+0.273

2.857 Masters et

al Sci Signal

2010 2010

3(145):ra78.

(6) EGFP ph 7.2 2-

photon 700 nm short pass

filter

0.82

±0.06

2.88

±0.05

0.21

±0.01

1.84

±0.05

2.68 Hess, Heikal

Biophysical J

2003

(7) EGFP PBS bu↵er

490 nm excite BW detect

0.68 2.93 0.32 1.99 2.62 This work

(8) EGFP PBS bu↵er

490 nm excite RW detect

long pass filter

0.68 2.94 0.32 2.00 2.65 This work

(9) EGFP SEC bu↵er

490 nm excite BW detect

0.68 2.86 0.32 1.98 2.59 This work

Table 3.1: A comparison between the in vitro fluorescence lifetimes measured for EGFP

((1)-(6)) published data and the present study ((7)-(9)). The results in (7)-(8) were

obtained from one set of consecutive data acquisitions in PBS in two di↵erent spectral

windows to the blue (550 nm short pass filter BW) giving a detection window of 510-530

nm, and red (625 nm /15 nm bandpass filter RW) giving a detection window of 612.5-632.5

nm.
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Figure 3.6: Excitation wavelength dependence of the bi-exponential fluorescence decay in

mCherry, taken from reference [16].
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Figure 3.7: Background subtracted fluorescence decays for top: EGFP in SEC; and bot-

tom: mCherry in SEC. Intrinsic Fluorescence Decay (black) and fluorescence decay in the

presence of CW depletion (red) of 595 nm (EGFP) and 660 nm (mCherry)
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Parameters A1 ⌧1 (ns) A2 ⌧2 (ns) h⌧i (ns) Reference

(1) mCherry 470-619 nm

excite

0.16 2.77 0.84 1.47 1.67 Masters et al.

2013 [16]

(2) mCherry-PDK1 630-

650 nm detect

0.21 2.50 0.79 1.45 1.68 Masters et al.

2010 [15]

(3) mCherry PBS bu↵er

490 nm excite 510-630

nm detect

0.36 2.09 0.64 1.30 1.70 This work

(4) mCherry SEC bu↵er

490 nm excite 510-630

nm detect

0.18 2.59 0.82 1.39 1.61 This work

Table 3.2: A comparison between the in vitro fluorescence lifetimes measured for mCherry

((1)-(2)) published data and the present study ((3)-(4)). Detection in (3)-(4) was made in

the observation window between 510 nm long pass and 630 nm short pass filters.

3.7 EGFP and mCherry Fluorescence Intensity

Decays in the presence of CW STED

The experiments involving EGFP were undertaken using pulsed 490 nm excitation

and CW depletion at 595 nm as described above. A short pass filter (FES 550

Semrock, US) was placed in the optical path before both detectors to block the

DUMP, and a long pass filter (HQ 510 Chroma, US) was used to block the PUMP.

The experiments involving mCherry also used 490 nm excitation, but used CW

depletion at 660 nm. An FES 630 nm filter (Semrock, US) was in this case used

before detection to block the DUMP (the HQ 510 filter was again used to block the

PUMP).

The CW DUMP intensity was varied between 0 and 23.5 mW for EGFP and 0 and

12.08 mW for mCherry. These powers were measured at the back aperture of the

objective; the final on-sample powers are ca. 1
3 lower than this, but measurement

at the back aperture gives a much more repeatable indication of relative power.

The powers quoted for the remainder of this chapter are the uncorrected values ie.
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measured at the back aperture, except for the quoted cross-section values which

have been adjusted such that they are comparable with other published values.

Analysis of the data was performed using the non-linear least squares fitting proce-

dure as described in Chapter 2. Example fluorescence decays are shown for EGFP

and mCherry with and without the presence of the depletion beam in Figure 3.7.

The fluorescence lifetimes for EGFP and mCherry in the presence of CW STED

are shown in Figure 3.8 and tabulated in Table 3.3 and 3.4. They are both clearly

bi-exponential and the two fitted lifetimes in each sample do not show the same

power dependence.

From Figure 3.8 it can be seen that the EGFP decay component with the shorter

fluorescence lifetime, labelled Q exhibits a more marked shortening with increasing

DUMP power as compared to the component with slow fluorescence lifetime, labelled

P. A similar behaviour is observed for mCherry. The (weighted) average fluorescence

DUMP Power (mW) ↵P ⌧P (ns) ↵Q ⌧Q (ns) h⌧i (ns)

23.5 0.34 2.21 0.66 0.84 1.31

21.4 0.35 2.22 0.65 0.85 1.33

19.5 0.35 2.24 0.65 0.88 1.35

17.4 0.36 2.26 0.64 0.90 1.39

15.1 0.37 2.26 0.63 0.91 1.42

12.5 0.38 2.30 0.62 0.97 1.48

10.5 0.40 2.34 0.6 1.05 1.56

8.0 0.42 2.39 0.58 1.15 1.67

6.0 0.44 2.47 0.56 1.31 1.82

2.75 0.50 2.57 0.5 1.57 2.07

1.25 0.56 2.66 0.44 1.78 2.27

0 0.68 2.86 0.32 1.98 2.59

Table 3.3: Fitted fluorescence decay parameters for EGFP (3.06⇥ 10�6 M in SEC bu↵er)

in the presence of the CW DUMP laser.
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Figure 3.8: Fluorescence lifetimes of the two components of top: EGFP in SEC; and

bottom: mCherry in SEC in the presence of CW STED of 595 nm (EGFP) and 660

nm (mCherry). In both EGFP and mCherry these show a greater reduction for the fast

lifetime component where a smaller one would be expected if kS were identical for the two

states involved.
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DUMP Power (mW) ↵P ⌧P (ns) ↵Q ⌧Q (ns) h⌧i (ns)

12.08 0.22 1.95 0.78 0.81 1.06

11.00 0.23 1.92 0.77 0.83 1.08

10.02 0.23 1.95 0.77 0.85 1.10

8.90 0.22 1.98 0.78 0.87 1.12

7.92 0.24 1.95 0.76 0.88 1.14

6.85 0.21 2.03 0.79 0.94 1.17

6.00 0.20 2.10 0.80 0.94 1.20

5.11 0.19 2.14 0.81 1.02 1.24

4.26 0.19 2.01 0.81 0.97 1.19

3.30 0.16 2.25 0.84 1.12 1.30

2.59 0.17 2.33 0.83 1.12 1.37

1.74 0.20 2.27 0.8 1.21 1.42

1.06 0.18 2.35 0.82 1.26 1.45

0.33 0.19 2.45 0.81 1.33 1.54

0 0.18 2.59 0.82 1.39 1.61

Table 3.4: Fitted fluorescence decay parameters for mCherry (

(1⇥10�6M in SEC bu↵er) in the presence of the CW DUMP laser.

lifetime in the presence of STED was calculated as

⌧av = ⌧P

✓
↵P

↵P + ↵Q

◆
+ ⌧Q

✓
↵Q

↵P + ↵Q

◆
(3.7.1)

This is shown in Figure 3.9.

A measure of the overall degree of stimulated emission depletion is given by the

power dependence of the average fluorescence lifetime (the weighted average of the

two component lifetimes). These values are also shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 and

their variation with DUMP power is shown in Figure 3.9. The lifetime is expected

to decrease with increasing DUMP power with the ratio 1/(A+X) where X is the

DUMP power and A is 1/⌧f i.e. the fluorescence lifetime should tend to zero as

the power increases. Re-excitation of the ground state by the DUMP should not
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Figure 3.9: (Weighted) average fluorescence lifetimes for EGFP in SEC and mCherry in

SEC in the presence of CW STED of 595 nm (EGFP) and 660 nm (mCherry).

be evident unless the fluorescence lifetime is reduced to the point where it becomes

comparable with the ground state relaxation time. The STED rates of the two

components are calculated using the equations

kQ =
1

⌧f(Q)
� 1

⌧ 0f(Q)

(3.7.2)

kP =
1

⌧f(P )
� 1

⌧ 0f(P )

(3.7.3)

where ⌧f(P ) and ⌧f(Q) are the fluorescence lifetimes of the respective components in

the presenece of the dump and ⌧ 0f(P ) and ⌧ 0f(P ) are the intrinsic fluorescence decay

lifetimes. These are shown in Figure 3.10 and in both EGFP and mCherry show an

initial linear, but di↵erent, increase with increasing DUMP power. The Q component

shows a greater increase with increasing DUMP in both samples. In both the initial

linear rise in kQ and kP is over a finite DUMP power range up to ca. 15 mW DUMP

power in EGFP and 8 mW in mCherry. Above these powers there is a less marked

increase in kQ whilst kP is, to within experimental error, power independent. The
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average STED rates were calculated using

kS(av) =
1

⌧f
� 1

⌧ 0f
(3.7.4)

where ⌧f and ⌧ 0f are the average fluorescence lifetime in the presence of the dump and

for the intrinsic fluorescence decay, respectively. These values are shown in Figure

3.11 for the EGFP and mCherry. The two samples show a similar trend with the

average STED rate in mCherry increasing with DUMP power to a slightly greater

extent up to 12 mW where it is 14% higher than EGFP.

The pre-exponential factors of the fits are shown in Figure 3.12; these show a marked

di↵erence in their variation with the DUMP power. The anticipated behaviour for

two di↵erent emitting states would be varying induced decay rates. The amplitude

of each decay would be expected to be proportional to the population of each com-

ponent that is excited by the PUMP pulse; but to be wholly independent of the

DUMP laser as this is not resonant with the PUMP transition. In mCherry the

amplitude decay components ↵P and ↵Q are to within experimental error constant

across the entire DUMP range. In EGFP ↵P in SEC shows a marked drop with a

corresponding rise in ↵Q; at high DUMP powers ↵Q is ca. 0.65 (↵P ca. 0.35) in

marked contrast to the intrinsic fluorescence decay ↵Q = 0.32 and ↵P = 0.68. For

fluorescence decays involving two distinct populations the contribution of each to

the total fluorescence emission is given by the product of their observed amplitude

and lifetime. The DUMP power dependence of these fractions

↵P⇥⌧f(P )

↵P⇥⌧f(P ) + ↵Q⇥⌧f(Q)
(3.7.5)

and
↵Q⇥⌧f(Q)

↵P⇥⌧f(P ) + ↵Q⇥⌧f(Q)
(3.7.6)

are shown in Figure 3.13. With di↵erential STED in two populations some variation

in these parameters would be expected as the population experiencing a greater

STED rate would have a shorter lifetime and its fractional contribution to the total

decay would diminish. For mCherry the fractional contribution to total fluorescence

emission of component Q (Equation 3.7.6) shows an approximately linear decrease
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Figure 3.10: STED rates of the two components of top: EGFP in SEC; and bottom:

mCherry in SEC. Both show the same behaviour; a linear increase up to ca.15 mW DUMP

power in EGFP and 8 mW in mCherry, while above these powers there is little variation

in kP .
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Figure 3.11: Average STED rates of EGFP in SEC (black) and mCherry in SEC (red).

For both at lower STED powers the deviation from the expected linear behaviour is not

substantial, but as the STED rate increases for both EGFP and mCherry substantial

deviation from the expected behaviour is observed. Little di↵erence between the two

samples is observed.

across the DUMP power range; at high DUMP powers the fractional contributions

of Q and P remain approximately constant at ca. 0.6 and ca. 0.4 respectively.

In EGFP this behaviour is not observed; the Q fraction increases rapidly as the

DUMP power is increased to ca. 5 mW, this is followed by a slow increase leading

at higher DUMP powers (ca. 10-24 mW) to approximately constant values for the

Q and P fractions of ca. 0.58 and 0.42 respectively. This is despite the fact that

the STED rate for component Q continues to increase with STED power for all

measurements taken. This large di↵erence in the STED power dependence of the

EGFP and mCherry lifetime amplitudes contrasts starkly with the average STED

rate described earlier where only minor di↵erences between EGFP and mCherry

were observed.
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Figure 3.12: Fluorescent lifetime component amplitudes of top: EGFP in SEC; and bot-

tom: mCherry in SEC as a function of STED power.
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Figure 3.13: Fractional contribution to the fluorescence intensity of the components of top:

EGFP in SEC; and bottom: mCherry in SEC. Variation with DUMP power of ca 10%

is observed for mCherry. Although in EGFP the observed lifetime continues to decrease

with increased STED power the fractional contribution to the fluorescence of component

Q levels o↵ at high STED powers.
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This apparently anomalous behaviour for EGFP was initially thought to be at-

tributable to its photophysics. If there is a significant di↵erence in emission spec-

trum of the two components then observation in di↵erent spectral windows would

give di↵erent amplitudes of each component. This is complicated by the need to

strongly filter out the DUMP laser wavelength. If only a small spectral di↵erence

between the two states exists then this should be maximised at the very red edge

of the emission spectrum, where the greatest di↵erence in ratio of amplitudes would

be seen. To this end two di↵erent approaches were taken.

Firstly, CW depletion experiments were carried out in a PBS bu↵er and the per-

turbed fluorescence decays were recorded in spectral windows to the red (617.5-632.5

nm) and blue (510-550 nm) of the DUMP wavelength. The fluorescence lifetimes

and amplitudes are shown in Figure 3.14. In both observation windows the same

apparently anomalous depletion dynamics were observed.

Secondly, CW depletion experiments also in PBS bu↵er were carried out at the

DUMP wavelength 660 nm and the results compared to previous results (which used

a DUMP wavelength of 595 nm) in Figure 3.15. Again, no significant di↵erence

between the two datasets was observed, although there is a high degree of noise

in the 660 nm DUMP dataset as the degree of STED at this wavelength is low.

Additionally, for the 660 nm DUMP dataset a major dichroic that was reflective of

both laser wavelengths but allowed transmission of fluorescence was not available so

approximately 50% partially reflective beam splitter was used allowing greater CW

laser breakthrough, which added a significant background and its associated noise

to the measured decays.

In CW STED the DUMP laser would not be expected to a↵ect the relative ini-

tial amplitudes of the components, as immediately following the excitation pulse

at t = 0 no STED has yet taken place. However TCSPC measurements comprise

the repeated measurement of excitation and detection coincidences averaged over

numerous excitation events (typically ca. 5 million). In the current experiments the

DUMP field is present throughout. Were relaxation of the P and Q components to
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Figure 3.14: Initial fluorescence amplitudes of components of EGFP in PBS following

1PA of 490 nm and CW STED using DUMP of wavelength 595 nm observed at two

di↵erent emission windows: a blue observation window 510-550 nm, and a red observation

window 617.5-632.5 nm. No change in the initial amplitudes was observed between the

two windows.
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Figure 3.15: Top: STED rates; and bottom: initial amplitudes of the components of

EGFP in PBS using DUMP of wavelengths 660 and 595 nm. A similar trend between the

two datasets is observed.
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the ground state to be influenced by the CW DUMP either by partial photobleach-

ing or by the removal of the excited population to states other than the ground

electronic state, the steady state proportions of the P and Q populations might see

some power dependent variation. This e↵ect could be observed only if the ground

state population did not fully recover between successive PUMP pulses. Also as

the DUMP intensity dependent fluorescence lifetime data (above) were collected se-

quentially with decreasing DUMP power, it is possible that at lower DUMP powers

cumulative e↵ects (e.g. an increase in sample concentration due to evaporation or

permanent change to the ground state population) might lead to a systematic error.

Repeated measurements of the fluorescence decays in the absence of the DUMP were

taken across the time course of subsequent experiments with the intermediate power

measurements interspersed and no variation in the recorded data was observed.

The probability of re-excitation of molecules involved in the CW depletion cycle de-

pends both on the excitation frequency for each molecule and translational di↵usion

rates of the fluorescent proteins in the solution. Translational di↵usion allows pre-

viously excited molecules to di↵use out of the excitation region and new molecules

to di↵use in. An estimation of the di↵usion time tD can be made as follows from

the di↵usion constant D, using a one-dimensional solution to Fick’s second law:

tD =
x2

2D
(3.7.7)

where x is the average net distance travelled. The di↵usion constant for EGFP in

water is 87⇥ 10�12 m2s�1 [50], giving the di↵usion time across the 120 nm radius of

the excitation spot focus as 83 µs. With a pulse repetition rate of 20 MHz there will

be 50 ns between pulses; a comparison of these two times suggests that a molecule

will remain in the excitation region for an average of ca. 1500 laser pulses. As these

experiments operate in the limit of weak excitation (see Chapter 1) only a very small

proportion of the molecules will be excited. As stated in Chapter 1 the probability

of excitation can be estimated from the saturation parameter

Sabs =
�(1)E

Ah⌫
(3.7.8)
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where E is the PUMP pulse energy, A is the focal area of the PUMP (4.5⇥10�10cm2),

h⌫ the PUMP photon energy and �(1) is the absorption cross section of EGFP at

the excitation wavelength. These values correspond to S = 0.01, an excitation

probability of 1% per pulse. It can therefore be estimated that the average number

of excitations a single molecule experiences prior to di↵using out of the excitation

region varies from 60 to 4 over an 80 MHz to 5 MHz excitation rate. Plots of the

variation of the apparent STED rates kP and kQ, the pre-exponential factors and

fractional contributions of the P and Q components with DUMP power and PUMP

repetition rate are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. No discernible PUMP repetition

rate could be inferred. Therefore the changes to the ground state population would

have to be faster than this, of the order of a single cycle , suggesting that build up

of ground state population change is not responsible for the observed behaviour of

EGFP. All repetition rates show similar anomalous behaviour.

3.8 Fluorescence Anisotropy induced by STED

It is clear from the experimental results so far that the CW STED dynamics of EGFP

do not conform to the simple model proposed. It has so far been assumed that as the

fluorescent protein rotational di↵usion dynamics are slow, a depletion rate averaged

over the initial orientational distribution of EGFP and mCherry transition dipoles

would be an accurate model of the stimulated depletion dynamics of the two states

involved in both fluorescence decays. One consequence of this approximation is that

the fluorescence anisotropy of EGFP and mCherry would be no di↵erent from that

experienced in the absence of STED. To test this, measurements of the intrinsic

and DUMPED fluorescence anisotropy of both fluorescent proteins were performed;

the results are shown in Figure 3.18. Measurement of fluorescence anisotropy in an

inverted confocal microscope as opposed to the 90° excitation detection geometry

employed in Chapter 2 is a more challenging undertaking, as the two SPAD detectors

do not have exactly the same response, spectral sensitivity, and degree of after-

pulsing [51]. The anisotropy decays in Figure 3.18 have not been corrected for G
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Figure 3.16: Top: STED rates; and bottom: initial amplitudes of the components of

EGFP in PBS using PUMP frequencies of 5, 20 and 80 MHz. No discernible correlation

of experimental observations with repetition rate was observed. For all repetition rates

the same large di↵erence in STED rate constant is observed as in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.17: Fractional population of of the components of EGFP in PBS using PUMP

frequencies of 5, 20 and 80 MHz. This shows the same anomalous behaviour as Figure

3.13, as described in the text.

factor e↵ects (see Chapter 2) and there is an appreciable (pre-excitation) background

which a↵ects the anisotropy at longer times due to low signal levels. Background

consists of dark count of the detector (small) after pulsing (significant) and scattered

DUMP light which as it is from a CW source contributes to the detected photon

count at all times. In the absence of STED the fluorescence anisotropy of EGFP and

mCherry show a slow single exponential decay, however in the presence of STED

significant additional depolarization is seen to occur. This is wholly as a result

of the orientation dependence of EGFP and mCherry lifetimes. Subtracting the

small degree of intrinsic rotational di↵usion from each of the decay curves yields a

clear picture of the anisotropy change induced by the CW DUMP. These results are

shown in Figure 3.19. Both mCherry and EGFP show similar degrees of DUMP

induced depolarization. It is clear that at both low and high CW depletion powers,

orientation dependent lifetime e↵ects are in play and inclusion of orientational e↵ects
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is necessary.

3.9 Orientationally Dependent Lifetimes

In light of the apparent breakdown of the assumption of a single fluorescence decay

rate for all molecular orientations as indicated by the fluorescence anisotropy and

described in the previous section, incorporation of the angular dependence of the

fluorescence lifetime becomes necessary. As described previously the expressions

for the fluorescence intensity decay allowing for the orientational dependence of the

STED rate (equation 3.4.1 to 3.4.7) contains a term of the form

⇡Z

0

cos2 ✓ exp
�
�(ki

S cos
2 ✓)t

�
sin ✓d✓d� (3.9.1)

where the presence of angular terms in the exponent prevents simple analytical solu-

tion of the fluorescence intensity decay. The requirement to perform this integration

numerically prevents the fitting of the experimental intensity decay measurements

using any standard analysis software. The approximate form of the fluorescence

intensity decay can be inferred however by the fact that experimental data fits well

to a double exponential decay. This is the case for high and low DUMP powers de-

spite the fact that the intrinsic (undumped) decay already contains two exponential

components.

Close inspection of Equation 3.9.1 shows that individual molecules should still ex-

hibit a bi-exponential decay but with each lifetime reduced by STED by an amount

that is dependent on the orientation, ✓. The sum intensity of all such molecules may

still appear to be bi-modal with a faster component that represents some weighted

average of all the individual faster decay times and a slower decay component that

is similarly dependent on all the slower decay component lifetimes.

It is conceivable therefore that the discrepancies between the real intensity decay

and the orientationally averaged model described earlier are more quantitative than

qualitative. To investigate this quantitative discrepancy, theoretical intensity decays
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Figure 3.18: Anisotropy decays for top: EGFP; and bottom: mCherry with DUMP powers

ranging from 0 to 23 mW (EGFP) and 12 mW (mCherry). STED introduces a rapid

decay component into the anisotropy where the decay rate and amplitude increase with

increasing DUMP power.
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Figure 3.19: CW STED induced anisotropy change for top: EGFP; and bottom: mCherry

with DUMP powers ranging from 0 to 23 mW (EGFP) and 12 mW (mCherry). Alternate

demonstration of the power dependence of the rapid decay component in anisotropy.
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were produced by performing the above integration numerically using a program

developed by Dr R J Marsh using Mathematica (unpublished work) for a predeter-

mined set of input parameters i.e.. relative populations, fluorescence lifetimes, and

radiative decay rates as described in Section 3.10. The resulting theoretical inten-

sity decays were then fitted to double exponentials in an identical manner to the

experimental data. The obtained decay parameters were analysed in an identical

manner to the previous analysis and the results obtained compared with the known

input parameters.

3.10 Simulated data

Given parallel PUMP and DUMP polarisations, a cos2 ✓ excitation probability (sin-

gle photon maximum) and neglecting orientational di↵usion the theoretical fluores-

cence intensity from two excited state populations is given by

Ik + 2I? =
2X

i=1

Ni(0) exp(�kfit)
3

4⇡

⇡Z

0

cos2 ✓ exp
�
�(S 0

i cos
2 ✓)t) sin ✓d✓ (3.10.1)

where Ni(0) is the percentage population of state i, kfi = 1/⌧fi where ⌧fi is the

undumped fluorescence lifetime of state i, and S 0
i is the depletion rate of state i and

is the CW equivalent of the saturation parameter in pulsed excitation/STED (see

Chapter 4). It is related to the STED cross-section �S and STED power PDUMP by

S 0 =
�SPDUMP

h⌫A
(3.10.2)

The input parameters for the populations and fluorescence lifetimes were obtained

from an average of all the undumped measurements.

As the earlier analysis indicated the possibility that the STED rates were signifi-

cantly di↵erent for the two states in both EGFP and mCherry, allowances for this

possibility were included in the simulations. This was incorporated in making the

STED rate for component Q a fixed ratio of that of component P. The numerical

integration of Equation 3.10.1 over ✓ and � is repeated for selected values of S (0.01,
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0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 ns�1) and values of t between 0 and 20

ns in steps of 0.05 (simulating a TCSC histogram). The range of these parameters

was chosen to reflect those used in the experiments. As this involves repeating the

numerical integration 4000 times to reproduce a single STED experiment simulation

of the data in this approach is computationally intensive. Analysis was therefore

restricted to one dataset each for EGFP and mCherry and only repeated for ratios

of S 0
Q : S 0

P of 1, 2 and 5.

Once the simulated intensity decays were generated for the desired set of input

parameters double exponential decay fits were performed on them using the same

analysis software and approach as with the experimental data, thus obtaining flu-

orescence decay rates and amplitudes that can be analysed in an identical manner

as previously with the experimental data, where no orientational dependence of the

decay rate was assumed. Comparison of the obtained STED rate constants to those

input in the simulations then indicate how much discrepancy from the actual rates

had been caused by this assumption.

Figure 3.20 shows the new simulated data for S 0
Q : S 0

P = 1 : 1 with (top) low levels of

STED (S’=0.3⇥109s�1) and (bottom) high levels of STED (S’=2.0 ⇥10�9s�1) and

the respective fits to a double exponential decay. It can be seen that in the case of

low STED the simulation is virtually indistinguishable from a double exponential

decay, and in the case of high STED is virtually indistinguishable up to ca. 8 ns.

Beyond this point the approximation begins to break down, but these distortions

may well not be observable over measurement noise as they are principally located

in the tail of the decay.

The results obtained were then compared with the previous analysis to see if the

observation of substantially di↵erent radiative rates for the two emitting species

seen there is replicated using this methodology or was just the result of ignoring the

angular dependence of the lifetime. As simulated data is a function of the STED rate

S’ and the experimental data is a function of DUMP power which is proportional

to S’ the X axis of one set (the simulations) is scaled to reach the best agreement
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Figure 3.20: Simulated data including orientational averaging e↵ects for EGFP with top:

low levels of STED; and bottom: high levels of STED. It can be seen that both cases show

a very good fit to a double exponential decay up to ca. 8 ns.
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if any between the two sets (in e↵ect adjusting the STED cross-section to reach

agreement). The results are shown in Figures 3.21 to 3.25.

It can be seen that the mCherry results fit consistently between the simulations gen-

erated for radiative rate ratios of 2 and 5. This remains the case when a common

scaling factor between S’ and DUMP power is used to fit all of the experimentally

measured parameters i.e. the scaling is equal in Figures 3.21 to 3.25. This would

suggest that the approach taken of simulating data with the inclusion of the angular

dependent lifetime and fitting the obtained results to a double exponential is valid.

The fact that all the obtained measured parameters for the mCherry decays consis-

tently suggest that the radiative rate (STED rates) for the two populations vary by

a factor of between 2 and 5 (both those dependent on lifetime and decay amplitude).

A more precise determination is limited by the noise on experimental data points

and therefore simulation of additional ratios was deemed unwarranted. The results

suggest that the observation of this di↵erence is a real phenomena and not due to

distortions incurred by fitting a double exponential to the non-exponential intensity

decay. This leads to a value for the cross-section of mCherry of 8.5⇥ 10�19 cm2 for

component P, and therefore 1.7⇥ 10�18 � 4.3⇥ 10�18 cm2 for component Q.

Considering just the result for previous analysis with no orientational e↵ects, the

lifetime reduction of the two states of mCherry would suggest a di↵erence in the

radiative rates of approximately 3 (see Figure 3.10). For this parameter in mCherry

the two analytical approaches show broad agreement. The amplitudes for each decay

component in mCherrry (see Figure 3.12) suggest a slight convergence as the STED

power is increased. Given that these amplitudes reflect the weightings of each of

the two states immediately after excitation they should be unmodified by the STED

process as there has been insu�cient time for any depletion to occur. Changes in

these weightings therefore might indicate a change in the ground state population of

the two species. This might be possible if the di↵erences in the photophysics of the

two states meant that STED induced greater loss of population compared with that

of the other through a process such as excited state absorption or photobleaching.
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Figure 3.21: Simulated fluorescence lifetime data (for STED rate ratios of 1, 2 and 5) su-

perimposed on observed fluorescence lifetime data (orange) for EGFP (top) and mCherry

(bottom). Simulated data has been scaled along the x axis to fit observed data in both

cases.
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Figure 3.22: Simulated STED rate kS data (for STED rate ratios of 1, 2 and 5) super-

imposed on observed fluorescence lifetime data (orange) for EGFP (top) and mCherry

(bottom). Simulated data has been scaled along the x axis to fit observed data by the

same degree as in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.23: Simulated STED rate ratios (kS(Q) : kS(P )

) data (for STED rate ratios of 1, 2 and 5) superimposed on observed fluorescence

lifetime data (orange) for EGFP (top) and mCherry (bottom). Simulated data has

been scaled along the x axis to fit observed data by the same degree as in Figure

3.21..
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Figure 3.24: Simulated fluorescence amplitude data (for STED rate ratios of 1, 2 and

5) superimposed on observed fluorescence lifetime data (orange) for EGFP (top) and

mCherry (bottom). Simulated data has been scaled along the x axis to fit observed data

by the same degree as in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.25: Simulated fractional contribution to intensity data (for STED rate ratios of

1, 2 and 5) superimposed on observed fluorescence lifetime data (orange) for EGFP (top)

and mCherry (bottom). Simulated data has been scaled along the x axis to fit observed

data by the same degree as in Figure 3.21.
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It has been shown previously that on average the molecule experiences a number

of excitation-depletion cycles before di↵using out of the focal volume, therefore

small changes in the ground state population could accumulate. Alternatively this

could be an artefact of the fitting process resulting from either the non-exponential

nature of the decay which increases with STED power or small errors in the fitting

parameters resulting from the finite width of the instrument response function, these

becoming more apparent when the decay is faster. However, as the changes in the

weightings for the EGFP decay in Figure 3.12 show much greater variation than

for mCherry even though the decay rate is, in general, slower; this last possibility is

unlikely. Also, the simulations indicate that a good fit to a double exponential decay

is expected for low to intermediate powers where these changes are still significant.

Inspection of the decay weightings for the simulated data of Figure 3.24 (where

there is no instrument response) show that a slight change in the weighting factors

is expected for the decay parameters of mCherry and that this variation (at least

in part) is a result of fitting a double exponential to the non-exponential intensity

decay and is not necessarily indicative of any change in the ground state population.

The case for EGFP is di↵erent and somewhat more complex. While it is possible to

obtain reasonable agreement with the experimental data for the lifetime and kS data

for the faster decay component (Q) (Figures 3.21 and 3.22) by appropriate choice of

scale factor (cross-section) the agreement for the slower decay component P is poorer

and no agreement at all, for either decay component, for all other experimental

results. While it is possible to improve the fit to the amplitude data (Figures 3.24

and 3.25) by selection of an alternate scaling factor, the agreement is still poor and

this results in very poor fitting of the lifetime data. Additionally, whilst the lifetime

data suggests a large di↵erence between the radiative rates the amplitude data is

more indicative of a smaller or even zero di↵erence between the two rates for each

state. However, as the simulations do not even show a good qualitative agreement

with the amplitude data it is di�cult to draw any conclusions about the relative

radiative rates from these particular measurements. Taking the scaling factor used

for the lifetime data this would imply a cross-section for EGFP of 4.9⇥10�19 cm2 for
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component P and 2.5⇥ 10�18 cm2 for component Q (these cross-section values have

been corrected for actual on-sample excitation power). In the case of EGFP therefore

it is not possible to explain the observed changes in the weightings of the two emitting

states with STED power solely through incorporation of the e↵ects of the angular

dependence on the fluorescence lifetime. This indicates the possibility that changes

to the populations of the two emitting states are being induced by this STED process.

However, if these changes were the result of accumulation over a number of PUMP-

DUMP cycles a variation in the e↵ect with the repetition rate of the PUMP laser

would be expected, as the amount of time for di↵usion to re-establish equilibrium

in the ground state changes. As described earlier an investigation into the relative

excited state populations of the two species as a function of DUMP power for EGFP

in PBS did not show any conclusive variation with repetition rate.

3.11 Conclusions

As a direct consequence of the angular dependence of CW STED in a slowly rotating

(⌧ROT > ⌧F ) or fixed population of molecules the decay rate of each molecular

(transition dipole moment) orientation becomes increasingly distinct as the STED

power is increased. The separation of lifetime and molecular orientation that is

inherent in unperturbed fluorescence experiments (e.g. Equation 1.3.9 in Chapter

1 no longer holds). The fluorescence decay dynamics will, as the STED rate is

increased, tend towards that of a highly inhomogeneous system i.e. one with a

significant distribution of decay rates. This is certainly the case in both mCherry and

EGFP. The maximum average STED decay rates achieved for mCherry and EGFP

are ca.0.3 ns�1 and 0.35 ns�1 respectively (see Figure 3.9); this is close to 50% of the

average fluorescence decay rate in mCherry (0.63 ns�1) and equal to that of EGFP

(0.37 ns�1). The fluorescence decays of EGFP and mCherry, both in the absence

and presence of CW STED, are well described by bi-exponential decays. Deducing

the relationship of these decay parameters to intrinsic molecular properties, e.g.

the intrinsic stimulated/radiative rates of the two emitting populations, and the
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increasing inhomogeneity induced by CW STED requires detailed simulation. Both

the STED lifetime and decay amplitudes of mCherry could be reproduced by a

di↵erential radiative (i.e. STED) rate of kS(P ) = xkS(Q) where x is between 2 and

5, whilst those for EGFP could not (see Figures 3.21 to 3.25). The intrinsic bi-

exponential lifetimes of EGFP (2.86 ns and 1.98 ns) are significantly closer than

those of mCherry (2.59 ns and 1.39 ns). In this light the ‘mixing’ of the decay

dynamics of the two populations in EGFP by CW STED should be more marked

than that in mCherry. The CW STED induced change in anisotropy �R was ca.

0.15 for EGFP, but lower for mCherry at ca. 0.07 with equivalent DUMP power.

However, both show similar features - a rapid (few ns) change in anisotropy that

levels o↵, which appears to broadly follow the reduction in lifetime (in that the

greater the shortening of the lifetime, the greater the change in anisotropy). It is a

consequence of CW STED that it is not possible to physically change the rotational

time. Additionally, the timescale of the undumped anisotropy change is too fast for

it to be attributable to rotation. These considerations point to the orientationally

dependent lifetime being the cause of the observed anisotropy behaviour (the plots

in Figure 3.19 show this clearly).

Systems exhibiting bi-exponential decay dynamics with similar lifetimes may be-

come too ‘mixed’ to permit simple analysis and in these circumstances it would

be desirable to eliminate the intrinsic orientational de-selection that accompanies

STED. For a single beam interaction geometry this is not possible; ‘unpolarised’

STED (i.e. equal polarization intensities in the plane perpendicular to the propaga-

tion direction Z) will still lead to angle dependent photo de-selection for molecular

orientations out of the XY plane. An angle independent transition probability can

only be achieved by a combination of X Y and Z polarised pulses of equal inten-

sity [52]; this might prove di�cult to realize in a confocal microscope. However

a comparison between unpolarised (e.g. X+Y) and polarized (e.g. X) CW STED

dynamics may prove helpful in the case of systems such as EGFP. Single and two-

photon excitation might also prove useful in this context as the more highly aligned
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array of transition dipoles produced by two-photon excitation should lead to a more

uniform STED rate for each of the the two decaying populations.

Despite the limitations of modelling orientationally dependent STED dynamics in a

population of more than one species described above, substantial di↵erences in the

radiative rates (�S) were observed for both fluorescence proteins. The consistency

between experiment and theory for the case of mCherry suggests a high degree of

confidence in this observation although similar behaviour was observed for EGFP

the inability to match observations with model predictions means this observation

cannot be considered conclusive. However, the existence of two states in fluorescent

proteins with substantially di↵erent photophysical properties would have significant

implications for the use of such chromophores in quantitative fluorescence techniques

that have become commonplace in the life sciences such as FRET, FLIM, etc. Ra-

diative rate di↵erences between the two species may lead to stronger interactions for

one species compared to the other. Considering only the average behaviour between

the two states might lead to misinterpretation of the results.
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Chapter 4

Pulsed Stimulated Emission

Depletion Dynamics

4.1 Introduction

Pulsed STED refers to a system where the fluorescence depletion is caused by a short

(ps) intense laser pulse instead of continuous illumination. Pulsed STED represents

a di↵erent regime for the rate of STED compared with the other photophysical

processes taking place than is the case for CW depletion as discussed in Chapter

3. Whereas in CW STED the depletion rate is comparable to the fluorescence life-

time, pulsed STED is su�ciently rapid that fluorescence during the DUMP process

is negligible. A consequence of this rapid STED rate is however that the finite

time taken for the depleted population to relax from the upper vibrational levels

of the ground state enables re-pumping of the population back to the excited state

whereas in CW depletion experiments of Chapter 3 the intrinsic fluorescence and

induced decay rates are comparable (ca. 108 s�1) but significantly slower than that

of ground state vibrational relaxation (ca. 1013 s�1). As a consequence the pop-

ulation of lower STED levels are e↵ectively zero at all times and no repumping of

the excited state takes place. In the CW depletion work of Chapter 3 it was found

that orientational photo-deselection even at moderate depletion rates was consid-
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erably more pronounced than those of rotational di↵usion. In pulsed STED work

the timescale of the depletion process (ca. 4-42 ps) is significantly shorter than the

intrinsic rotational di↵usion time ⌧20 (see Section 1.4). Rotational e↵ects during the

STED process are now considered.

In this chapter detailed fluorescence intensity and anisotropy measurements are com-

bined with new theoretical modelling in an attempt to attain a better understand-

ing of the physical processes controlling the stimulated emission depletion (STED)

mechanism and to determine the conditions by which the e�ciency of STED might

be most profitably enhanced. Within the group, pulsed STED experiments had ini-

tially involved DUMP pulse widths of between 250 fs and 2.5ps which were obtained

by stretching the tunable output of a 250 kHz optical parametric amplifier (OPA)

in a water cell and performed on standard fluorophores [1, 2]. With 250 kHz PUMP

and DUMP pulses and PUMP-DUMP delays greater than the ps time scale taken

to populate the lower vibrational (emitting) levels of the fluorophore’s excited state,

the STED process can be described in terms of induced transitions in a two level

system with rapid (sub-picosecond) vibrational relaxation of the target level(s) in

the electronic ground state [1]. The e�ciency of STED (the percentage of population

removal for a specific DUMP pulse energy) is limited by the degree of re-pumping

of the excited state arising from incomplete population relaxation in the lower levels

during the duration of the DUMP pulse. For a given pulse duration with increasing

DUMP energy, the degree of excited state depletion will tend towards a limiting

value below 100% [3]. This process is termed saturation and in principle should

be mitigated by an increase in the DUMP pulse width allowing minimization of the

ground state population and therefore subsequent excited state repopulation. Initial

work within the group on STED in two-photon excited fluorescein [1] indicated that

the two-level approximation (with relaxation losses of the lower level) was an ade-

quate description of the STED process. As the DUMP pulse width was significantly

shorter than the rotational di↵usion time of the fluorophore (e.g. 250 fs-2.5 ps vs

2.7 ns in the case of fluorescein in ethylene glycol) rotational relaxation during the

dump process was taken to be negligible. The remaining (post DUMP) fluorescence
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showed significant depolarization due to preferential depletion of molecular tran-

sition dipole moments oriented at angles close to that of the DUMP polarization.

The degree of population removal FD and the change in the fluorescence anisotropy

�R were measured as a function of DUMP energy (ca. 0-50 nJ) and pulse width

⌧P (typically 710 fs – 2.5 ps). Analysis of the FD and �R vs DUMP energy data

was undertaken in the two-level approximation assuming a constant DUMP flux

over the pulse duration (rectangular pulse). A Mathematica program (written by

Dr R. Marsh) was used to solve the two-level rate equations for the ground and

excited state populations. These were then numerically integrated to perform the

orientational analysis necessary to calculate the predicted FD and �R values as a

function of the STED saturation parameter S for ratios of ⌧P to ⌧R, the ground state

relaxation time. The saturation parameter S is proportional to the DUMP pulse

energy ED through,

S =
�S

h⌫A
ED (4.1.1)

where �S is the STED cross section (cm2), A is the focussed area of the DUMP

pulse (cm2) and h⌫ is the DUMP photon energy. A series of FD and �R vs S plots

were produced for di↵erent ⌧P/⌧R values. These were then scaled (by variation of

the ratio �S/Ah⌫) to match the experimental FD and �R saturation data. The

plots showing the best agreement yielding ⌧R (via ⌧P ) and �S (A and h⌫ known).

This analysis was consistent with the experimental data, however an apparent in-

crease was found by Marsh et al. in both �S and ⌧R with increasing values of

DUMP pulse width. The degree of increase in ⌧R with DUMP pulse that was found

is reproduced in Table 4.1 [4]. This increase in ⌧R with DUMP width is an obser-

vation that has been found repeatedly [2, 4, 5]. The pulse stretching mechanism

used [4] was based on group velocity dispersion in a multiple pass water cell. This

process produced a positive frequency sweep (up chirp) [6] across the DUMP pulse

and it was suggested that this might lead to increased re-pumping of the excited

state as the relaxing (cooling) ground state population would remain in resonance

with the excited state for a timescale longer than the intrinsic vibrational relaxation

dynamics.
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⌧P ⇥ 10�12(s) ⌧R ⇥ 10�15(s)

0.71 592

1.45 725

2.50 833

Table 4.1: Variation in the ground state relaxation time ⌧R for Fluorescein in Ethylene

Glycol for varying DUMP widths ⌧P extracted using the 2-level STED model [4].

In addition, in OM77 (branched multipolar chromophore engineered for high 2PA

cross-section �(2)) lower values of �R were observed than anticipated given the high

degree of depletion [7]. In this work a substantially longer DUMP pulse (ca. 40

ps) was required to minimise DUMP-induced 2-photon fluorescence arising from the

significant visible 2PA cross-section this molecule possesses [8]. For these reasons it

was decided to undertake further studies of a well understood fluorophore with non

–complex behaviour and with a single exponential decay (unlike EGFP or OM77).

DUMP pulsewidth and solvent viscosity were varied to investigate the relation be-

tween the accuracy of the model and rotational decay of the sample during the

DUMP pulse. Alterations to the model were explored including that of an e↵ec-

tive reduction in the rotation of higher order moments, (which are ‘written in’ with

saturation of the DUMP transition) during the DUMP pulse.

4.2 Two-Level Model of STED Dynamics

In polarised STED the 2-photon STED mechanism is demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

The initial excitation out of low lying vibrational levels in the S0 ground state

occurs by the simultaneous absorption of two (non-resonant) near infra red photons.

This processes populates higher vibrational levels of an initial (two-photon allowed)

excited electronic state. Fast internal conversion and collisional relaxation with the

solvent leads to the rapid (picosecond timescale) population of lower vibrational

levels in S1. In the absence of external perturbations the population in S1 decays
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S0

S1

PUMP

Vibrational Relaxation

Fluorescence

Sn

i

DUMP

Figure 4.1: Illustration of two-photon STED. Population in the ground vibrational levels

of the S0 electronic ground state is excited through a non-resonant virtual state i to higher

vibrational levels in an excited singlet state. Rapid (ps –sub ps) non-radiative relaxation

leads to the population of low vibrational levels of S1 from where stimulated emission

emission takes place on application of the DUMP pulse.

by spontaneous emission to any of the upper vibrational levels of S0 followed by

rapid collisional relaxation. In pulsed STED a visible laser pulse resonant with

the S1 ! S0 emission is applied at a time delay ⌧PD to induce transitions to

upper vibrational levels of S0. This results in a sharp reduction in the excited

state population shown by a reduction in fluorescence intensity as in the example

shown in Figure 4.2), and a change in molecular alignment (fluorescence anisotropy)

dependent on the relative polarisation of the two laser pulses as can be seen in Figure

4.3. Given a PUMP-DUMP separation that is longer than the relaxation processes

that populate the emitting levels of S1 and rapid relaxation in S0 the STED process

could be modelled in terms of a two-level system [1, 2, 7, 9]. However, for higher

STED rates the relaxation of the vibrational levels of S0 cannot be assumed to

be instantaneous; this is modelled phenomenologically as a decay of the lower level

population with characteristic time, ⌧R. The rate equations for STED on a timescale

that is fast compared to spontaneous emission (nanosecond to sub-nanosecond) and
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orientational relaxation (nanosecond) are given by

dNEX(✓, t)

dt
= �ID(t)�WD(✓)

h⌫
(NEX(✓, t)�NGS(✓, t)) (4.2.1)

dNGS(✓, t)

dt
= �ID(t)�WD(✓)

h⌫
(NEX(✓, t)�NGS(✓, t))�

NGS(✓, t)

⌧R
(4.2.2)

Where NEX(✓, t) and NGS(✓, t) are the ground and excited state populations, ID(t)

is the DUMP pulse intensity, WD(✓) is the angular dependence of the DUMP prob-

ability and � is the stimulated emission cross section (cm2). It is possible to obtain

analytic solutions to the rate equations by assuming a rectangular DUMP pulse in-

tensity profile in space and time.with width ⌧P , which yield the fractional remaining

population FR as a function of S = EP�/h⌫A for given ratios of ⌧P/⌧R. Given

that the initial population distribution in the upper ground state vibrational lev-

els is negligible, the excited state population (when using a parallel PUMP-DUMP

geometry) evaluated at t = ⌧P is given by [4]

NEX(✓, ⌧P ) =
NEX(✓, 0)

2d


exp

✓
�1

2


⌧P
⌧R

+ 2S cos2 ✓ + d

�◆�✓
⌧P
⌧R

(ed � 1) + (ed + 1)

◆

(4.2.3)

where the parameter d is given by

d =
p
(⌧P/⌧R)2 + 4S2 cos4 ✓ (4.2.4)

The fractional of the excited state population removed by the pulse can be calculated

from,

FD =

2⇡R
0

⇡R
0

(NEX(✓, ⌧P )�NEX(✓, 0)] sin ✓d✓d�

2⇡R
0

⇡R
0

(NEX(✓, 0)] sin ✓d✓d�

(4.2.5)

where NEX(✓, 0) is the excited state population immediately prior to STED. The

fluorescence anisotropy following the application of the dump pulse is given by [4]

R(d) =

r
4⇡

5

2⇡R
0

⇡R
0

NEX(✓, ⌧P )Y ⇤
20(✓,�) sin ✓d✓d�

2⇡R
0

⇡R
0

NEX(✓, ⌧D) sin ✓d✓d�

(4.2.6)

Calculation of the integrals in Equations 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 was performed and sim-

ulation of the experimental data was undertaken using a Mathematica program
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(Wolfram, US) [1, 10]. When applied to equation 4.2.5 this yielded numerical solu-

tions for the population removal immediately following STED (i.e. before the onset

of significant orientational relaxation), for varying S and specific ratios of DUMP

pulse-width to ground state vibrational relaxation time (⌧P/⌧R). A set of numerical

solutions for FD and �R with S for di↵erent values of ⌧P/⌧R is shown in Figure

4.5; this shows that as the DUMP pulse is increased (i.e. ⌧P/⌧R) rises) re-pumping

of S1 is reduced and higher levels of excited state depletion can be achieved. By

matching numerical solutions (as in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) to experimental data, it is

possible to obtain values for the stimulated emission cross-section and ground state

vibrational relaxation times [1, 2, 7, 10, 11]. The simulations for FD and �R are fit

simultaneously and the best global agreement to both is determined by eye, giving

the ⌧P/⌧R ratio. The changes in FD predicted in Figure 4.4 with increasing DUMP

pulse width are not as marked as those for �R. With parallel PUMP and DUMP

polarizations the fluorescence anisotropy following STED shows a sharp decrease

due to selective de-excitation of transition dipole moments oriented parallel to the

excitation polarization. Most STED techniques are purely concerned with maxi-

mizing FD; however when examining excited state alignment through use of STED

anisotropy experiments the accuracy of �R predictions by the model become impor-

tant. It has been previously noted [2, 5] that the fit of the model prediction of �R

to experimental data does not always match that of the model prediction of FD to

experimental data; both FD and �R experimentally obtained is often significantly

less than that predicted. This is further complicated as all simulated values of FD

become very similar at high values of ⌧P/⌧R (see Figure 4.4. The mechanisms that

a↵ect the anisotropy predicted by the model therefore require further investigation.

4.3 Experimental Set-up

The experimental apparatus for STED in two-photon excited populations is illus-

trated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.2: Stimulated emission depletion (STED) of Alexa 594 in water following two-

photon excitation (800nm, 12 nJ, ca. 190 fs). With a 200 ps PUMP-DUMP delay 90% of

the excited state population is removed by the DUMP pulse (684 nm, 40 nJ, ca. 2 ps)

Figure 4.3: STED depolarization in Alexa594 in water (experimental conditions are as in

Figure 4.2). Selective removal of molecules oriented parallel to the DUMP polarisation

results in an abrupt change in molecular alignment (�R = 0.22). Pump and Dump times

are labelled as P and D.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical solutions to the coupled rate equations yield a family of saturation

curves for population removal by STED for di↵erent values of ⌧P /⌧R. Here, ⌧P /⌧R is varied

from 0.2 to 50 and values of S from 0 to 12.

Figure 4.5: Numerical solutions to 4.2.6 predicting the altered excited state anisotropy in a

two-photon excited population following STED (immediately before the onset of significant

orientational relaxation) with saturation parameter S (varied from 0 to 10), and a pulse

width to relaxation time ratio ⌧P /⌧R (varied from 0.8 to 50). Significant depolarisation of

the excited state requires the dump pulse width to be at least a factor of 5 greater than

the relaxation time of the ground state vibrational levels.
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Streak Camera
trigger input
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Figure 4.6: Experimental set-up including PUMP and DUMP sources used to carry out

STED experiments.

Three samples of Fluorescein were prepared of concentration 1 ⇥ 10�4 in Glycerol,

Glycerol/water mixtures of 100:0, 80:20 and 60:40 to achieve a range of sample

viscosities. As sample viscosity a↵ects the rotational correlation time, this gives a

further experimental variable with which to alter the degree of rotation during the

DUMP pulse. The samples were contained in a 250 µL fluorescence cuvette (Helma)

with three optical windows. Two-photon excitation was achieved using the partial

output of regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900F, Coherent

RegA 9000) which provided 800 nm laser pulses with ca. 12 nJ energy and a ca.

190 fs FWHM pulse width at a repetition rate of 250 KHz. The majority of the
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Figure 4.7: Right-angle excitation-detection geometry in combination with parallel PUMP

and DUMP polarisations. Fluorescence measurements were taken at 0� (vertical polarisa-

tion of measurement) and 90� (horizontal polarisation of measurement).

800 nm output was used to drive an Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) (Coherent

9400) which provides a synchronous pulse train with a tunable range of 450-700 nm.

A DUMP wavelength of 600 nm was chosen for high STED cross-section, whilst

maintaining a low cross-section for single-photon absorption. The DUMP pulse was

stretched using a pair of di↵raction gratings (3200 lines per inch, Thorlabs, US) to

ca. 3.8, 11.3 or 42.4 ns by variation of the inter-grating distance. DUMP length

was measured using an auto-correlator (Pulse-Select, APE, Germany), and then

directed to a variable optical delay line which was used to set the PUMP-DUMP

delay time to 600 ps. The PUMP and DUMP beam polarisations were set using

broadband half wave-plates (Melles-Griot, US). A mechanical shutter in the path of

the DUMP beam allowed the PUMP beam to operate alone when necessary. Both

beams were spatially overlapped using a dichroic beam combiner (Semrock, US),

and then focussed into the sample using an achromatic doublet lens (f = 25 mm),

Melles-Griot) through a 2 mm diameter pinhole. Spontaneous fluorescence was

focussed into a C4334 streak camera (Hamamatsu, Japan) through a condensing
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lens and a short-pass 650 nm filter (Chroma, US) was used to block scattered laser

light. The streak camera records the intensity of the fluorescence signal in both

time and one spatial dimension aligned with the beam path. The PUMP power

was controlled using a combination of the appropriate half-wave plate and the Glan

Taylor cube polariser (Melles-Griot) to minimise non-radiative energy loss in the

beam waist, whilst maintaining a high signal to noise ratio.

A number of intensity profiles were taken at both 0� (IV (t)) and 90� (IH(t)) to the

z-axis in the lab frame (in this case the z-axis is in the direction of both PUMP and

DUMP beams) as shown in Figure 4.7. The measurement polarisation direction

with respect to the z-axis was controlled using a rotatable sheet polaroid (Melles-

Griot) between the sample and detector. Fluorescence measurements were taken

at a range of di↵erent DUMP energies (from zero to the maximum available, in

the region of 30-50 nJ), and in addition for each experiment a measurement of

fluorescence intensity in the absence of STED was also made. The region of interest

was spatially selected to coincide with the region of maximum depletion; as well as

achieving a higher measured FD this ensured the signal was maintained at a level

approximately constant in the z direction. Intensity profiles of the DUMP induced

fluorescence were also taken with the PUMP shut o↵, to be subtracted from the

signal during analysis in cases when the intensity was above 1% that of the signal.

To extract values of FD from the collected intensity data, the dumped intensity

graphs were subtracted from the undumped intensity. A minimum of 50 data points

from the measurement at times after the DUMP were used to obtain a mean value for

FD. To extract values of�R from the anisotropy data, the anisotropy data was fitted

before and after the DUMP pulse using the program Origin, and the instantaneous

change in anisotropy calculated by hand at the midpoint of the anisotropy change.
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4.4 Rotation of Excited State Population During

DUMP

The accuracy of the model used to fit pulsed STED data as described above has been

found to depend upon certain experimental parameters. This section summarises

the e↵ects that some of these experimental parameters have on the fit, namely

DUMP pulse length and viscosity of solution. This dependence had not been fully

noticed before, but could be seen when re-examining previous data [2, 5] as well as

in the data shown in this section. Section 4.5 then investigates the quality of fit

of the model further through manipulation of the model parameters and through

alteration of the model in order to better understand the physical processes taking

place (i.e. that result in the deviation from model behaviour).

4.4.1 Dump Pulse Length

E�ciency of the DUMP process depends on a lack of re-pumping to the excited

state. Figure 4.8 shows the fractional population depletion during STED FD and

the resultant change in anisotropy �R for fluorescein in glycerol and glycerol/water

solutions for three DUMP pulsewidths. The best individual theoretical fits to the

FD and �R data are shown, in addition to the best global fit (i.e. best fit to FD

and �R with the same ⌧P/⌧R value and scaling factor)., with corresponding ⌧P/⌧R

values noted on the plots. Although the model does not directly appear to be less

applicable at the longer DUMP widths, on calculation of the values of ⌧R based

on these fits it can be seen that these ⌧R values vary greatly, which is not possible

physically.

Based on the best global fit to both FD and �R of ⌧P/⌧R the values measured for

⌧R are 0.38 ps (3.80 ps DUMP), 1.256 ps (11.3 ps DUMP) and 6.057 ps (42.4 ps

DUMP). Only the value with the shortest DUMP pulse (3.8 ps) yields a value of the

order of the value expected for ⌧R [2, 5]. This demonstrates that the model breaks

down completely at the longer DUMP widths used. Using the value calculated from
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Figure 4.8: 2-photon STED excited state population removal in Fluorescein 1 ⇥ 10�4 in

Glycerol. Best theoretical fits of model are shown for FD and �R and for the best global

fit along with corresponding ⌧P /⌧R values. DUMP lengths of top: 3.8 ps; middle: 11.3 ps;

and bottom: 42.4 ps were used.
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Solvent ⌧ROT (ns)

Glycerol 18.7

Glycerol:water 80:20 8.9

Glycerol:water60:40 2.7

Ethylene Glycol 2.8

Table 4.2: Rotational correlations times of Fluorescein in the solvents used.

the 3.8 ps DUMP pulse of ⌧R = 0.380 ps an additional ⌧P/⌧R fit was added to the

same data, as shown in Figure 4.9. It can be seen that this fit di↵ers from the data

even further at ⌧P = 42.4 ps than at ⌧P = 11.3 ps.

4.4.2 Solvent Viscosity

Viscosity alters the rotational di↵usion time and so increasing viscosity should reduce

and orientational relaxation during the DUMP pulse. Another factor that can be

seen to a↵ect the model fit is the viscosity of the solvent; with lower viscosity

solvents the model fits the data less well, especially the �R data. This is shown for

the data with the 3.8 ps pulse width in Figure 4.10. Rotational correlation times of

Fluorescein in the various solvents are given in Table 4.2.

The best global fits for the di↵erent DUMP pulse widths are shown in Figure 4.11

for all three samples in Glycerol/water mixtures of 100:0, 80:20 and 60:40. For the

100% Glycerol sample, data for all DUMP lengths fits well to simulated curves,

although all of these curves have a lower ⌧P/⌧R value than expected. For the sample

in 80% Glycerol data using the two shorter DUMP pulse lengths fit well to the

simulated curves, though again with ⌧P/⌧R values too low. However the data when

the longest DUMP pulse is used does not fit well to the simulated data. In the case

of the 60% Glycerol sample none of the simulations fit the data well, with the long

DUMP pulse simulation fitting the data particularly badly.
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Figure 4.9: 2-photon STED excited state population removal in Fluorescein 1 ⇥ 10�4 in

Glycerol. DUMP lengths of top: 3.8 ps; middle: 11.3 ps; and bottom: 42.4 ps were used.

Best theoretical fits of model are shown for FD and �R and for the best global fit along

with corresponding ⌧P /⌧R values. For DUMP lengths of 11.3 and 42.4 ps the fit using

⌧R = 380 fs is also shown.
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Figure 4.10: 2-photon STED excited state population removal with a 3.8 ps DUMP length

in Fluorescein 1 ⇥ 10�4 in Glycerol/water mixtures of top: 100:0; middle: 80:20; and

bottom: 60:40. Best theoretical fits of model are shown for FD and �R and for the best

global fit along with corresponding ⌧P /⌧R values.
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Figure 4.11: The best global fit of simulations to both FD and �R following STED for

DUMP pulse widths of 3.8 ps, 11.3 ps, and 42.4 ps shown for a sample of Fluorecein in

Glycerol/water mixtures of (top) 100:0, (middle) 80:20 and (bottom) 60:40.
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Figure 4.12: Degree of rotation of Fluorescein molecules during DUMP against inaccuracy

of theoretical fit. A positive correlation is seen in all cases. With the less viscous solvents

the e↵ect of rotation during the DUMP becomes apparent at shorter DUMP pulses.

4.4.3 Discussion

The degree of rotation of the excited molecules during the DUMP pulse is neglected

as insignificant in the current model of the STED process and the DUMP is treated

as instantaneous. However, when the degree of rotation during the DUMP is in-

creased through use of a longer DUMP pulse or lower solvent viscosity the model

becomes a less accurate prediction of the observed data.

The DUMP pulsewidth and viscosity dependence is further demonstrated in Figure

4.12 which plots the inaccuracy of ⌧R prediction (⌧R from theoretical fit divided by

the ⌧R ‘real’: the ⌧R determined from the short DUMP pulse data) against degree

of rotation during the DUMP pulse (DUMP length ⌧P divided by the rotational

correlation time ⌧20. It can be seen that for each sample a positive correlation

occurs. This shows that the increasing inability of the model to fit the experimental

data strongly correlates with rotation during the DUMP pulse.

Ground state relaxation times ⌧R obtained from theoretical fits to data for each of

the three DUMP lengths and solvent viscosities are shown in Table 4.3.
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⌧P 100% Glycerol 80% Glycerol 60% Glycerol

3.8 ps 380 fs 475 fs 760 fs

11.3 ps 1256 fs 869 f s 565 fs

42.4 ps 6057 fs 14133 fs 8480 fs

Table 4.3: Ground state relaxation time ⌧R variation with DUMP pulse length ⌧P for

Fluorecein solvents of di↵ering viscosity.

The value of ⌧P/⌧R is predicted by the model with relative accuracy in the case of

short DUMP pulse widths; FD and �R can be fitted simultaneously to the curves

generated by the model, implying that the the mismatch between experimental and

theoretical �R values is not due to experimental problems in measuring �R. The

ratio of FD and �R at low DUMP powers gives information about the molecular

alignment in the sample, which does not depend on DUMP power. For the middle

DUMP pulse width used (11.3 ps) it can be seen that there is a slightly lower value

of FD and �R than is predicted by the model, which gives a value of ⌧P/⌧R that is

lower than anticipated, in turn giving a higher ground state relaxation time. This

e↵ect is most apparent in the case of the long DUMP pulse used (42.4 ps) where

the quality of fit is low with any value of ⌧P/⌧R.

4.5 Further Investigation of the Model

It has been shown that the standard model of STED dynamics (Section 4.2) does

not fully describe the process under all conditions. A summary of the steps taken

in calculating FD and �R for a given initial orientational distribution as used so far

is given below.

The parameters used are as follows:

t = ⌧d: Time at which excitation happens (assumed to be instantaneous)

⌧PD: Time between two-photon excitation and application of the DUMP pulse

t = 0: Time at which DUMP pulse begins
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t = ⌧P : Time at which DUMP pulse ends

FR: Fraction of molecules remaining in excited state

FD: Fraction of molecules that have been depleted (FD = 1� FR)

⌧R: Ground state relaxation time

The subscripts g and e are used to denote ground and excited states.
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1. SOLVE RATE EQUATIONS

N 0
e(t) =

S cos2 ✓

⌧P
(Ng(t)�Ne(t)) (4.5.1)

N 0
g(t) =


S cos2 ✓

⌧P
(Ne(t)�Ng(t))

�
� Ng(t)

⌧R

(4.5.2)

where N 0
e(0) = 1, N 0

g(0) = 0

:Describes the time evolution of

the excited state population dur-

ing STED. To obtain FR, eval-

uation is performed at t = ⌧P .

This gives the fraction of popu-

lation remaining in the excited

state following the DUMP pulse.

2. DEFINE DUMP OPERATOR

Dump(✓, S, t) = N 0
e(t)

:Gives FR for each ✓, which de-

pends on variables S and t.

3. DEFINE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION

Pu(✓, ⌧d) =
1
4⇡

⇣
1 + ↵20e�⌧

d

Y20(✓,�)
Y00(✓,�)

+

↵40e�⌧
d

10
3

Y40(✓,�)
Y00(✓,�)

⌘

(4.5.3)

[⌧d given in units of ⌧20] [De-

bye di↵usion gives ⌧40 = 3
10⌧20]

:Gives distribution of molecules

in ✓ and � at the point in time

that the DUMP begins.

4. DEFINE DUMPED DISTRIBU-

TION Pd(✓) = Pu⇥ Dump(✓, S, t = ⌧p)

:Gives distribution in ✓ following

DUMP

5. SELECT A ⌧p/⌧R VALUE

FRij =
R
Pd For S=0! Smax (step

size Sstep) Then FDij = 1 � FRij

Loop for e.g.. 5 ⌧p/⌧R values

:Integrates distribution following

DUMP over unit sphere. Gives

FD as a function of S (curve pro-

duced for each repeat). Sub-

scripts i,j denote di↵erent values

of S and ⌧P/⌧R respectively.
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6. SELECT A ⌧p/⌧R VALUE

Calculate �Rij = RUij(⌧d) � RDij

For S=0! Smax (step size Sstep)

Where RDij =
R
Y20P

d

p
4⇡/5

F
Rij

Loop for e.g.. 5 ⌧p/⌧R values

:Gives �R between beginning

and end of DUMP pulse as a

function of S (curve produced

for each repeat). Division of

RDij by FRij as Pd not nor-

malised.

7. PLOT DATA + SIMULATIONS

Data is a function of E, and simulations

are a function of S where S = �E
h⌫A . Adjust

simulations for best fit to data. Curve that

fits best gives ⌧P/⌧R. If no curves match,

repeat from step 5 with new ⌧P/⌧R values.

:Scaling S against E for best fit

gives value of �

This model assumes a rectangular pulse and negligible rotation during the DUMP

pulse; both are approximations to the real behaviour. For larger depletion pulse

energies and a short DUMP pulse the rectangular pulse approximation used will

have a high rate of STED throughout the pulse, resulting in a higher rate of re-

excitation before relaxation in the ground state. However, at the same energy the

real DUMP pulse that is approximately Gaussian in shape will have regions of the

pulse with high STED rates (in the centre) and regions which experience lower STED

rates (in the wings of the pulse). This means that re-excitation may occur less often

than predicted for short high energy pulses. This is shown in Figure 4.13 which

shows the intensity of the DUMP pulse with respect to position within the pulse.

The ground state relaxation rate is equal to 1/⌧R. When the DUMP pulse intensity

I � h⌫
�
S

⌧
R

then the re-excitation rate becomes comparable to that of relaxation.

With long DUMP pulses the intensity is consistently below this threshold irrespec-

tive of the pulse shape and energy, so the rectangular pulse approximation becomes

a better description of the pulse, CW STED being the limiting case (although this
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I(t)

I(t) = hν/σSτ

Figure 4.13: DUMP pulse intensity for the Gaussian (actual) pulse (for a short DUMP

pulse i.e. saturation occurs in the centre) and the square pulse approximation used in

the model. A Gaussian pulse shape (temporal profile) always has regions of minimal

saturation.

neglects the increasing e↵ect of the fluorescence rate). The modelling therefore pre-

dicts that in order to maximise FD the DUMP pulse should be stretched to minimise

re-excitation through absorption of the DUMP. The fact that the mismatch between

simulations and observed data occurs at larger DUMP pulse widths is therefore unex-

pected, which suggests that other mechanisms are coming into play. For this reason

the following adjustments to the model will therefore focus on ways to implicitly

include rotation during the DUMP, as it is not possible to evaluate this explicitly.

The aim is to modify the model such that it better describes the behaviour observed

when long DUMP pulses are used; specifically that the simulated FD and �R are

lower (for long DUMP pulses) than currently as this would allow the data to fit to

a higher value of ⌧P/⌧R for longer DUMP pulses.

Three approaches to this are taken.

Firstly, an artificial increase in the anisotropy prior to the DUMP is applied and

the result on prediction accuracy observed, crudely ‘o↵setting’ some of the possible

depolarisation during STED by increasing the starting alignment. Secondly, the

cos2 ✓ term in Equation 4.5.1 was amended to include a constant which simulates

depolarisation of the excited population during the DUMP pulse, enabling STED

of molecules at an angle of ✓ ⇡ 90� that may rotate into the hole ‘burnt’ into

the distribution around ✓ = 0� with strong STED (high FD). The third approach
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examines the impact of higher order moments which are present in the excited state

distribution whenever re-pumping of the excited state by the DUMP pulse occurs.

The excited state alignment is a product of the ground state distribution and the

excitation operator as discussed in Chapter 2. The experiments in this chapter begin

in an isotropic ground state and undergo 2PA such that the excited state distribution

will contain K Q = 0 0, 2 0 and 4 0 moments. Re-excitation of molecules that were

previously excited and have undergone stimulated emission will further increase this

e↵ect. The change in magnitude of alignment moments K Q = 2 0, 4 0, 6 0, 8 0 and

10 0 during the STED pulse was calculated in Mathematica using the usual STED

model. The results are shown in Figure 4.14 for two di↵erent values of ⌧P/⌧R. This

Figure shows that for a longer DUMP pulse (i.e. greater ⌧P/⌧R value) there is a

greater magnitude of higher order moments at both low and high DUMP energies;

this is further evidence that the presence of higher order moments is responsible for

the model breakdown at long DUMP pulses.

Although the ‘writing in of’ higher order moments are accounted for in the STED

model used, it does not include depolarisation during the DUMP pulse as discussed

previously. Whilst depolarisation of the h↵20i and h↵40i moments is small on the

timescale of the DUMP width, higher order moments depolarise on an increasingly

fast timescale as shown in Section 1.4. Although the magnitude of higher order

moments is small as shown by calculation in the simulation in Figure 4.14, it is

possible that due to this fast depolarisation of higher order moments the excited

state distribution is su�ciently a↵ected during the DUMP pulse. It can be seen

that especially at the higher ⌧P/⌧R value the amplitudes of the higher order moments

are not negligible, with amplitudes up to 10% that of the ↵20 and ↵40 moments.

The faster depolarisation of these moments during the DUMP pulse could therefore

result in a di↵erence in alignment between the sample and the theoretical model.

The third approach therefore investigates the impact of the rotation of the higher

order moments during the DUMP through modification of the STED model to

implicitly include the rapid depolarisation of these higher moments by periodically
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Figure 4.14: Change in excited state distribution alignment moments with time for (top)

⌧P /⌧R = 0.5 and (bottom) ⌧P /⌧R = 10 for a PUMP-DUMP delay of zero and and a cos4 ✓

(i.e. 2PA) initial alignment. The change in higher order moments at long times is greater

for higher ⌧P /⌧R.
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resetting them to zero throughout the time course of the DUMP pulse, thereby

simulating the e↵ects of rotation during STED.

4.5.1 Alteration of Alignment Moment Amplitudes

The amplitudes of the h↵20i and h↵40i moments present in the initial excited state

distribution then are determined by the ground state distribution and excitation

operator. The values obtained in the limit of weak excitation are R(0) = 4/7 (where

↵20 =
p
5R(0)) and ↵40 = 8/21 (single element transition tensor, see Chapter 2.

However, if the ground state distribution experiences molecular ordering due to the

excitation of molecules with an absorption dipole in the direction of the excitation

pulse polarisation, the amplitudes ↵20 and ↵40 may change in addition to creation

of additional moments.

To investigate this possibility, a range of R(0) and ↵40 value combinations were

tested using the model. The resulting simulations are shown in Figure 4.15 for the

sample of Fluorescein in 100% Glycerol and the DUMP pulse width of 42.4 ps (this

case was used as it has the longest DUMP width and the original simulations showed

the worst fit to the data).

The observed value of R(0) can be measured directly as 0.47, which is slightly lower

than the theoretical maximum of 4/7 due to a combination of experimental factors

such as the finite instrument response of the streak camera, or due to an angle be-

tween absorption and emission transition dipole moments. Previous measurements

in the group on more sensitive apparatus had indicated that the angle between ab-

sorption and emission was negligible. However, if the sample was being pumped

too strongly such that the ground state was being depleted di↵erent values of the

excited state moments than predicted from a cos4 ✓ excitation probability would be

produced. It can be seen in Figure 4.15 that decreasing ↵20 from the theoretical

maximum to the observed value lowers the predicted FD resulting in a better fit to

the measured data, but increases the predicted �R giving a worse fit to the �R

data. The parameter ↵40 cannot be measured directly but experimentally decreas-
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Figure 4.15: Simulations of FD and �R using di↵erent combinations of input values of

order moment amplitudes a20 and a40. The red curve shows the values obtained in the

weak excitation regime. The sample used is Fluorescein in 100% Glycerol with a DUMP

width of 42.4 ps and a PUMP-DUMP delay of 600 ps.

ing ↵40 increases the predicted FD resulting in a worse fit to the measured data, but

lowers �R giving a better fit to the �R data. Combining the two e↵ects o↵sets the

decreases in accuracy to some extent, with the simulation using decreased values of

both ↵20 and ↵40 (the curve in green) giving a better fit to the data. Lowering the

value of ↵20 still further gives a better fit to the FD data but a worse overall fit.

If there is significant rotation during STED then it might be expected that a higher

initial alignment would ‘o↵set’ a certain amount of intrinsic rotation, giving a quali-

tatively better fit, although the magnitude of this change is not expected to be high

as these moments don’t significantly relax over the timescale of the DUMP pulse.

However, R(0) values above 0.4 must contain some amplitude of ↵40 to form a ‘real’

distribution. The two simulations that curve downwards with ↵40 = 0 are therefore

not physical.

This model approach therefore does not better explain the Physical e↵ects taking

place even though it does improve the results. In addition, the amplitudes of initial
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moments will not be a↵ected by the length of the DUMP pulse (i.e. will be the same

for both short and long DUMP pulses) so this would not explain why the model fits

for short DUMP pulses (where there is a greater sensitivity to initial alignment) but

not for long ones. When there is strong saturation in the direction of the absorption

transition dipole moment of the molecule, cos2 ✓ exerts a greater influence on the

probability of excited state re-pumping.

4.5.2 Addition of a Constant to the Excited State Distribu-

tion

An alternative way to alter the excited state distribution prior to the DUMP pulse in

the simulations is through the addition of a constant to the cos2 ✓ term in Equation

4.5.1. This is to simulate rotation during the DUMP pulse by allowing molecules

oriented close to ✓ = 90� a greater STED rate than given by cos2 ✓. As the degree

of STED increases, a ‘hole’ is ‘burnt’ into the distribution for small values of ✓. The

larger this hole, the more net rotational di↵usion from ✓ close to 90� to smaller ✓

might be expected, increasing the likelihood of these molecules being depleted. This

would have the e↵ect of reducing the H polarised fluorescence significantly more,

leading to higher RD and therefore lower �R.

giving a revised version of Equation 4.5.1 as

N 0
e(t) =

S cos2 ✓ + a

(1 + 3a)⌧P
(Ng(t)�Ne(t)) (4.5.4)

where a normalisation constant of 1+ 3a has been included so that the value of S is

still comparable with the original model. This revised model is otherwise identical

to the model detailed in Section 4.5. The results of this addition to the model are

shown in Figure 4.16, where various simulations resulting from di↵erent values of

the constant, a, are shown for each dataset. The datasets used are those resulting

from STED in Fluorescein in a solvent of 100% Glycerol for three di↵ering DUMP

pulse widths.

It can be seen that addition of a constant results in a large change to the simulated
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Figure 4.16: Simulations resulting from addition of a constant to the DUMP operator

as in Equation 4.5.4 overlaid on observed STED data for Fluorescein in Glycerol (100%)

with DUMP pulse widths of top: 3.8 ps; middle: 11.3 p;s and bottom: 42.4 ps; for various

values of the constant a.
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�R value, but a small change to the FD value. In the case of the 3.8 ps DUMP

pulse width the simulation with addition of the constant actually results in a worse

fit to the data, but a small constant of 0.05-0.1 in the case of the 11.3 ps DUMP

pulse width results in a better fit to the data. In the case of the 42.4 ps DUMP

pulse width although the addition of a constant reduces the simulated �R value,

the shapes of the curves do not correspond to the observed data. The addition of a

constant in this way is not e↵ective at reducing the predicted value of FD at high

S/Energy, which would leave the data fitting to a higher value of ⌧P/⌧R at long

DUMP widths. The amplitude of the constant needed to reduce �R enough is very

high; too high to be the e↵ect of the small amount of rotation expected during the

pulse. This shows that rotation cannot be treated this simplistically.

4.5.3 Model in which Amplitude of Higher Order Moments

is Reset to Zero Part-way Through the DUMP Pulse

As mentioned earlier, the rate at which the moments of the excited state order di↵use

is related to the rank K: ⌧KQ = k(k + 1)D. It can be expected therefore that only

moments of high order will relax noticeably on the timescale of the DUMP pulse.

For example, for a ⌧P of 1% of ⌧20 the K = 24 moment has a decay time equal to

the DUMP pulse length. As shown in Figure 4.14 (and the supporting text) higher

moments are created when saturation of the DUMP transition is strong. Also,

considering that the true pulse shape is much longer than the rectangular pulse

assumed in the model (Figure 4.13) and that the regions outside the rectangular

pulse are more significant at high depletion rates, the time ‘available’ for relaxation

of higher moments may be significantly greater than anticipated.

Although it is not possible to explicitly model relaxation of just the higher order mo-

ments, it is feasible to break the STED pulse into sections and modify the resulting

alignment before continuing with the next section of the DUMP pulse. Resetting

the amplitude of all but the K Q = 2 0 and 4 0 moments to zero part way through

the DUMP pulse will have the e↵ect of simulating the e↵ect of rotation of these
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moments during the DUMP pulse. The decision to reset moments from 6 0 upwards

was arbitrary In this second model it is necessary to perform the evaluation of the

second half of the DUMP beam with all sets of starting conditions given by evalu-

ation of the first half of the DUMP beam i.e. each value of S and ⌧P used, greatly

increasing the calculation complexity. This was possible using the software Math-

ematica as it allows the input of matrices (complex functions) as initial conditions

for calculations.
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1-3. Same as in original model

4. DEFINE DUMPED DISTRIBUTION

Pd(1)(✓) = Pu⇥ Dump(✓, S, t = ⌧p/2)

:Gives distribution in ✓ following

DUMP but this time evaluated

at ⌧p/2.

5. SELECT A ⌧p/⌧R VALUE

FR(1)ij =
R
Pd(1)

↵20(1)ij =
R
P
d(1)Y20

p
4⇡R

P
d(1)

↵40(1)ij =
R
P
d(1)Y40

p
4⇡R

P
d(1)

For S=0! Smax (step size Sstep)

Then FD(1)ij = 1 � FR(1)ij

:As in previous model gives

FD(1) as a function of S (curve

produced for each repeat) but

in this case is evaluated at ⌧P/2.

In addition, values for ↵20(1) and

↵40(1) are found at this time for

each value of S.

6. SOLVE RATE EQUATIONS

FOR NEW START CONDITIONS

N 0
e(2)(t) =

S cos2 ✓

⌧P
(Ng(t)�Ne(t)) (4.5.5)

N 0
g(2)(t) =


S cos2 ✓

⌧P
(Ne(t)�Ng(t))

�
�Ng(t)

⌧R
(4.5.6)

where N 0
e(2)ij(0) = Neij(⌧P/2),

Ng(2)ij(0) = Ngij(⌧P/2)

:Solutions from Step 1 evaluated

at ⌧P/2 used as start conditions.

7. DEFINE 2ND DUMP OPERATOR

Dump(2)ij = Ne(2)ij(t = ⌧P )

:Gives a value of FR(2)ij for all

values of S and ⌧P/⌧R used in

Step 5.
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8. DEFINE 2ND INI-

TIAL DISTRIBUTION

Pu(2)ij(✓, ⌧d) =
1
4⇡

⇣
1 + ↵20(1)ije�⌧

d

Y20(✓,�)
Y00(✓,�)

+

↵40(1)ije�⌧
d

3
10

Y40(✓,�)
Y00(✓,�)

⌘

(4.5.7)

[⌧d given in units of ⌧20] Values of

Pu(2) found for each value of ↵20(1)ij

and ↵40(1)ij from Step 5. All other

moments have zero amplitude.

:There is now an array of Pu val-

ues (in previous model only one

Pu value was found)

9. DEFINE 2ND DUMPED

DISTRIBUTION

Pd(2)ij(✓) = Pu(2)ij⇥ Dump(2)ij(✓, S, t = ⌧p)

:Gives distribution in ✓ following

DUMP at t = ⌧p. An array of

values is generated.

10. SELECT A ⌧p/⌧R VALUE

FR(2)ij =
R
Pd(2)ij

For S=0! Smax (step size Sstep) Then

FD(2)ij = (1 � FR(2)ij)(1 � FR(1)ij)

:Integrates the distribution fol-

lowing DUMP over unit sphere

and gives FD(2) as a function of

S (curve produced for each re-

peat).

11. SELECT A ⌧p/⌧R VALUE

Calculate �Rij = Ru(2)ij(⌧d) � RD(2)ij

For S=0! Smax (step size Sstep)

Where RD(2)ij =
R
Y20P

d(2)ij

p
4⇡/5

F
R(2)ij

:Gives �R between beginning

and end of DUMP pulse as a

function of S (curve produced

for each repeat). Division of

RD(2)ij by FR(2)ij as Pd(2)ij not

normalised.

A third model was also developed in which the higher order moments were reset

four times during the DUMP pulse, which follows the same process as the model

detailed above. The results for the both the model including one reset of higher
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Figure 4.17: Simulations arising from the developed model showing the e↵ect of resetting

the amplitude of higher order moments to zero during the DUMP pulse once (red curves),

and four times (green curves) for five di↵erent ⌧P /⌧R values. The original model results

are also shown (black curves) for comparison. It can be seen that this resetting results in

an increase in both FD and �R which exacerbates the discrepancies between the observed

and predicted FD and �R behaviour rather than resulting in improvement.

order moments and the model including four resets are shown in Figure 4.17.

It can be seen in Figure 4.17 that resetting the higher order moments (simulating

faster rotation) results in a significant increase in both FD and �R. This does indeed

exacerbate the problem in fitting, indicating that rotation of higher order moments

during the DUMP pulse could be the cause of an increased FD and �R and therefore

the less accurate fit of the model when longer DUMP pulse lengths are used.
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4.6 Conclusions

The previous suspicion that there was a DUMP pulse length dependence of the per-

formance of the existing model has been proven. Short pulses (in general a few ps

but there is a dependence on the rotational time) give a good fit to experimental

data and realistic values of the relaxation rate of the upper vibrational levels can

be obtained. As the pulse length is increased, agreement between experiment and

theory is still reasonable for most systems, but substantial variation in the obtained

value of the relaxation times are observed. For the longest pulses (10’s of ps) much

greater breakdown of the model is observed. Simulations fit poorly with exper-

imental observation and the obtained values of the ground state relaxation time

are an order of magnitude higher than with short DUMP pulses; this is physically

unrealistic.

The degree to which the model breaks down and the DUMP pulse length at which it

does was seen to have a noticeable dependence on the solvent viscosity. With more

viscous solvents the model performs better, particularly in the long pulse regime.

This has been observed in other systems for GFP; Masters observed good agreement

for relatively long pulses [5] but also observed the increase in obtained relaxation

time as the pulse length was increased. Armoogum also observed significant variation

of relaxation time with pulse lengths for a number of fluorescent dyes [2], although

the pulse lengths used in this experiment were not long enough to observe complete

breakdown of the model.

This dependence on pulse length and solvent viscosity of accuracy of the model

suggests that a possible reason for this breakdown may be due to relaxation of the

orientational distribution during the timescale of the STED pulse. This was not

accounted for in the existing model as the timescale was considered insu�cient for

any significant relaxation of the excited state moments (↵20 and ↵40) that are present

before the STED pulse. Moments of much higher order are created however when

the degree of saturation of the STED transition is high and it is possible for these

moments to relax significantly when the DUMP pulse is long and/or the solvent
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viscosity is low. To investigate this possibility a number of modifications to the

existing model were performed, as explicit inclusion of rotational di↵usion is not

possible, with the aim of improving the qualitative agreement with experimental

observation in this long pulse regime.

The initial alignment was modified in an ad-hoc sense to account for the possibility

that initial alignment was di↵erent to that anticipated in the model, due to experi-

mental factors, transition tensor shape, or non-Debye di↵usion. Although this was

successful in improving the qualitative fit, it required large and unphysical values of

the initial moments to do so. This cannot therefore be considered an explanation

to the problem.

Curves were generated with the inclusion of a constant to the cos2 ✓ term in the

DUMP angular dependence to simulate the e↵ect of molecules orientated close to

perpendicular to the DUMP polarisation di↵using towards the DUMP polarisation

direction substantially increasing their interaction with the field. Whilst this did

have the e↵ect of qualitatively reducing the change in alignment �R to the levels

experimentally observed, the quantitative comparison was poor and the magnitude

of the constant term was substantial and not thought to be physically realistic given

the relatively small change in alignment possible during the DUMP timescale.

An attempt was made to modify the model to incorporate the much faster relax-

ation of higher order moments by periodically resetting their magnitudes to zero

during the STED pulse. Although this had qualitatively the opposite e↵ect on the

FD and �R magnitude to that required to bring them into agreement with observa-

tion, the substantially di↵erent results of this simulation compared to the existing

model for all pulse lengths when the STED rate is high highlights the importance

of the contribution of higher order moments; this is the case even though the higher

order moment magnitudes are relatively small compared with the initial excited

state alignment. This suggests that although it cannot be modelled in this way the

relatively small amount of orientational di↵usion that happens during the STED

pulse may be su�cient to significantly alter the observed e↵ect of the STED pulse
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on the excited state alignment. Alternative methods of modelling this reorientation

may therefore be more successful, such as perhaps a full numerical solution of the

di↵usion equation in the presence of STED (although this would be computationally

very intensive).

Although the relations with solvent viscosity and pulse length along with the consis-

tency of the e↵ect between chromophore-solvent systems is suggestive of rotational

di↵usion as being the reason for the breakdown of the model, the possibility of other

photophysical e↵ects should not be excluded. Excited state absorption transition

linewidths and solvent relaxation for example have not been considered. Such e↵ects

might be expected however to be specific to individual chromophores whereas the

observed pulse length behaviour described here has been observed so far to be quite

general from system to system. More detailed modelling of orientational di↵usion

during STED may be necessary therefore before it can be dismissed as the cause of

the observed anomalous behaviour of STED for long pulses.

In previous applications of STED it has normally been considered advantageous to

stretch the pulse as much as possible to maximise its e�ciency; little work has been

performed in quantifying the optimum conditions for maximising FD. It is observed

in this work that the gain in STED e�ciency for longer pulses is minimal to zero,

particularly for non-viscous solvents. It may therefore be advantageous to quantify

the optimum DUMP length for specific STED applications.
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Summary

The work detailed in this thesis has important implications for a number of areas of

scientific research.

In Chapter 2 it was shown that in AF257, an example of a branched trigonal pla-

nar molecule optimised for 2PA, there exist two separate fluorescing components.

Using a combination of fluorescence intensity and fluorescence anisotropy measure-

ments it was shown that these two components exhibit di↵ering characteristics and

behavior such as di↵ering degrees of excitation energy delocalisation and di↵ering

emitting energy levels. This could have implications for the measurement of the 2PA

quantum yield (as they have quite di↵erent lifetimes) of such molecules, which has

previously been assumed to be wavelength independent. Di↵erentiation between the

two components seemed to happen in the excited state, with a common absorption

mechanism taking place.

This information will help with electronic structure calculations both in the design

of new models of such 2PA molecules, and in the testing of existing ones. Whether

or not the emission dipole is oriented parallel to the absorption dipole provides a

much more sensitive test of proposed theoretical models of the electronic states of

these molecules than trying to make quantitative comparisons of the absorption

cross section. In relation to chapters 3 and 4, the knowledge of the relative orien-

tation of the absorption and emission dipole moments can be used for optimising

STED, as the two di↵erent components may each be better used in di↵erent STED

experiments. This greater understanding of the molecules may then be useful in the

practical application of STED in the future. For example, in the case of excitation

204
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distributed over the three molecular branches, the problems described in Chapter 3

in the implementation of CW STED would be greatly reduced because there would

not be so much of a ‘hole’ generated in the distribution. It could also a↵ect measure-

ments of energy transfer e.g. FRET as the mechanism of transfer would be di↵erent

for the two components, which could lead to misinterpretation of results.

Further investigation of the case of two fluorescing components was carried out in

Chapter 3, in which the CW depletion dynamics of fluorescent proteins were investi-

gated. Here, it was first demonstrated that the two fluorescent proteins investigated,

EGFP and mCherry, both consist of a two component fluorescence decay. It was

then shown that there are significant di↵erences in the depletion characteristics of

each component in both cases; more so in the case of EGFP.

This has important implications for the use of FRET, as what is being measured in

this case is the net e↵ect of several FRET pair combinations rather than just one.

For example, if major and minor components occur in both donor and acceptor

and minor-minor FRET is strong but major-major is weak, a low overall FRET

strength will be measured even though the majority of the FRET occurs via a

strong interaction.

Previously it has been assumed that di↵erences in FRET rate between di↵erent pair

combinations arise due to di↵erences in directions of relative emission/absorption

dipole moments or di↵erences in inter-molecular distances i.e. that the radiative

rates were the same for the di↵erent components with only di↵erences in the non-

radiative rates occurring. However it has been shown here using CW STED that

di↵erences in the radiative rates exist for the components of both of these molecules;

finding the individual component radiative rates in this way had not previously

been attempted. This means that all previous inferences about intermolecular dis-

tance/dipole orientation made using these molecules for FRET could be incorrect.

In the case of CW STED, if there are two components with di↵ering radiative rates

then it would be expected that the overall measured radiative rate would change

with time as one component was depleted more than the other. It is therefore
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important to know the relative radiative rates of the components.

The other factor investigated in Chapter 3 was the fact that CW STED analysis has

until this point used the assumption of a single average STED rate for all molecular

orientations. In reality there will be a cos2 dependence with molecules oriented in

the direction of polarisation of the STED beam being more likely to be depleted,

with these molecules displaying a shorter lifetime in the presence of CW STED. This

would not be an issue if the average orientation remained constant with time, but

as some molecules are preferentially depleted the orientational distribution changes,

with a corresponding change in the lifetime measured. This had not been inves-

tigated before. The use of anisotropy measurements has shown that orientational

e↵ects are significant and should be considered in all future CW STED experiments.

Chapter 4 examines the mechanism of, and fitting model used, in pulsed STED.

The quantification of STED is not usually modelled in any detail; it is generally

assumed that more power and longer DUMP pulses are optimum for STED e�ciency

(i.e. the amount of depletion achievable with a low laser power). However, it

was found that the amount of depletion achieved did not go up with DUMP pulse

length as expected, and that there also appeared to be some correlation between

depletion level and the solvent viscosity. This suggests a more complex interplay of

the STED conditions with the depletion e�ciency than suggested by the previous

simple assumption. E�ciency in STED has significant industrial relevancy with

respect to super-resolution microscopy, not only in terms of the available intensity

from low cost, low maintenance, laser diodes, but more importantly in maintaining

a STED intensity and heat input that is not detrimental to sensitive live biological

samples. Better understanding therefore of the detailed quantification of STED

dynamics with the aim of finding the optimum conditions and dye behaviour would

be desirable.

The results imply that the rotational motion of the dye molecules is an important

contributor to the STED dynamics. Simple attempts to approximate the e↵ects of

non-Debye di↵usion of the molecular orientations, although not successful in explain-
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ing the observation, do demonstrate the significance of rotation during the DUMP

pulse. If a more realistic model of the e↵ects of reorientation were successfully de-

veloped, STED may provide a useful tool in investigating non-Debye di↵usion in

dye-host systems.

In each of the cases investigated in this thesis it was found that looking at the

fluorescence lifetime alone did not give the whole picture; it was only by look-

ing at the lifetime and anisotropy data together that many relevant details were

shown. This was the case in the possible excited state geometries of Chapter 2,

in the more precise quantification of CW STED in chapter 3, and for the possible

complex re-orientational behaviour in Chapter 4. Additionally, the combined use

of time-resolved fluorescence and stimulated emission depletion in this work has

demonstrated that there is still much to understand about the detailed behaviour

of excited chromophores in solution.
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